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‘There are no psychiatric patients, only medical patients with varying degrees of
 psychopathology.’

Schiffer RB, Klein RF, Sider RC: In: The Medical Evaluation of Psychiatric Patients.
New York, Plenum, 1988, p. 28.

Patients suffering from major psychiatric disorders have reduced life expectancy. It is
now well established that the increased morbidity and mortality is often caused by
cardiovascular disease, cancer, inflammatory diseases and endocrine disorders such
as type 2 diabetes. Yet it is only in recent years that attempts have been made to inte-
grate the causes of physical illness with the underlying psychopathology of the disor-
der. Thus, it is now recognized that dysfunctional metabolism plays a crucial role in
physical ill health that is associated with chronic psychiatric disorders such as depres-
sion and schizophrenia. Whether the metabolic syndrome is primarily caused by
changes resulting from life style or the pathophysiology of the patient or, alternatively,
is an important contribution to the psychopathology of the psychiatric disorder is an
open question. A further complication relates to the impact of the drugs on the
metabolism. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the reported effects of some atyp-
ical antipsychotics and antidepressants in causing weight gain, and possibly type 2
diabetes. Yet, as is apparent from several chapters in this volume, it is uncertain
whether the drugs cause the metabolic syndrome or that they exacerbate a vulnera-
bility that exists in some major psychiatric disorders.

In this volume, the editors have brought together experts from clinical psychiatry,
epidemiology, neuroimmunology, endocrinology and neuroscience to explore the
different facets of the metabolic syndrome and its connection with the chronic effects
of psychotropic drugs and with the psychopathology of some major psychiatric disor-
ders.

Preface

VII



VIII Preface

Leonard puts forward the hypothesis that schizophrenia may be a low grade chronic
inflammatory disorder by weaving together its possible viral, neurodevelopmental
 origins with recent evidence showing changes in various inflammtory markers such as
IL-6 and TNF. Vemuri and coworkers focus on the important topic of insulin resis-
tance and bipolar disorder with obesity, lifestyle choices and mood stabilizers playing
important roles in women suffering from this mood disorder. Citrome and Vreeland
discuss the topical and at times controversial issue of why obesity may develop in those
mental illness and offer pertinent and practical solutions in the form of ‘small steps’
that may help the vast majority of patients to gain control over their weight and also
discuss the possibility of using pharmacological and surgical interventions while
Bushe focuses on the glucose abnormalities observed within chronic psychiatric disor-
ders and the role of the illness versus antipsychotic agents. The author of this chapter
poignantly observes that we still have not unraveled this complex relationship despite
the explosion of information that we have witnessed over the last years. Based upon
criteria set forth by the UK National Screening Committee, Holt and Peveler offer a
compelling set of reasons for why type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease should be
screened for in those with mental illness. Afzal and Thakore explore the relationship
between stress, schizophrenia and the metabolic syndrome showing that a dysfunciot-
nal hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis may be a common occurrence in both condi-
tions and be partly responsible for their respective psychopathological and physical
manifestations.

The chapter by Goethe and coworkers offers important metabolic insights into prob-
ably the most common psychiatric illness, namely depression. This chapter is a study
which in effect details the rates of the metabolic syndrome in major depression and the
various associations that may be related. In particular they find that atypical antipsy-
chotics may not be associated with the higher than expected rates observed. Fitzgerald
and Dinan then focus on how certain antipsychotics decrease dopaminergic activity
leading to an increase in prolactin release which has potentially serious adverse effects
ranging from lowering bone mineral density which can lead to fractures to being asso-
ciated with breast and prostate cancer. Wildgust and Kohen discuss the propensity of
antipsychotics to induce hyperprolactinemia which in turn can induce a lowering of
bone mineral density, gynecomastia, galactorrhea and various menstrual cycle changes
resulting in adverse hormonal profiles that could possibly potentiate the inherent risk
that those with psychiatric illnesses have to cardiovascular disease.

This is the first monograph in a series devoted to pharmacopsychiatry. The aim of the
series is to consider the inter-relationship between psychotropic drugs and the underly-
ing psychopathology of psychiatric disorders. The current volume will consider the var-
ious aspects of the metabolic syndrome in major psychiatric disorders. Hopefully the
contents of this first volume will be of interest not only to clinical  psychiatrists but also
to endocrinologists, immunologists, cardiologists and clinical neuroscientists.

Jogin Thakore
Brian E. Leonard
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Metabolic Syndrome and Schizophrenia: 
Is Inflammation the Cause?
Brian E. Leonarda,b

aPharmacology Department, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland; bDepartment of Psychiatry and 

Psychotherapy, Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich, Germany

Abstract
Physical ill health is a common feature of schizophrenia. Hypertension, elevated cholesterol, obesity 

and type 2 diabetes are common occurrences and lead to increased morbidity and mortality. The 

question therefore arises whether these changes are due to an unhealthy life style of the patient or to 

a genetic predisposition that is exacerbated by life style and/or psychotropic medication. However, it 

is also possible that the metabolic changes that underlie physical ill health are a reflection of immune 

dysfunction. This review considers the evidence implicating an increase in inflammation in the psy-

chopathology of schizophrenia, this being major contributory cause of diabetes and cardiovascular 

disease. It is concluded that there is substantial evidence to support this hypothesis and that more 

research is needed into the causal links between metabolic dysfunction and the psychopathology of 

schizophrenia in order to improve the physical, as well as the mental health, of the patient.

Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

It is generally recognized that the ill health of the schizophrenic patient consists not 

only of psychiatric symptoms but also of physical illness. Thus, it has been estimated 

that the life expectancy for patients with schizophrenia is 20% lower that of the gen-

eral population. Such premature death can result from increased risk of heart and 

cerebrovascular diseases while psychiatric co-morbidity includes alcohol and drug 

abuse which also contribute to the general ill health of the patient [1, 2].

Schizophrenia is associated with hypertension, obesity and elevated cholesterol [3]. 

Not surprisingly, the rates of the metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascu-

lar disease are higher than expected. The question therefore arises whether the increase 

in such conditions is a reflection of the patients unhealthy life style (lack of exercise and 

poor diet for example) or due to a genetic predisposition that is exacerbated by certain 

types of psychotropic medication. Furthermore, the increase in blood pressure, elevated 

cholesterol and diabetes are commonly associated with obesity in schizophrenic patients 

[3]. However, are these connections causal or co-incidental? If they are causally related, 
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are they primarily due to the type of antipsychotic drug being administered to the 

patient and, if so, are some antipsychotics more likely to cause the metabolic syndrome 

than others? If the metabolic and physical changes are co-incidental then, presumably, 

by changing the life style of the patient such adverse changes should be reduced. These 

are some of the questions raised by the authors in this volume.

It is possible that the metabolic changes associated with schizophrenia are a reflec-

tion of immune dysfunction. Only in recent years has research established that there 

are clinically significant changes in the aspects of cellular and humoral immunity asso-

ciated with the major symptoms of psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, bipo-

lar disorder and depression [4, 5]. Furthermore, it is apparent that effective treatment 

of these disorders with psychotropic drugs largely attenuates the aberrant changes. 

The purpose of this chapter is to consider the possible involvement of inflammation 

as a common, possibly causal factor, in both the physical disorders and clinical symp-

toms that can accompany schizophrenia (fig. 1)

Immune Changes in Schizophrenia

The concept that a dysfunctional immune system plays a role in the etiology of schizo-

phrenia can be traced back to the 19th century when it was estimated that approxi-

mately one-third of psychotic patients in Europe were suffering from neurosyphilis, 

a condition that has largely disappeared following the introduction of antibiotics in 

the 20th century. However, in the last century, it was observed that viral infections 

such as rubella and the influenza virus were also associated with the symptoms of 

schizophrenia, at least in some patients [6]. Perhaps the most compelling evidence 

for a link between schizophrenia and a dysfunctional immune system has been pro-

vided by Lindholm et al. [7] who demonstrated that a locus at chromosome 6p22 was 

linked to both schizophrenia and to the genes of the human lymphocyte (HLA) sys-

tem. This system is crucially involved in combating viruses which might account for 

the increased vulnerability of schizophrenic patients to viral infections.

Another interesting connection between schizophrenia and the immune system has 

been provided by the susceptibility of first-degree relatives of schizophrenic patients 

to insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. This susceptibility appears to be associated 

with the HLA locus on chromosome 6 [8]. Such an observation is particularly impor-

tant because of the association between the metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabe-

tes in schizophrenic patients being treated with the second-generation antipsychotic 

olanzapine. Clearly, there are differences in the genetic signal between type 1 and type 

2 diabetes. Thus, there appears to be a decrease in the frequency of schizophrenia in 

patients with type 1 diabetes [9], which suggests that insulin, as such, is not directly 

linked to the pathology of schizophrenia. As is becoming apparent, type 2 diabetes is 

a possible consequence of dysfunctional metabolism initiated by immune, endocrine 

and mitochondrial changes that are symptomatic of schizophrenia.
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Despite the circumstantial evidence linking viral infections to schizophrenia, no 

single virus has so far been identified as a causal agent. Furthermore, there is no 

evidence of a major immune reaction in the brains of schizophrenic patients; for 

example, no marked gliosis or evidence of lymphocyte infiltrates even though there 

is evidence of diffuse humoral reactivity in some patients. In addition, there is evi-

dence that some of the peripheral immune changes are reflected in the brain [10, 11]. 

Leonard [10] has critically reviewed the evidence linking a disorder of the immune 

system to the psychopathology of schizophrenia 

Evidence for the Activation of Cellular Immunity in Schizophrenia

In schizophrenia, there is evidence that the innate immune system is activated. Thus, 

the number of monocytes and some of the cytotoxic cells are increased [12]. In addi-

tion, the proportion of monocytes and macrophages in the CSF of patients with acute 

schizophrenia are increased, suggesting that immune activation occurs in the brain as 

well as in the periphery [13]. Of the pro-inflammatory cytokines that are raised in the 

CSF, interleukin 6 (IL-6) has been reported to be increased by a number of investiga-

tors [14]. IL-6 activates B cells, in addition to playing a key role in the inflammatory 

cytokine cascade, and therefore contributes to many of the immune changes seen in 

schizophrenia.

Il-6, in addition to other pro-inflammatory cytokines, is released from activated 

macrophages and monocytes in the periphery and from microglia and astrocytes in 

Nutrient excess Energy input  �� energy output Oxidative stress

(long-chain fatty acid

accumulation; fat depots)

Obesity

Inflammation

Insulin resistance

Metabolic disorders

(cardiovascular disease; type 2 diabetes, etc.)

Fig. 1. Link between inflammation, obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease in schizophrenic 

patients.
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the brain. In vitro evidence has shown that IL-6 also stimulates the release of prolac-

tin from the pituitary [15]. Whether this is relevant to the increase in the secretion 

of prolactin in patients being treated with antipsychotics is questionable as effec-

tive antipsychotic treatment usually attenuates the secretion of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines.

If IL-6 plays a role in the psychopathology of schizophrenia, to what extent do 

changes in this cytokine reflect the clinical status of the patient? It is clear that IL-6 is 

raised in the plasma of schizophrenic patients [15, 16] and that elevated plasma con-

centrations of this cytokine are related to both the duration of the disorder [17] and 

resistance to drug treatment [18]. In the CSF, the concentration of the soluble IL-6 

receptor (sIL-6R) is also increased [18]. Il-6 has also been shown to activate both dop-

aminergic and serotonergic neurons in the hippocampus and the frontal cortex [19]. 

As these neurotransmitter changes have been implicated in the etiology of schizo-

phrenia, it would appear that there is a close inter-relationship between the activation 

of the central and peripheral immune system and the changes in the monoamine 

neurotransmitters that are thought to be involved in the pathology of the disorder.

Although marked gliosis has seldom been detected in schizophrenic patients, 

microglial activation, triggered by the increase in the pro-inflammatory cytokines 

IL-1 and IL-6, has been detected in the frontal cortex [20]. It has also been observed 

that the expression of the IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA) is decreased in the pre-

frontal cortex of schizophrenic patients; this antagonist counteracts the overstimula-

tion of IL-1 receptors by IL-1 [21]. As a consequence of the overactivation of IL-1, 

the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is also activated; IL-1 is known to activate 

the anterior pituitary thereby enhancing the stress response [22]. IL-1 also decreases 

long-term potentiation in the hippocampus [23] thereby contributing to the disor-

dered memory function frequently seen in patients with schizophrenia.

In addition to IL-6 and IL-1, other cytokines also appear to change in the plasma 

of schizophrenic patients. The changes in IL-2 and interferon-γ (IFN) were reported 

to be decreased, at least in some large-scale studies [24]. These findings suggest that 

there is a decrease in the Th-1 arm of the cellular immune system in patients with 

schizophrenia. It must be emphasized though that there are several conflicting find-

ings in the literature regarding this conclusion [4, 25]. In the CSF, there is evidence 

that the IL-2 concentrations are increased in those patients who relapsed following 

treatment with haloperidol; these changes were associated with the recurrence of psy-

chotic symptoms [24]. This may suggest that there is not a direct relationship between 

the blood and brain compartments of the immune system regarding the role of IL-2. 

On balance, it would appear that some schizophrenic patients show a shift in the 

adaptive immune system from cellular (Th1-mediated) to humoral (Th2-mediated) 

immunity. This shift appears to be more prominent in patients with predominantly 

negative symptoms that show a poor response to antipsychotic therapy [4, 25]. 

Schizophrenia is frequently considered to be a neurodevelopmental disorder that 

may arise as a consequence of prenatal exposure to a virus. Microglia are known to 
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migrate into the brain early in development and to be involved in neural growth (low 

concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokine have neuronal growth factor poten-

tial), pruning of neurons and removal of cell debris. Microglia therefore fulfil the 

role of macrophages in the brain and are involved in the presentation of antigens 

to phagocytic cells. They also release pro-inflammatory cytokines and are known to 

play a crucial role in immune function in schizophrenia so that an overactivation 

of the microglia contributes to the increased inflammatory challenge to the brain. 

Conversely, the astroglial cells have a largely neuroprotective role in the brain. There 

is evidence that the concentration of the S100 beta protein, derived from astroglial 

cells, is raised in patients independently of their medication [26], which has led to 

the suggestion that this change is in response to the neurodegenerative impact of the 

inflammatory mediators produced by the activated microglia.

Effect of Antipsychotic Drugs on the Immune Response in Schizophrenic Patients

Both in vitro and in vivo studies have suggested that effective antipsychotic treat-

ment corrects the imbalance between the cellular and humoral arms of the adaptive 

immune system [4, 27]. Both haloperidol and clozapine, for example, have been shown 

to increase the release of IL-2 and IFN from whole blood cultures in vitro, whereas the 

antidepressant amitriptyline was ineffective [28]. In vivo, IL-18, a cytokine that also 

originates from activated Th-1 cells, is also increased following effective antipsychotic 

treatment, while the blunted reaction of patients to a salmonella vaccine challenge is 

reversed following effective drug treatment. In addition, the Th-3 cells have recently 

been implicated in correcting the imbalance between the Th-1 and Th-2 arms of the 

adaptive immune system. The Th-3 cells secrete transforming growth factors (TGF) 

of which serum TGF-1β has been reported to be elevated in schizophrenia [29]. This 

suggests that antipsychotic drug-induced changes in the concentration of  TGF-1β 

might play a role in the normalization of the imbalance between the Th-1 and Th-2 

arms of the immune system.

The activation of the B cells in schizophrenic patients to produce antibodies is an 

important part of humoral immunity and it would be anticipated that effective drug 

treatment would be correlated with an increase in antibody titer. There is ample clini-

cal evidence that the antibody response to a vaccine challenge is reduced in schizo-

phrenic patients but normalized on effective treatment [30]. Extensive studies have 

demonstrated that both the CD5 and B cells increase during long-term treatment 

with antipsychotic drugs [31]. Such findings lend further support to the view that 

there is an imbalance between the Th-1 and Th-2 systems which is corrected by effec-

tive antipsychotic treatment.

If inflammation plays a crucial role in the psychopathology of schizophrenia, then 

it would seem reasonable to postulate that anti-inflammatory drugs should have 

a therapeutic effect on the symptoms of the disorder. Prostaglandin E2 is a major 
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inflammatory mediator in the brain and is synthesized by cyclo-oxygenase (COX) 

from arachidonic acid. Of the two COX enzymes in the brain, COX-2 is induced by 

pro-inflammatory cytokines. The product, prostaglandin 2, enhances the synthesis 

of Th-2 cytokines and inhibits the synthesis of Th-1 cytokines [32]. Of the COX-2 

inhibitors that are available for clinical use in the treatment of arthritis, celecoxib is 

the most lipophilic. Recent clinical studies have demonstrated that in a prospective, 

double-blind, randomized trial of risperidone, alone or in combination with cele-

coxib, celecoxib significantly improved the positive and negative symptoms of the 

schizophrenic patients relative to those treated with risperidone alone [33]. This ini-

tial observation will hopefully lead to further studies of the use of anti-inflammatory 

agents in the treatment of schizophrenia.

On the Possible Role of Inflammation in Obesity and Type -2 Diabetes in 

Schizophrenia

It is well known that genetic and environmental factors interact to favor weight gain, 

changes which disrupt metabolism. The body fat stores are normally maintained 

within a narrow range by energy homeostasis. This process is controlled by the brain 

regions, such as hypothalamus, that control appetite and energy balance in addition 

to peripheral signaling systems that monitor energy stores. Glucose, free fatty acids, 

insulin and leptin are examples of the signaling molecules that activate the hypo-

thalamus thereby controlling the metabolic rate and the desire to eat. Obesity does 

not simply arise from the passive accumulation of excess body weight but is an active 

adaptation to the elevation of body fat. Clearly, the genetic background of the indi-

vidual contributes to the variation in the response to elevated body fat which helps to 

explain why some individuals are protected against weight gain while the majority is 

not despite the fact that they live in the same environment and eat the same food.

When energy intake exceeds expenditure, the resultant state of nutrient excess trig-

gers responses in vascular endothelial cells, hepatocytes, myocytes, adipocytes, mono-

cytes and macrophages resulting in metabolic dysfunction [34]. The cellular responses 

to the nutrient excess include the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that 

are generated by the mitochondrial oxidation of glucose and fatty acids. The resulting 

oxidative stress frequently results in cellular damage and triggers the inflammatory 

response [35]. Long-chain fatty acids and co-enzyme Q derivatives that are usually 

metabolized by the mitochondria also accumulate under these conditions and reflect 

a decrease in mitochondrial oxidative function. The final result of these changes is an 

activation of the C-jun N-terminal kinase and kappa-B pathways that promote inflam-

mation. Thus inflammation appears to be a common end point of obesity.

The link between obesity and diabetes occurs as a result of a reduction in insulin 

function, thereby reducing the uptake of glucose into the target tissues. It is established 

that phosphotidylinositol-3-hydroxykinase, the inositol receptor substrate pathway, is 
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particularly sensitive to inactivation by inflammatory mediators [36, 37]. Thus, with 

continuing nutrient excess tissues become insulin insensitive thereby leading to an 

extension of insulin resistance to most tissues as the inflammatory state progresses.

In addition to regulating nutrient utilization in peripheral tissues, the insulin 

receptor signaling system has been implicated in the actions of insulin and lepin on 

neuronal function. From experimental studies, it would appear that even short-term 

exposure to a palatable, energy-rich diet impairs the responsiveness of the hypo-

thalamus to the effects of insulin and leptin [38]. This reduces the feedback regula-

tory mechanism whereby the brain normally reduces food intake in response to the 

increase in peripheral fat stores.

From the foregoing, it can be seen how inflammation participates in the link 

between obesity and type-2 diabetes. The ‘beta-cell exhaustion hypothesis’ of diabetes 

postulates that diabetes results when pancreatic beta cells fail to produce sufficient 

insulin due to insulin resistance thereby initiating type-2 diabetes [39].

Obesity is also linked to cardiovascular disease, both conditions occurring fre-

quently in patients with schizophrenia. This is due to the impact of nutrient excess 

on the vascular endothelial cells. A major function of these cells is to activate nitric 

oxide synthase to produce the potent, but short-lived, vasodilator nitric oxide. The 

insulin receptor system-phosphoinositol-3-kinase pathway is a major factor in the 

control of nitric oxide synthesis in most tissues so that nutrient excess that reduces 

the activity of this pathway rapidly leads to a reduction in nitric oxide synthesis. Thus, 

the decrease in nitric oxide, combined with the accumulation of fat in the coronary 

circulation as a consequence of increased fat synthesis, provides a link between car-

diovascular disease, diabetes obesity and inflammation [40]. 

While it is unlikely that the inhibition of the insulin-sensitive pathway by inflam-

matory mediators is the only factor of importance, it does emphasize the value of the 

integrative approach to studying metabolic disease and how such an approach may 

contribute to the physical ill health associated with major psychiatric disorders such 

as schizophrenia.

Role of Leptin in Inflammation and Its Possible Connection to Obesity in 

Schizophrenia

In most obese patients, obesity is associated with chronic low-grade inflammation of 

white adipose tissue. This results from the chronic activation of the innate immune 

system that subsequently leads to insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance and 

diabetes [41]. In obesity, the white adipose tissue is characterized by the increased 

synthesis and secretion of a range of inflammatory mediators such as tumor necrosis 

factor (TNF) and IL-6. In addition, the adipose tissue is infiltrated by macrophages 

that act as a major source of pro-inflammatory cytokines when activated. Conversely, 

weight loss leads to a reduction in the gene expression of the pro-inflammatory 
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cytokines [42]. However, the adipocytes and macrophages are responsible for the 

increase not only of the pro-inflammatory cytokines but also for leptin and resistin. 

The increase in leptin exerts a strong negative feedback on insulin sensitivity thereby 

enhancing insulin resistance [43]. This situation is compounded by the impact of the 

glucocorticoids on the regulation of leptin; hypercortisolemia, a common feature of 

schizophrenia and other major psychiatric disorders, stimulates the release of leptin 

and thereby further enhances insulin resistance [44].

As has been mentioned previously, premature death due to cardiovascular disease 

is a common occurrence in both schizophrenia and depression. IL-6 is increased in 

both schizophrenia and major depression and is known to induce hepatic C-reactive 

protein that has been implicated in cardiovascular disease [45]. In addition to such 

changes, obesity is associated with a decrease in circulating adiponectin. Adiponectin 

is a cardioprotective agent that reduces the inflammatory action of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines such as TNF on the arterial walls and thereby protects against atherosclero-

sis [46].Thus a reduction in the availability of adiponectin in obesity indirectly con-

tributes to an increase in vulnerability to cardiovascular disease. Figure 2 summarizes 

the link between impaired immunity, cardiovascular disease and obesity in schizo-

phrenic patients.

Irrespective of the cause, epidemiological evidence suggests that obesity increases 

the risk of autoimmune disease and such immune related diseases as asthma. It has 

been speculated that this arises due to the decrease in immunological tolerance 

associated with the increase in the pro-inflammatory cytokines and leptin, and the 

decrease in adiponectin [47]. It has been demonstrated that both IL-6 and leptin 

downregulate the regulatory T cells thereby reducing antigen surveillance. Thus, obe-

sity, through the induction of chronic low-grade inflammation and decreased immu-

nological tolerance to antigens, increases the activity of the Th-2 humoral pathway 

thereby increasing the risk of allergies and immune-related disorders. Such changes 

are a common feature of schizophrenia.

Thus, in patients with schizophrenia a vicious cycle is created due to the inflam-

matory changes. These changes not only impact on the brain to contribute to the 

psychopathology of the disorder but are also responsible for the decline in physical 

health that characterizes such patients.

Conclusion

While physical ill health, commonly associated with schizophrenia, is frequently 

attributed to an unhealthy life style associated with lack of exercise, poor diet and 

smoking, it is now becoming apparent that there are underlying metabolic abnor-

malities that predispose patients to obesity and subsequent ill health. Superimposed 

on the metabolic abnormalities, antipsychotic drugs can contribute to the problem 

but it is presently unclear whether such drugs are the initiating cause of obesity, type 
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2 diabetes and heart disease. Clearly, there is now convincing evidence that there is an 

underlying disturbance of inflammatory pathways that initiates aberrant metabolic 

changes. While there is some evidence that effective treatment with antipsychotic 

drugs may attenuate such changes, it is clinically evident that a substantial propor-

tion of patients still experience physical ill health. Whether the inflammatory changes 

are attenuated in such patients or not is unknown. Nevertheless, the results of such 

studies emphasize the need to expand research to investigate the broader aspects of 

metabolic function with a goal of developing treatments that are not only effective in 

ameliorating the psychiatric symptoms but also in improving the physical health of 

the patient.
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Abstract
Women with bipolar disorder (BD) may have unique risk factors for insulin resistance (IR). Specific 

periods in a woman’s reproductive timeline, specifically pregnancy and after the menopause, may 

represent times of increased IR. Moreover, women with BD demonstrate higher rates of obesity com-

pared to men with BD, suggesting a sex-specific vulnerability to metabolic sequelae in BD. Additional 

contributors to metabolic sequelae, such as psychotropic medication, dysregulation of the hypotha-

lamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, and genetic influences common in BD, may also manifest differently 

between the sexes. Several studies have suggested that women with BD may have more menstrual 

cycle irregularities than women in the general population. It has been hypothesized that such irreg-

ularities may be due to endocrinological disorders, such as polycystic ovarian syndrome or to hypo-

thalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis dysfunction, both of which are also be associated with IR. Women 

treated with valproate may be particularly vulnerable to such irregularities. Lithium has not been 

observed to be associated with IR; however, it could theoretically influence IR through weight gain 

or effects of hypothyroidism. Treatment with atypical antipsychotics is associated with a greater risk 

of metabolic abnormalities, but sex-specific effects have not been observed. Definitive associations 

with IR have not thus far been demonstrated with either carbamazepine or lamotrigine.

Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

High rates of metabolic disorders such as obesity, diabetes, lipid abnormalities and/

or metabolic syndrome (MetS) have been observed in patients with bipolar disor-

der (BD). Insulin resistance (IR) often underlies metabolic disorders and has been 

hypothesized to be either (1) an underlying state predisposing both mood disorders 

and metabolic disorders; (2) a side effect of medications used to treat mood disorders, 

and/or (3) a consequence of mood disorders themselves (due to lifestyle changes or 

stress resulting from the disorder). Women with BD may represent a group needing 

specific treatment considerations. Sex differences in IR, unique metabolic sequelae 

of mood stabilizing medications in women, and reproductive events that may alter 

insulin-sensitivity are all factors that merit consideration in women with BD.
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In 1988, Reaven [1] proposed that the cluster of IR (and by definition, hyperin-

sulinemia), impaired glucose tolerance, abnormalities of plasma lipids, and hyperten-

sion were part of a single syndrome, syndrome X. It has also been called the insulin 

resistance syndrome and, more commonly, the MetS. Insulin resistance is defined as a 

reduced responsiveness of a target cell or a whole organism to the insulin concentra-

tion to which it is exposed [2]. Thus, IR can lead to reduced cellular uptake of glucose, 

hyperglycemia, and resultant increased insulin production from the pancreas. 

Sex Differences in Insulin Resistance

Insulin resistance can vary between sexes and across a women’s reproductive life 

cycle. For example, some studies have suggested that girls through adolescence are 

inherently more insulin resistant than boys, but this relationship is thought to reverse 

after puberty [3, 4]. In adults, fat distribution patterns favor the development of IR 

in men, as men are more likely to develop abdominal obesity. Abdominal fat tis-

sue is a major source of free fatty acids and cytokines and is associated with IR [5]. 

Premenopausal adult women more frequently develop peripheral obesity with subcu-

taneous fat accumulation, whereas men and postmenopausal women are more prone 

to central or abdominal obesity. After the menopause, concentrations of lipoproteins 

as well as body fat distribution shift to a more male pattern [5]. Pregnancy is also a 

time of elevated peripheral IR for women. During pregnancy, there is an approximate 

50% reduction in insulin sensitivity by the third trimester; such changes are thought 

to be adaptive mechanisms to shunt nutrients to the developing fetus [6]. Glucose 

abnormalities can present differently between men and women. In a study of elderly 

people, the diagnosis of diabetes solely based on post-challenge hyperglycemia was 

more frequent in women than in men [7]. 

Individuals with Bipolar Disorder at Risk for Metabolic Disorders

The estimated prevalence of MetS or insulin resistance syndrome (IRS) in the USA 

is 24% in adults [8]. Many studies have demonstrated similarly high or higher rates 

of MetS in patients with BD, ranging from 16.7% to 49% [9–14]. Similarly, several 

retrospective studies have demonstrated an increased risk of diabetes in patients with 

BD [15–17]. Even patients without known diabetes or lipid abnormalities demon-

strated high rates of diabetes (6.7%) and prediabetic glucose abnormalities (23.3%), 

including impaired fasting glucose and impaired glucose tolerance [10]. The majority 

of these BD patients were of normal weight, suggesting that metabolic abnormalities 

cannot entirely be explained by weight gain. Atypical antipsychotics such as olan-

zapine, risperidone and quetiapine are associated with the development or exacerba-

tion of diabetes mellitus in bipolar patients [18]. However, one study has also shown 
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medicated patients with BD are vulnerable to hyperinsulinemia, particularly those 

who gain weight or use beta-blockers, regardless of the type of psychotropic used 

[18a]. We reported high rates of IR in all of our studies in women with BD, regard-

less of the type of psychotropic medication used [19–22]. Metabolic dysfunction may 

also be present prior to psychotropic treatment – recent data from our group [22a] 

found high rates of metabolic dysfunction and obesity in a small sample of untreated 

women with BD. Therefore, additional factors such as concurrent therapy with other 

drugs, genetic influences, and the pathophysiological etiology of the BD illness itself 

may contribute to IR.

Intrinsic neuroendocrine features of BD may lead to somatic metabolic dysfunc-

tion. In both the depressive and manic phases of BD, there is a positive association 

with chronic stress and elevated cortisol [23]. These abnormalities, along with fre-

quent hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, could poten-

tially contribute to the higher prevalence of MetS. Chronically elevated glucocorticoids 

from HPA hyperactivation impedes glucose uptake by insulin, which in turn promotes 

metabolic dysfunction and cardiovascular disease [24]. Dysregulation of the HPA axis 

is also associated with obesity and elevated levels of leptin, a hormone that mediates 

central regulation of body mass, suggesting that the obesity may be due to inefficient 

leptin signaling and decreased feelings of satiety [23]. Another consequence of ele-

vated cortisol is increased activity of lipoprotein lipase, which increases the amount of 

adipose tissue [25]. Elevated cortisol secretion also causes IR in muscles and affects the 

function of glycogen synthase, which can then promote peripheral IR [26, 27].

Specific Metabolic Features of Women with Bipolar Disorder

Metabolic Syndrome

Baseline data from the Clinical Antipsychotic Trial of Intervention Effectiveness 

(CATIE) demonstrated higher rates of MetS in women with schizophrenia (51.6%), 

when compared with women in the general population and with men with schizo-

phrenia (36.0%) [18]. However, gender differences in MetS prevalence in BD patients 

have not emerged as clearly. The majority of studies of prevalence rates of MetS in 

BD have not noted significant gender differences, but have involved smaller numbers 

than those in the CATIE study [12, 13]. One study demonstrated a higher prevalence 

of MetS in bipolar women in comparison with bipolar men [14].

Obesity

Individuals with BD demonstrate higher rates of obesity than the general population 

[28]. Women with BD appear to have higher rates of obesity than men with BD [29], 
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and a propensity towards higher waist circumferences [10]. Obese patients with either 

BD or schizophrenia are more likely to be women [30], and weight gain has been 

shown to be associated with female sex [31]. An evaluation of data from the Systematic 

Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD) demonstrated 

greater rates of obesity in bipolar women (31%), compared to bipolar men (21%); in 

contrast, there were greater rates of overweight in bipolar men (38%), compared to 

women (22%) [32], a finding consistent with previous studies [33]. Women with BD 

appear to have a higher likelihood of increased waist circumference than men with BD, 

suggesting a sex-specific vulnerability to IR in BD. Changes in weight and appetite are 

found more commonly in women than in men with BD [34, 35]. Higher rates of thy-

roid and eating disorders are seen in women with BD [36]. Factors that influence the 

onset and maintenance of obesity in BD include both gender and eating behavior [37]. 

Similarly, both sex and eating disorders significantly correlate with overweight and 

obesity in BD [33]. Sex differences in comorbid thyroid disease, bulimia, and appetite 

changes could theoretically lead to more weight gain in bipolar women. 

Menstrual Irregularities and Bipolar Disorder

Several studies have suggested that women with BD may have more menstrual cycle 

irregularities than women in the general population. It has been hypothesized that 

such irregularities are due to endocrinological disorders, specifically polycystic ovar-

ian syndrome (PCOS) or due to HPA dysfunction, both of which could be associated 

with IR and metabolic dysfunction.

PCOS is one of the most common endocrine disorders occurring in reproductive-

aged endocrine disorder with an estimated prevalence of between 4 and 6% [38]. It 

is characterized by chronic anovulation and hyperandrogenism [39]. Chronic ano-

vulation can lead to menstrual abnormalities and infertility. Hyperandrogenism 

can manifest as hirsutism (excess hair growth on the face), acne, and male-pattern 

balding. Metabolic consequences of PCOS include obesity and IR, which may lead 

to type-2 diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease (CVD) [39–42], and under-

scores the relationship between reproductive abnormalities and IR in women. PCOS 

is associated with overweight or obesity in approximately 50% of women with the 

disorder [43]. Even if they are normal weight, individuals with PCOS tend to have a 

higher proportion of abdominal body fat [44, 45], which is a risk factor for both IR 

[46] and CVD [47]. Lipid abnormalities have also been found at high rates among 

women with PCOS, including low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) 

levels and elevated triglyceride levels [48, 49]. Women with PCOS may also exhibit 

increased immunological responses, such as elevated high sensitivity C-reactive pro-

tein (hsCRP) and interleukin-6 (IL-6), which can lead to subclinical CVD and impair-

ment of endothelial structure [50–53]. Thus, the development of PCOS may present 

significant medical complications for many women. 
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Mood Stabilizers and Impact on Insulin Resistance in Women with Bipolar Disorder

Women with BD are often treated with psychotropic agents, including mood stabiliz-

ers, atypical antipsychotics, and antidepressants, whose effects on reproductive func-

tion and IR are not fully understood. Medications may impact weight and endocrine 

abnormalities in a variety of ways that contribute to IR. For example, it has been the-

orized that valproate can influence the development of menstrual abnormalities by 

decreasing estrogen levels, increasing luteinizing hormone and increasing testosterone 

[54]. The increase in testosterone can lead to an arrest in maturation of ovarian fol-

licles, leading to the development of polycystic ovaries. Additionally, valproate may 

cause an increase in leptin resulting in increased body weight [54], or lead to glucose-

stimulated insulin secretion by pancreatic cells [55]. Weight gain itself, not specific to 

valproate use, may lead to menstrual abnormalities or IR. In our studies, we demon-

strated a correlation between BMI and both testosterone and insulin levels in women 

with BD [54]. Weight gain on psychotropic medications also predicted new onset men-

strual abnormalities [54]. Thus, weight gain (whether it is inherent to BD or a result of 

any weight-liable mood stabilizer) may contribute to IR, particularly in women. 

Here, we review the evidence for the association between certain medications 

implicated in IR. 

Valproate

Valproate has been reported to have associations with PCOS in women with epilepsy 

and BD. Concerns over an association between valproate and PCOS first arose in val-

proate-treated women with epilepsy who were found to have high rates of PCOS [56]. 

As valproate is commonly used to treat women with BD, questions about its possible 

impact on endocrine and reproductive function in psychiatric populations emerged. 

Several cross-sectional studies have found increased rates of PCOS, menstrual abnor-

malities and/or hyperandrogenism in bipolar patients using valproate [22, 57, 58]. A 

study of 38 bipolar women [58] receiving either valproate or lithium monotherapy 

for at least 2 years demonstrated higher rates of menstrual abnormalities in patients 

receiving valproate (50%) than in patients receiving lithium (15%). Menstrual abnor-

malities were more prevalent in overweight/obese patients than in lean patients. Free 

testosterone and androstenedione levels were significantly higher than the reference 

range in valproate-treated patients, and luteinizing hormone was elevated in both 

groups. A similar study demonstrated that women receiving valproate had a signifi-

cantly greater rate of menstrual abnormalities (47%) than women receiving non-val-

proate therapy (13%) and control women (0%) [57]. Forty-one percent of women 

with BD taking valproate had PCOS. A larger study of 300 women in the STEP-BD 

study found 10.6% (n = 9) of 86 patients treated with valproate had new onset men-

strual cycle irregularities and hyperandrogenism within the first year of valproate use, 
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most of of whom were also obese and had IR [59]. A follow-up study demonstrated 

reversal of PCOS reproductive features in 3 of 4 women upon discontinuation of val-

proate, while symptoms continued in 3 women continuing valproate [60]. 

Our own findings on this topic have yielded mixed results about the association 

of valproate with PCOS features; however we have consistently shown high rates of 

menstrual abnormalities in women with BD, even preceding diagnosis and treatment 

for the disorder. A pilot study of 22 women with BD, receiving lithium monother-

apy, valproate monotherapy, or lithium-valproate combination therapy did not reveal 

a significant association between PCOS and valproate or lithium therapy [19]. All 

patients on lithium monotherapy or combination therapy and 60% of patients on val-

proate monotherapy reported menstrual disturbances. There were no significant dif-

ferences in BMI or hirsutism, and hormone levels were within normal limits for all 3 

groups. None of the subjects met NIH-defined criteria for PCOS. In a follow-up cross-

sectional study [22], we examined 80 reproductive-aged women who were receiving 

valproate therapy or non-valproate therapy for BD. Fifty-two of the 80 women (65%) 

reported current menstrual abnormalities, 40 of which (50%) reported one or more 

menstrual abnormalities that preceded the diagnosis of BD. Fifteen women (38%) 

reported developing menstrual abnormalities since beginning treatment for BD, 14 

of whom developed abnormalities since treatment with valproate. No significant dif-

ferences were observed between valproate and non-valproate groups in mean lev-

els of free or total serum testosterone. Three of the 50 women (6%) taking valproate 

met the criteria for PCOS, compared to 0% of the 22 taking other mood-stabilizer 

medications. 

We conducted the first longitudinal study of this relationship, evaluating repro-

ductive endocrine and metabolic markers in 25 women treated for BD over a 2-year 

time period [21]. At baseline, 10 (40%) women were currently undergoing treat-

ment with valproate. Consistent with other published reports described above, 

41.7% of subjects reported current oligomenorrhea, while 40% reported oligomen-

orrhea before starting medication. Rates of oligomenorrhea and clinical hyperan-

drogenism did not differ by type of medication use. Eighty percent of all subjects 

had a high homeostatic model assessment of IR (HOMA-IR) at baseline. Valproate 

use was associated with an increase over time in total testosterone. In contrast to 

other studies, we did not find co-occurrence of new-onset menstrual abnormalities 

with hyperandrogenism. We concluded that oligomenorrhea, hyperandrogenism, 

and IR are common in women with BD, and increases in androgen hormones may 

be related to valproate use [21].

Lithium

Lithium could theoretically influence IR in women through weight gain or 

through effects of hypothyroidism. Lithium exposure increases the incidence of 
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hypothyroidism. Clinical and subclinical hypothyroidism is more commonly seen in 

women than men with BD and in the general population, and the risk increases with 

age [61–63]. Hypothyroidism can cause alterations in lipid metabolism, weight gain, 

and menstrual cycle abnormalities, which in turn could impact IR. 

Lithium treatment in patients with BD has been associated with weight gain in 

numerous studies [64–68] and has been found to range from 5 kg within 1–2 years to 

4.5–15.6 kg over 2 years [69, 70]. A recent animal study found that lithium increased 

gastrointestinal weight of male and female rats but only increased total body weight in 

females [71]. The mechanisms for lithium-induced weight gain remain unclear despite 

several conjectures. Lithium appears to exert insulin-like activity on carbohydrate 

metabolism, leading to increased glucose absorption in adipose tissue [72–75]. Lithium 

may also have direct effects on the hypothalamus to stimulate appetite and/or thirst and 

can also result in increased fluid retention [76]. Although lithium treatment can result 

in significant weight gain and/or hypothyroidism, long-term lithium treatment does not 

appear to be associated with IR or increased risk of developing diabetes mellitus [66]. 

In fact, one study suggested that lithium exerts anti-diabetic effects by lowering blood 

glucose levels in a manic-depressive female with adult onset diabetes mellitus [77].

Atypical Antipsychotics

Atypical antipsychotic (AAP) treatment is also associated with a greater risk of metabolic 

abnormalities, such as dyslipidemia, weight gain, and new-onset type 2 diabetes melli-

tus [78]. Sex-specific impacts of atypical antipsychotics on IR have not been elucidated. 

Recent data suggest that AAPs may be more weight-liable medications than valproate 

[79]. In general, clozapine and olanzapine treatment are associated with the greatest 

risk of weight gain, while risperidone, quetiapine, ziprasidone, aripiprazole, amisulpride 

and zotepine have relatively lower levels of risk [80, 81]. In several studies examining 

IR via glucose tolerance testing, patients who received clozapine or olanzapine dem-

onstrated higher degrees of resistance compared with those treated with risperidone 

[82–84]. Furthermore, in a recent study of 242 patients, patients treated with olanzapine 

or clozapine had significantly higher prevalence of dyslipidemia compared to unmedi-

cated patients, independent of BMI [85]. A large matched case-control study of patients 

treated with AAPs conducted by Olfson et al. [86] found that treatment with clozapine, 

risperidone, quetiapine, olanzapine, ziprasidone, but not aripiprazole, was associated 

with a significant risk for hyperlipidemia, as compared to no AAP medication.

There is clear correlation between obesity and IR, as adipocytes secrete several 

hormones (leptin, adipsin, adiponectin, tumor necrosis factor-α) that impair insulin 

secretion and/or insulin effects [87]. With the exception of adiponectin, all the hor-

mones secreted by the endocrine adipose tissue exert antagonistic effects on insulin 

secretion and action [88]. As mentioned above, the use of AAPs is strongly associated 

with clinical weight gain and obesity; therefore, IR may be the result of increased 
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adipose tissue and their hormone secretions. AAPs can also produce hyperinsuline-

mia through their antagonistic effects on dopamine (D2) receptors. D2 receptors are 

expressed in the β-cells and mediate glucose-stimulated secretion of insulin. Impaired 

dopamine receptor activation by via the effects of AAP may result in a compensatory 

increase in insulin secretion, which over time may develop into insulin insensitivity 

and resistance [89, 90]. Hormones important to appetite regulation and maintenance 

of adipose homeostasis such as leptin (anorectic) and ghrelin (orexigenic) may be 

disrupted by AAP treatment. It is hypothesized that AAP treatment disrupts appetite 

regulation by increasing ghrelin and/or decreasing leptin, thereby increasing Agouti-

related peptide (AGRP), neuropeptide Y (NP-Y), and orexin, leading to increased 

food intake and obesity. Ghrelin levels in patients treated with AAP for 1 year were 

significantly higher than in placebo-treated controls, with no difference between the 

various atypical agents that were used (clozapine, olanzapine, risperidone, or quetiap-

ine) [91]. However, several other reports have indicated no difference in ghrelin levels 

or a reduction in ghrelin levels [92–94].

Carbamazepine, Lamotrigine

Carbamazepine (CBZ) may be associated with weight gain and metabolic abnor-

malities, but to a lesser extent than valproate or lithium [95]. In a study of 105 

epileptic women treated with valproate and CBZ monotherapy, rates of PCOs were 

similar (in both groups) to rates in the general population. However, BMI, trig-

lycerides, and postprandial insulin were higher in valproate-treated patients than 

CBZ-treated patients. Of note, the enzyme-inducing properties of CBZ may reduce 

levels of free and total thyroxin in patients with thyroid dysfunction [96]. To date, 

the literature has not supported an association between lamotrigine (LTG) and IR. 

In a study of 54 women with epilepsy, MetS was more frequently associated with 

VPA-treated patients (41.7%) than CBZ (5.3%), LTG (0%), or topiramate (TPM) 

groups (0%) [97]. A post-hoc analysis was performed from a 12-week prospec-

tive open-label study of 1,175 patients with BD initiated on lamotrigine either as 

monotherapy or adjuvant treatment to valproate, lithium, antipsychotics, or antide-

pressants. No weight or BMI changes were noted after lamotrigine monotherapy or 

adjuvant therapy [98]. These findings are consistent with studies of lamotrigine in 

epilepsy populations [99].

Topiramate and Zonisamide

While not approved for use as mood stabilizers, topiramate and zonisamide have 

potential roles in treating patients with BD. Both medications are considered weight 

neutral, and may possibly even contribute to weight loss. In patients with epilepsy and 
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type 2 diabetes, patients showed better glycemic control when treated with topira-

mate [100]. Evidence has supported the utility of topiramate in treating binge-eating 

episodes in patients with obesity [101]. Both topiramate and zonisamide may have a 

role in promoting weight loss in patients with BD [102]. 

Conclusions

A growing literature supports an association between insulin resistance and bipolar 

disorder in women. Obesity in itself is a major contributor to IR and is a is highly 

prevalent in BD, more so in women with BD. 

Women with BD may be at risk for insulin resistance even prior to mood stabilizer 

initiation, and may also be susceptible to additional risks with certain mood stabilizers 

as weight gain associated with intake of these agents may further increase risk of insu-

lin resistance. Mood stabilizing drugs confer variable metabolic risks. Valproate in par-

ticular has been implicated in development of IR as a component of PCOS. Valproate, 

lithium, and CBZ may cause weight gain, which can cause or worsen insulin resistance. 

Hypothyroidism, a side effect of lithium, may also be associated with weight gain and 

again is more prominent in women with BD than men. Many of the second-generation 

antipsychotics, including olanzapine, risperidone, and quetiapine, have been implicated 

in weight gain, and glucose and lipid abnormalities independent of weight gain. 

Mood stabilizers likely play only a partial role in the development of insulin resistance 

and metabolic disorders in women with BD, and likely interact with a number of other 

features including patient genetics, baseline weight, and psychiatric illness. Therefore, 

inquiry into an individual patient’s medical and family history, particularly diabetes, 

hyperlipidemia, hypertension, obesity, and metabolic side effects of previous medica-

tion, is a critical part of medication management. Longitudinal, prospective studies 

needed to further describe the interaction between mood disorders, insulin resistance 

and mood stabilizing drugs used in its treatment. Further research needs to delineate 

gender differences in the effects of medications used to treat psychiatric disorders, and 

ultimately to develop specialized treatment strategies for women with bipolar disorder. 

In the meantime, clinicians are charged with the task of reducing the medical burden of 

insulin resistance and metabolic disorders in patients with major mental illnesses.
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Abstract
Obesity is one of the most common physical health care problems among persons with severe and 

persistent mental illness. Obesity is a complex multifactorial chronic disease that develops from the 

interaction between genotype and the environment. Among individuals with serious mental ill-

nesses, an unhealthy lifestyle, as well as the effects of psychotropic medications, such as second-

generation antipsychotics, can contribute to the development of this problem. Excess body weight 

increases the risk for many medical problems, including type 2 diabetes mellitus, coronary heart 

disease, osteoarthritis, hypertension, and gallbladder disease. Monitoring body weight is essential, 

and weight gain early in treatment can help predict those at high risk for substantial weight gain. 

Children, adolescents, and first-episode patients are at higher risk for weight gain. Lifestyle therapies 

and other non-pharmacological interventions have been shown to be effective in controlled clinical 

trials, but the evidence base for adjunctive medication strategies such as with orlistat, sibutramine, 

amantadine, nizatidine, metformin, topiramate, and others, is conflicting. Switching antipsychotic 

medication may or may not be clinically feasible, but can lead to a reduction in body weight. At the 

very least, a ‘small steps approach’ to managing weight should be offered to all patients who are 

started on second generation antipsychotics. Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

Obesity is a complex multifactorial chronic disease that develops from the interaction 

between genotype and the environment. Obesity in individuals with mental disorders 

such as schizophrenia has been attributed to various factors, including a sedentary 

lifestyle, poor nutritional choices or lack of access to healthy foods, the effects of both 

the mental disorder itself and the medications used to treat it, and lack of access to 

adequate preventative medical care. Excess body weight increases the risk for many 

medical problems, including type 2 diabetes mellitus, coronary heart disease, osteoar-

thritis, hypertension, and gallbladder disease [1]. Abdominal or visceral obesity is 

1 Portions of this chapter have been adapted with kind permission from: Citrome L, Vreeland B: 

Schizophrenia, obesity, and antipsychotic medications: what can we do? Postgrad Med 2008;120(2):18–33.
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particularly associated with increased risk for insulin resistance and/or the metabolic 

syndrome and for type 2 diabetes mellitus [2], and persons with schizophrenia have 

greater visceral adiposity than healthy individuals [3].

The clinical problem of obesity has become more apparent with the availability 

of second-generation, or ‘atypical’, antipsychotics. Their advantage over the older 

‘neuroleptics’ have principally been in their lower propensity for extrapyramidal side 

effects, including tremor, rigidity, and akathisia [4]. However, one of the most trou-

bling adverse effects of the second-generation antipsychotics is treatment-associated 

weight gain. The second-generation antipsychotics available today differ in their pro-

pensity for weight gain and the degree of weight change can also vary from patient 

to patient. Efficacy may also differ from drug to drug, and patient to patient, mak-

ing medication selection and monitoring for weight gain a complex issue and can 

give rise to significant therapeutic dilemmas. Moreover, obesity can be an obstacle 

to adherence to medication, as evidenced by a mail survey of persons with schizo-

phrenia where BMI status and subjective distress from weight gain were predictors of 

noncompliance [5].

This chapter addresses what the clinician can do to ameliorate the problem of over-

weight and obesity observed in patients with mental disorders, particularly schizo-

phrenia. When using antipsychotics, especially those most associated with weight 

gain, ongoing monitoring is essential. Certain patients, such as children, adolescents, 

and those with their first episode of schizophrenia, are at higher risk for weight gain, 

even when using the second-generation antipsychotic medications that are ordinar-

ily considered as ‘weight-neutral’. Early monitoring can identify early weight gainers; 

these patients are at significant risk for substantial weight gain. Lifestyle interventions 

are crucial when weight gain occurs and switching antipsychotic medication is not a 

viable option. Adjunctive medications for weight loss can be considered but random-

ized clinical trials for this intervention have generally not been encouraging.

Definitions

Body mass index (BMI), calculated as the quotient of body weight (kg) divided by 

the square of height (m), is commonly used to assess body weight. On-line calcu-

lators for BMI are readily available (for example, the website from the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention, http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/bmi/calc-bmi). 

Overweight is defined as a BMI between 25 and 29.9 inclusive, and obesity is defined 

as having a BMI of 30 or greater. BMI-related health risks are well established, with 

health risk considered ‘high’ for BMI of 30–34.9, ‘very high’ for BMI 35–39.9, and 

‘extremely high’ for BMI greater than 40 [6].

Alternate definitions have focused on waist-to-hip ratios or waist circumfer-

ence used in the definitions for metabolic syndrome developed by the World Health 

Organization and the National Cholesterol Education Program Expert Panel on 
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Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults (NCEP), 

respectively [7].

Moreover, these definitions may not apply in all ethnic groups. For example, waist 

circumference for Asians is generally lower, requiring a lower cut-off of 90 cm in men 

(instead of 102 cm in the NCEP definition) or 80 cm in women (instead of 88 cm), 

when assessing the prevalence of central obesity [8]. In Japan, the definition of obe-

sity is a BMI of at least 25, rather than the 30 used among Caucasians [9].

Quantitative measures of body fat have been developed, notably dual energy X-ray 

absorptiometry (DEXA) [10].

Epidemiology

Obesity has reached epidemic proportions in the general population. Current 

International Obesity Task Force estimates suggest that at least 1.1 billion adults are 

overweight including 312 million who are obese; this represents a doubling and tre-

bling in less than two decades [11]. Among randomly selected middle-aged partici-

pants from 34 populations in 21 countries from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s, 

mean BMI as well as the prevalence of overweight increased in virtually all Western 

European countries, Australia, the USA, and China, and was related to increasing 

trends in total energy supply per capita [12]. Since 1980, the prevalence of obesity in 

Great Britain in adults has almost trebled with obesity prevalence in 2002 of 23% for 

men and 25% for women [13]. In the US, obesity prevalence among adults in 2003–

2004 was 32%, and the prevalence of extreme obesity (BMI of at least 40) was 2.8% in 

men and 6.9% in women [14].

Patients with schizophrenia have higher rates of obesity [15]. Among the patients 

participating in phase 1 of the randomized and double-blinded 18-month Clinical 

Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness schizophrenia study (CATIE), the 

mean BMI was 30 [16]. Moreover, waist circumference exceeded norms for 46% of all 

subjects (n = 1435), 37% of all men (n = 1059), 73% of all women (n = 376), 48% of all 

Caucasians (n = 858), 43% of all Blacks (n = 504), and 47% of all Hispanics (n = 167).

Contributory Factors

Overweight and obesity is related to a mismatch between energy intake, expenditure, 

and storage [17]. A sedentary lifestyle associated with increased intake of high caloric 

food will lead to increased weight. For example, about 7,800 kcal of chemical energy 

is contained in 1 kg of adipose tissue so that even a small increase in intake (such as 

0.5 liters a day of a sugared carbonated beverage or 200 kcal) can lead to a significant 

amount of weight gain of 9 kg in one year if these additional calories are not expended 

but instead stored as fat. The availability of different foods and the amount consumed 
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varies from country to country. Table 1 outlines meat consumption, prevalence of 

obesity, and life expectancy for 24 different countries [18].

Patients with mental disorders such as schizophrenia may make poor dietary choices 

[19]. In patients with an increased risk for central adiposity to begin with [3], this 

combination of poor diet and lack of physical activity is particularly problematic.

Psychotropic medications such as antipsychotics [4], antidepressants [20], and 

anticonvulsants [21], have been associated with weight gain. It is not uncommon 

for these medications to be used in combination. Possible mechanisms for medica-

tion-associated weight gain include weight loss before drug treatment, food craving, 

alteration in resting metabolic rate, sedation/decreased physical activity, change in 

neurotransmitters (in general, alpha-adrenergic neurotransmission is thought to 

stimulate appetite, whereas beta-adrenergic, histaminergic, dopaminergic, and sero-

Table 1. What the world eats (compiled from [18])

Country Meat consumption 

(kg per person per year)

Obesity prevalence 

men, women , %

Life expectancy, 

men, women, years

Australia 107 21, 23 78, 83

Bhutan   3 5, 13 60, 62

Bosnia  21 14, 22 69, 76

Chad  14 0.3, 1 46, 49

China  52 1, 1.5 70, 73

Cuba  32 12, 21 75, 79

Ecuador  45 6, 15 68, 74

Egypt  22 22, 39 65, 69

France 101 7, 6 76, 84

Germany  82 (30 in sausages) 20, 19 76, 82

Great Britain  80 19, 21 76, 81

Greenland 114 16, 22 64, 70

Guatemala  24 13, 25 63, 69

India   5 0.9, 1.1 60, 62

Italy  90 12, 12 77, 83

Japan  44 2, 2 78, 85

Kuwait  60 30, 49 76, 77

Mali  19 0.4, 3 44, 46

Mexico  59 20, 32 72, 77

Mongolia 109 5, 25 60, 66

Philippines  31 1, 3 72, 65

Poland  78 13, 18 71, 79

Turkey  19 11, 32 68, 72

USA 125 32, 38 75, 80
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toninergic signal transduction confers satiety) and alteration of neuropeptides such 

as leptin and cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor [22].

Second-Generation Antipsychotics

Second-generation antipsychotics are a major source of concern regarding weight 

gain. Attempts have been made to identify specific receptor-binding profiles of antip-

sychotics to aid in the prediction of propensity for weight gain [23], however there is 

much individual variation, and most of the information available at present comes 

from clinical observations. In a comprehensive meta-analysis of weight change after 

10 weeks of treatment at a standard dose of antipsychotics, mean increases in body 

weight were calculated for the different medications [24]. Clozapine and olanzapine 

had the largest weight gains with 4.45 and 4.15 kg, respectively. Risperidone was asso-

ciated with a more modest 2.10 kg gain. Ziprasidone appeared essentially weight neu-

tral with a mean gain of 0.04 kg. Insufficient data were available to evaluate quetiapine 

at 10 weeks, but subsequent studies have indicated that quetiapine also has a moder-

ate to high propensity toward gain, particularly over the long term, as demonstrated 

in a prospective, naturalistic study [25]. Aripiprazole, the newest second-generation 

antipsychotic medication to become commercially available, is generally considered 

to be weight neutral.

Examining mean weight change as observed in clinical trials is not always informa-

tive as to how often this actually will be encountered in clinical practice. There is large 

individual variability regarding weight gain, even with agents commonly thought of 

as being inexorably tied to obesity. In the CATIE study weight change per month of 

antipsychotic treatment was reported both in terms of mean change and in terms of 

median and range [26]. Table 2 demonstrates that although mean weight change fol-

lowed the expected pattern, some patients randomized to olanzapine lost 0.64 kg per 

month, and some gained 4.3 kg per month. Patients randomized to weight neutral 

medications still show variability in weight change, with some patients randomized 

Table 2. Weight change in phase 1 of the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Antipsychotic Effectiveness 

for Schizophrenia trial [26]

Antipsychotic Mean weight change 

kg/month

Median weight change 

kg/month

5th and 95th percentile 

weight change, kg/month

Olanzapine +0.909 +0.363 –0.636, +4.32

Quetiapine +0.227 +0.045 –2.00, +2.86

Risperidone +0.182  0 –2.09, +2.59

Perphenazine –0.091 –0.045 –2.23, +1.82

Ziprasidone –0.136 –0.136 –2.41, +2.68
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to ziprasidone losing 2.4 kg per month and others gaining 2.7 lb per month. Weight 

gain greater than 7% from baseline to last observation occurred among 30% of the 

patients randomized to olanzapine, 16% for quetiapine, 14% for risperidone, 12% for 

perphenazine, and 7% for ziprasidone. Number needed to treat (NNT) to encoun-

ter one additional case of weight gain greater than 7% when using olanzapine versus 

perphenazine (a first-generation antipsychotic) was 6, versus quetiapine 8, versus ris-

peridone 7, and versus ziprasidone 5 [27]. This means for every 5 patients random-

ized to olanzapine instead of ziprasidone, there was one additional case of a patient 

on olanzapine gaining greater than 7% of their initial body weight. Keeping in mind 

patients randomized to olanzapine had a longer mean time on medication than the 

other antipsychotics, and thus had a greater opportunity to accumulate weight, these 

single-digit NNTs nevertheless represent clinically significant differences [28].

Switching antipsychotics can lead to weight loss. Ultimately, there will need to be a 

favorable balance of benefit to risk [29]. Deciding whether to continue treatment with 

a particular antipsychotic or switch the patient to another can pose substantial dilem-

mas for the clinician. The choice to ‘switch or stay’ is a highly individualized decision. 

Evidence-based medicine philosophy states that relevant clinical trials can inform the 

clinician in making thoughtful individualized treatment decisions but there are no 

guarantees of weight gain or loss or drug efficacy. With these caveats, consideration 

should be given to switching to a more weight-neutral medication when encountering 

rapid weight gain with a particular antipsychotic. For example, in the CATIE study, 

of 61 patients who gained over 7% of their body weight in phase 1, 42% of ziprasi-

done-treated patients, 20% of risperidone-treated patients, 7% of quetiapine-treated 

patients, and 0% of olanzapine-treated patients lost over 7% of their body weight dur-

ing phase 2 [30]. The NNT to encounter one additional case of weight loss greater 

than 7% when using ziprasidone versus olanzapine or quetiapine was 3, and versus 

risperidone 5 [29]. The findings from CATIE are consistent with earlier reports from 

open-label studies, such as a post-hoc analysis of a 20-week study where switching 

from olanzapine to risperidone resulted in a reduction of prevalence of metabolic syn-

drome in overweight or obese patients, including reductions in body weight and BMI 

[31]. In another report of 3 studies in which outpatients experiencing were switched 

to 6 weeks of open-label ziprasidone, patients switched from olanzapine experienced 

a mean weight loss of 1.76 kg, those switched from risperidone had a lesser reduc-

tion in weight (–0.86 kg), and those switched from first-generation antipsychotics 

had a non-significant increase (+0.27 kg) [32]. In an 8-week study where patients 

were switched from other antipsychotics to open-label aripiprazole (92% were receiv-

ing olanzapine or risperidone prior to the switch), the mean weight loss from baseline 

ranged from 1.3 kg to 1.7 kg, the incidence of weight loss of at least 7% of total body 

weight ranged from 7% to 15%, and the incidence of weight gain of at least 7% of total 

body weight ranged from 3% to 5%, depending on the switching technique [33].

Early weight gain may be predictive of future substantial weight gain. One can use 

the time course for weight gain with olanzapine for early identification of those at 
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risk before substantial weight gain has occurred [34, 35]. Patients taking olanzapine 

who gain 5% or more of their body weight within the first 4–12 weeks of treatment 

and who are going to remain on olanzapine will require more active behavioral and/

or pharmacologic interventions than patients who gain weight more slowly or not at 

all. Although weight gain may plateau after 40 weeks or so, by that time one-half of 

patients receiving olanzapine will have gained up to 10 kg, and some substantially 

more than that [36]. The pattern of weight gain with quetiapine is also consistent with 

the idea that it can occur early (within 12 weeks) [37]. Within the approved range, 

antipsychotic dose does not appear to be predictive of weight gain for olanzapine [36] 

but there may be differences at higher-than-approved doses [38]. For risperidone, in 

a short (6-week) trial, higher doses were associated with more weight gain [39]. Data 

regarding a dose relationship with weight gain with quetiapine is conflicting [37, 40]. 

Low initial BMI (<25) may be a predictor of some future weight gain in some patients 

with any of the second-generation antipsychotic medications.

Children and adolescents [41], and patients in their first episode of psychosis may 

be at heightened risk for weight gain with antipsychotic medication [42]. In a 52-week 

randomized double-blind clinical trial in patients early in their course of psychotic 

illness, 80% of patients in the olanzapine group, 50% in the quetiapine group, and 

58% in the risperidone group, gained at least 7% of their baseline weight at week 52 

[43]. Similarly, in the 1-year European First-Episode Schizophrenia Trial, weight gain 

greater than 7% from baseline was observed in 86% of the patients randomized to 

olanzapine, 65% for those on quetiapine, 37% for those on ziprasidone, and 53% for 

those on haloperidol [44]. Amisulpride, an antipsychotic not commercialized in the 

USA, was associated with a rate of 63% on this outcome.

Monitoring of patients receiving psychotropic medications for weight and meta-

bolic parameters is crucial. The report from the Consensus Development Conference 

on Antipsychotic Drugs and Obesity and Diabetes Consensus Panel contains valuable 

advice for appropriate and prudent monitoring [45]. The most frequently assessed 

parameter in the recommendations is weight. At a minimum it is obtained at base-

line, monthly for the first 3 months, and then quarterly. However, monitoring weight 

at each and every patient visit will allow the clinician to catch a problem early, before 

substantial weight gain has set in, and underscore to both the patient and the clini-

cian the importance of physical fitness. Additionally, patients and/or caregivers can 

be educated about monitoring weight and report back to the clinician.

Lifestyle Therapies and Other Nonpharmacological Interventions

Maintaining a normal weight, even without the additional challenges frequently asso-

ciated with mental illness, is difficult for most individuals. There is a commonly held 

belief that persons with schizophrenia cannot make lifestyle changes that improve 

ones’ health such as choosing to eat healthier, becoming more physically active, and 
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achieving significant weight loss. However, research in the form of controlled clini-

cal trials as listed in table 3 suggests that people with schizophrenia are able to ben-

efit from lifestyle interventions that promote weight maintenance and weight loss 

[46–61]. Additionally, the report from the Consensus Development Conference on 

Antipsychotic Drugs and Obesity and Diabetes Consensus Panel recommends that in 

addition to monitoring nutrition and physical activity counseling be provided for all 

patients who are overweight or obese, particularly if they are starting treatment with 

a second-generation antipsychotic that is associated with significant weight gain [45]. 

Therefore, it is important that clinicians working with individuals with serious mental 

illnesses to become familiar with lifestyle interventions that address weight. This sec-

tion provides a brief overview of lifestyle interventions recommended by the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) in the general population, reviews the available data on 

lifestyle and other nonpharmacologic weight management strategies in people with 

serious mental illnesses, and makes suggestions for how to utilize these interventions 

in clinical care.

The Practical Guide: Identification, Evaluation, and Treatment of Overweight and 

Obesity in Adults from NIH describes how health care practitioners can provide indi-

viduals with evidence-based information and the support needed to effectively lose 

weight and keep it down [62]. Treatment of overweight and obesity is considered a 

two-step process which includes assessment and management. Prevention of weight 

gain with lifestyle therapy is indicated in any patient with a BMI of ≥25; and weight 

loss for any patient who has a BMI of ≥30, or a BMI of 25–29.9 or waist circum-

ference >88 cm (women) or >102 cm (men) and ≥2 risk factors including cigarette 

smoking, hypertension, high low-density lipoprotein (LDL ≥160 mg/dl), low high-

density lipoprotein (HDL <35/mg/dl), impaired fasting glucose (between 100 and 

125 mg/dl), family history of premature coronary heart disease, age ≥45 for males and 

≥55 for women, and physical inactivity. Patients at very high absolute risk including 

established coronary heart disease (CHD) and other atherosclerotic diseases (such 

as a history of myocardial infarction and angina pectoris), type 2 diabetes, and sleep 

apnea need to be identified and their conditions appropriated managed. Additionally, 

other obesity-associated diseases including gynecological abnormalities, osteoarthri-

tis, gallstones and stress incontinence, need to be identified and treated. The guide 

notes that the decision to lose weight must be made jointly by the clinician and the 

patient and that the person may chose as a goal not to lose weight but rather to pre-

vent further weight gain. The guide further suggests that the clinician determine the 

individuals’ ‘readiness’ to make lifestyle changes. There are three major components 

of weight loss therapy described which are collectively referred to as ‘lifestyle thera-

pies’: (1) dietary therapy, (2) increased physical activity, and (3) behavior therapy. 

Examples of behavioral strategies include self-monitoring, stress management, stimu-

lus control, problem solving, contingency management, cognitive restructuring and 

social support. If lifestyle therapy is initiated, it should be attempted for at least 6 

months before considering pharmacotherapy, and it should be tailored to the needs 
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of the individual. The guide states that persons with an ‘uncontrolled’ serious mental 

illness, for whom caloric restriction might exacerbate the illness, should be excluded 

from weight loss therapy. No specific information is provided about how to adapt life-

style therapies for people with mental illnesses that are not ‘uncontrolled’. However, 

a ‘small steps approach’ to weight maintenance and weight loss, which is mentioned 

later in this section, may be particularly helpful for people with serious mental ill-

nesses. The reader is referred to the actual guide itself for more in-depth information 

about how to assess and manage weight problems.

Research suggests that most self-directed and commercial programs that teach 

lifestyle modifications induce reductions of up to 5% of initial weight [63]. While the 

body of evidence is not as vast as that in the general population, research findings 

suggests that when people with schizophrenia participate in lifestyle and other non-

pharmacologic weight management interventions there is a significant improvement 

in weight (table 3).

Controlled trials comparing nonpharmacologic interventions designed to address 

weight problems in people with serious mental illnesses are methodologically varied 

[46–61]. Most nonpharmacologic interventions studied emphasize dietary and other 

lifestyle changes. They vary in their approach from cognitive-behavioral interven-

tions, to commercial programs, to manualized psychoeducational wellness programs. 

They also differ in terms of duration, number of sessions, and amount of weight loss 

reported.

A study by Dansinger et al. [64] assessed adherence rates and effectiveness of 4 

popular diets (Atkins©, Zone©, Weight Watchers©, and Ornish©) as a part of indi-

vidualized weight control strategies in 160 overweight adults without mental illness. 

After 1 year, overall adherence rates (i.e. those who completed the study) ranged from 

50 to 65%, with a mean weight loss among the 4 diet groups ranging from 2.1 to 

3.3 kg. In contrast, the ‘Healthy Living’ program [53] studied adherence and weight 

loss in overweight and obese subjects with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder 

who had gained weight on various second-generation antipsychotics. This was a non-

randomized study where 31 subjects participated in a 52-week lifestyle intervention 

entitled ‘Healthy Living’ and 20 subjects received ‘treatment as usual’. The Healthy 

Living program consisted of nutrition, exercise, and behavioral interventions and was 

designed to assist individuals with schizophrenia who had gained weight to make 

small long-lasting lifestyle changes that would have a positive effect on weight loss and 

overall health. At 1 year, the mean adherence (attendance) rate was 69% and a mean 

weight loss of 3.7 kg in study completers. In comparison with the Dansinger data 

[64], the subjects with schizophrenia not only had similar adherence rates, but also 

demonstrated greater weight loss than subjects without schizophrenia. Additionally, 

the Healthy Living study, found that subjects who received the intervention had a 

3.0% weight reduction compared with a 3.5% weight gain with ‘treatment as usual’.

Another lifestyle intervention that has had success in managing weight in peo-

ple with serious mental illness is the ‘Solutions for Wellness’ program which is free 
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Table 3. Controlled clinical trials of nonpharmacological interventions for weight gain among patients with schizophrenia

Author Active intervention Antipsychotic 

received (and other 

qualifications)

Study length 

weeks

n Helpful? Weight change 

observed in 

intervention group 

(vs. control group)

Harmatz [46] behavior modification in 

which money is lost for 

failure to lose weight or 

group therapy or diet only 

not reported (all 

overweight; hospitalized 

5 to 7 years with 

schizophrenia)

6 (+4 follow-up) 21 yes –6.8 kg (vs. little or 

no change in group 

therapy or diet only 

groups)

Wu [47] diet and regular physical 

activity per protocol

clozapine (and BMI >27) 26 53 yes –4.2 kg (vs. +1.0 kg) 

Mauri [48] psychoeducational 

program including diet 

and use of a pedometer

olanzapine (and an 

increase in BMI of at least 

7%) 

24 33 yes –4.5 kg (vs. no 

change without the 

intervention)

Alvarez-Jiménez 

[49]

early behavioral 

intervention including 

behavioral interventions, 

nutrition, and exercise

drug-naive first-episode 

psychosis patients 

started on olanzapine, 

risperidone, or 

haloperidol

12 61 yes +4.1 kg (vs. +6.9 kg); 

number experienc-

ing weight gain 

greater than 7% was 

39.3% (vs. 78.8%)

Littrell [50] intervention group with 

psycho-education classes 

focused on nutrition, 

exercise, and living a 

healthy lifestyle

switched to olanzapine 

at start of study

16 (26) 70 yes –0.03 kg (vs. +4.3 

kg)

Evans [51] nutrition education 

sessions

olanzapine (started 

within 12 weeks)

26 51 yes +2.0 kg (vs. +6.0 kg); 

number experienc-

ing weight gain 

greater than 7% was 

13% (vs. 64%) 

Vreeland [52]a 

Menza [53]a

nutrition, exercise, and 

behavioral interventions

olanzapine, risperidone, 

clozapine, quetiapine

12 (52) 31 

(51)

yes –3.0 kg (vs +3.2 kg)

Ball [54]a weight watchers and 

offered supervised 

exercise sessions

olanzapine (and who 

had gained at least 7% of 

their pretreatment body 

weight)

10 11 

(22)

maybe –2.3 kg (vs. –0.2 kg), 

but this was only 

significant for men 

and not women

Brar [55] behavioral treatment risperidone (switched 

from olanzapine and 

with a BMI > 26) 

14 72 maybe –2.0 kg (vs. –1.1 kg) 

but not statistically 

significant 

Kwon [56] education, diet, and 

exercise management

olanzapine (and an 

increase in weight of at 

least 7%)

12 48 yes –3.94 kg (vs. –1.48 

kg)

Weber [57] cognitive/behavioral 

group intervention, 

modified after the 

Diabetes Prevention 

Project program

olanzapine, risperidone, 

ziprasidone, quetiapine 

(and BMI of at least 25 

and impaired glucose 

tolerance)

16 15 maybe –2.4 kg (vs. –0.6 kg) 

but not statistically 

significant
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(sponsored by Eli Lilly and Company) and available in two formats: the ‘personalized’ 

program and the ‘manualized’ program. The Solutions for Wellness personalized pro-

gram was evaluated in a study of 7,188 patients with mental illness, 83% of who were 

obese or overweight [65]. The 6-month intervention was individualized and used diet, 

exercise and behavioral strategies. Patients were not required to meet any enrollment 

criteria, including diagnosis, treatment, weight, or risk for weight gain. The mean 

change in weight was –2.77 kg and the mean change in BMI was –0.93.

In addition, there is also a Solutions for Wellness manualized program [66], which 

is a free, manualized, psychoeducational wellness program designed to inspire and 

assist persons with mental illness to choose healthier eating and physical activity pat-

terns. In contrast to the personalized program, which is designed for individuals who 

are more independent and can benefit from a self-study program, the manualized 

program was designed to be implemented with the support of health professionals 

with both groups and individuals. In a quasi-experimental study with 70 patients 

with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder participating in a 4-month interven-

tion which involved a weekly 1-hour psychoeducational intervention using Solutions 

for Wellness (ed. 2), there was a positive effect on preventing antipsychotic-inducted 

weight gain as compared to a group who received treatment as usual [50] (table 3).

A ‘small steps approach’ to weight loss and maintenance may be particularly bene-

ficial to people with serious mental illnesses. Unlike traditional obesity treatment, the 

Author Active intervention Antipsychotic 

received (and other 

qualifications)

Study length 

weeks

n Helpful? Weight change 

observed in 

intervention group 

(vs. control group)

Khazaal [58] cognitive and behavioural 

treatment

olanzapine, risperidone, 

clozapine, quetiapine, 

amisulpride, first-

generation antipsychotic 

(and weight gain af at 

least 2 kg)

24 61 yes –3.5 kg (vs. +1.7 kg)

Brown [59] six weekly health 

promotion sessions

not reported 6 28 maybe –0.40 kg (vs. +1.11 

kg) 

McKibbin [60] diabetes awareness and 

rehabilitation training

any (and age over 40 

years and with diabetes 

mellitus)

24 64 yes –2.3 kg (vs. +2.7 kg)

Rotatori [61] behavioral self-control 

program

not reported 14 14 yes –3.3 kg (vs. +2.5 kg)

a These studies had a comparison group composed of matched controls, rather than a randomized design. The numbers in parentheses rep-

resent the total number of subjects reported for both the intervention and comparison groups.

Table 3. Continued
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goal is prevention of weight gain and modest weight loss over a longer period of time. 

The approach encourages the use of small everyday changes in dietary and physical 

activity patterns that people can sustain over time. The small steps approach sug-

gests that trying to achieve some combination of reduced energy intake and increased 

physical activity that equals approximately 100 kcal/day (such as eliminating one can 

of a sugared carbonated beverage a day or adding 2,000 steps or about a mile of walk-

ing) should prevent weight gain in many adults [67]. A small steps approach was uti-

lized in the Healthy Living study and is incorporated into the Solutions for Wellness 

(ed. 3) manualized program.

In summary, many of the nonpharmacologic interventions used in the general 

population may be applicable to adults with major mental disorders. The research on 

lifestyle and other nonpharmacologic interventions in adults with schizophrenia and 

schizoaffective disorders indicates that significant weight loss is possible. Programs 

such as ‘Healthy Living’ and ‘Solutions for Wellness’ show promise. Clinicians should 

provide nutrition and physical activity counseling when starting treatment with a 

second-generation antipsychotic. At a minimum a ‘small steps’ approach to counsel-

ing patients about lifestyle changes is recommended with referral to more intense 

programs such as Solutions for Wellness, or more specialized care, such as regis-

tered dieticians when ‘small steps’ fail. More randomized controlled clinical trials are 

needed in this area.

Pharmacological Interventions

When nonpharmacological interventions fail to control weight gain, and when 

switching to another antipsychotic has been unsuccessful or is not possible, adjunctive 

pharmacotherapy may be considered. Drugs that are currently approved by the FDA 

for the treatment of obesity include orlistat and sibutramine, both of which should be 

used cautiously with psychotropic medications. These medications should be used 

only in combination with appropriate diet, exercise, and behavioral programs.

Orlistat is an enteric inhibitor of pancreatic lipase, thus lowering the absorption 

of dietary fat. Adverse effects include flatulence and steatorrhea if too much fat is 

consumed. Orlistat was tested for 16 weeks in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-

controlled clinical trial in overweight or obese patients treated with clozapine or olan-

zapine (n = 63, diagnosis not reported) [68]. Adherence to a behavioral program or 

diet was not required to participate in the study. No statistically significant effect was 

observed in the whole population, but male patients experienced modest weight loss 

(–2.36 vs. +0.62 kg on placebo). Weight loss of at least 5% of baseline was observed 

in 16% of the patients receiving adjunctive orlistat versus 6% receiving placebo (NNT 

11, not statistically significant). All 4 patients who discontinued because of diarrhea 

were receiving orlistat. There is a report that orlistat did not alter bioavailability of 

haloperidol, clozapine, clomipramine, desipramine, or carbamazepine in 8 patients, 
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however the authors noted the possibility of decreased absorption of concomitantly 

administered drugs in some individuals, and recommended plasma level monitoring 

[69].

Sibutramine affects the reuptake of norepinephrine, serotonin and dopamine, and 

was originally thought to be a potential antidepressant compound, but was ultimately 

commercialized as a weight loss agent. Sibutramine was tested in a 12-week double-

blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 37 overweight and obese subjects tak-

ing olanzapine for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder [70]. For the first 8 weeks 

all subjects participated in weekly group sessions focused on nutrition and behavioral 

modification. Although the sibutramine group exhibited a mean increase in systolic 

blood pressure of 2.1 mm Hg, and presented with a higher rate of anticholinergic 

side effects and sleep disturbances, greater weight loss was observed at week 12 ver-

sus placebo (–3.8 vs. –0.8 kg). A similarly designed study with clozapine conducted 

among 21 patients by the same research group failed to demonstrate a therapeutic 

advantage for adjunctive sibutramine [71]. Because sibutramine affects serotonin and 

norepinephrine reuptake, these two studies [70, 71] excluded patients who received 

tricyclic, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, or monoamine oxidase inhibitor 

antidepressants in the prior month. When compared with adjunctive topiramate in 

a 24-week randomized open-label clinical trial, adjunctive sibutramine resulted in 

similar amounts of weight loss as adjunctive topiramate [72], but generalizability of 

that study to schizophrenia is limited as the subjects had bipolar disorder and only 

35% were receiving antipsychotic medication.

Rimonabant is a cannabinoid antagonist that acts to control appetite and can 

lead to weight reduction. The proposed indication was to be weight management in 

people with a BMI of 30, or with a BMI of 27 and at least one comorbid medical 

condition. However, the manufacturer withdrew its application to sell this agent in 

the USA amid concerns that it may increase suicidal thinking and depression [73]. 

There are no published reports of its use in patients with schizophrenia receiving 

antipsychotics.

Several attempts have been made in managing weight gain with adjunctive therapy 

utilizing non-FDA approved uses of several classes of medications, including oral 

hypoglycemics (metformin), anticonvulsants (topiramate), histamine H-2 receptor 

antagonists (nizatidine, famotidine), antiparkinsonian and antiviral agents (aman-

tadine), antidepressants (reboxetine, fluoxetine, fluvoxamine), and others [74, 75]. 

However, few randomized clinical trials exist that test these agents among overweight 

or obese patients with schizophrenia. Approaches include the prevention of excessive 

weight gain when starting an antipsychotic, or the loss of weight already gained after 

receiving an antipsychotic for some time. Most of the studies enrolled small num-

bers of subjects and have mainly focused on ameliorating the weight gain observed 

with olanzapine. The randomized double-blind studies of these adjunctive agents 

[76–101] are summarized in table 4. Results are generally inconsistent. Many inter-

ventions as tested do not show a clinically significant benefit. Moreover, all adjunctive 
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Table 4. Double-blind, randomized, clinical trials for non-FDA-approved adjunctive pharmacological interventions for 

weight gain among patients with schizophrenia

Author Study medication 

(dose or dose range, 

with reported 

frequency)

Antipsychotic received 

(and other qualifications)

Study length 

weeks

n Helpful? Weight change 

observed in 

intervention group 

(vs. control group)

Graham [77] amantadine (up 

to 300 mg/day)

olanzapine (and weight 

gain of at least 5 lb)

12 21 yes BMI –0.07  (vs. +1.24)

Deberdt [78] amantadine 

(100-300 mg/day)

olanzapine (and weight 

gain of at least 5%)

16 (24) 125 maybe –0.19 kg (vs. +1.28 

kg) but results at 24 

weeks were not 

statistically 

significantly different

Cavazzoni [79] nizatidine 

(150 mg b.i.d. 

or 300 mg b.i.d.)

olanzapine (newly started) 16 175 no difference was not 

statistically signifi-

cant at 16 weeks

Atmaca [80] nizatidine 

(150 mg b.i.d.)

olanzapine (and weight 

gain in the range of 

2.6–10.8 kg)

8 35 yes  –4.5 kg (vs. +2.3 kg)

Atmaca [81] nizatidine 

(150 mg b.i.d.)

quetiapine (and weight 

gain in the range of 

2.3–7.2 kg)

8 28 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Assunção [82] nizatidine

(300 mg BID)

olanzapine (and weight 

gain of at least 5% from 

baseline)

12 54 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Poyurovsky [83] famotidine 

(40 mg/day)

olanzapine (first-episode 

patients)

6 14 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Baptista [76] metformin (850 mg/day 

– 850 mg b.i.d.) with 

sibutramine (10 mg/ day 

– 10 mg b.i.d.)

olanzapine 12 28 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Wu [88] metformin (250 mg t.i.d.) olanzapine (drug-naïve 

first-episode patients)

12 40 yes +1.9 kg (vs. +6.87 

kg); number 

experiencing weight 

gain greater than 7% 

was 16.7% (vs. 

63.2%) 

Wu [89] metformin 

(250 mg t.i.d.) 

and/or lifestyle 

intervention 

clozapine, olanzapine, 

risperidone, sulpiride 

(and weight gain of 

more than 10%)

12 128 yes lifestyle-plus-

metformin group 

BMI –1.8 (vs. 

metformin-alone 

group  –1.2  vs. 

lifestyle-plus-

placebo group   –0.5  

vs. placebo group 

+1.2)
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Author Study medication 

(dose or dose range, 

with reported 

frequency)

Antipsychotic received 

(and other qualifications)

Study length 

weeks

n Helpful? Weight change 

observed in 

intervention group 

(vs. control group)

Klein [90] metformin 

(500 mg/day

 – 850 mg b.i.d.)

olanzapine, risperidone, 

or quetiapine (and 

weight gain of more 

than 10%; children 

ages 10-17 years)

16 39 yes stable weight (vs. 

+0.31 kg/week) 

Baptista [91] metformin 

(850–1,700 mg/day)

olanzapine 14 40 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Baptista [92] metformin 

(850–2,550 mg/day)

olanzapine 12 80 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Ko [84] topiramate 

(50 mg b.i.d. or 100 mg 

b.i.d.)

risperidone, olanzapine, 

quetiapine, or clozapine 

(and BMI of at least 25)

12 66 yes –5.35 kg for 

topiramate 200 mg/

day (vs.   –1.68 kg for 

topiramate 100 mg/

day vs. –0.3 kg for 

placebo) 

Kim [85]a topiramate 

(50 mg b.i.d.)

olanzapine 12 60 yes +2.66 kg (vs. +4.02 

kg)

Nickel [86]

 Egger [87] 

topiramate 

(250 mg/day)

olanzapine (only women

who had gained at least 

5 kg; psychosis or bipolar)

10 43 yes –4.4 kg (vs. +1.2 kg); 

at the end of an 

open-label 18 

month observation 

period, –9.4 kg (vs. 

+5.5 kg)

McElroy [72]a topiramate 

(25–600 mg/day) or 

sibutramine 

(5–15 mg/day)

various (bipolar patients, 

of which only 16 were 

receiving antipsychotics, 

and BMI of at least 30, or 

at least 27 kg/m2 with 

concomitant obesity-

related risk factors or 

diseases)

24 46 maybe patients randomized 

either to sibutramine 

or topiramate lost 

comparable 

amounts of weight 

(4.1 and 2.8 kg, 

respectively)

Poyurovsky [98] reboxetine (2 mg b.i.d.) olanzapine (first-episode 

patients)

6 60 yes +3.31 kg (vs. +4.91 

kg); number 

experiencing weight 

gain greater than 7% 

was 19.4% (vs. 

46.4%) 

Table 4. Continued
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medications may pose a tolerability problem for some patients, for example topira-

mate may be associated with cognitive dulling which can complicate the successful 

treatment of a patient with schizophrenia who may already be experiencing cognitive 

dysfunction [102]. Adjunctive reboxetine may be useful in preventing weight gain 

in first-episode patients [97, 98], but is currently not available in the USA. There are 

some non-Western treatments that may be helpful [101]. The adjunctive agent that 

Table 4. Continued

Author Study medication 

(dose or dose range, 

with reported 

frequency)

Antipsychotic received 

(and other qualifications)

Study length 

weeks

n Helpful? Weight change 

observed in 

intervention group 

(vs. control group)

Poyurovsky [97] reboxetine

(2 mg b.i.d.)

olanzapine (first-episode 

patients)

6 26 yes +2.5 kg (vs. +5.5 kg); 

number 

experiencing weight 

gain greater than 7% 

was 20% (vs. 70%) 

Poyurovsky [94] fluoxetine 

(20 mg/day)

olanzapine (first-episode 

patients)

8 30 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Bustillo [95] fluoxetine 

(20–60 mg/day)

olanzapine (and gained 

at least 3% of weight)

16 30 no +3 kg (vs. +1.7 kg)

Lu [96]a fluvoxamine 

(50 mg/day)

clozapine (250 mg/day 

or less or 600 mg/d or 

less)

12 68 maybe +0.9 kg (vs. +3.2 kg) 

Borovicka [93] phenylpropanolamine 

(75 mg/day)

clozapine (and weight 

gain of more than 10%)

12 16 no difference was not 

statistically 

significant

Goodall [99] fenfluramine 

(15 mg b.i.d.)

depot fluphenazine, 

flupenthixol, or 

clopenthixol (and

BMI of at least)

12 29 maybe rate of weight loss 

was significantly 

greater in those 

taking 

D-fenfluramine 

among the

completers 

Modell [100] dextroamphetamine

(5 mg/day)

thioridazine, 

chlorpromazine

8 20 no +0.11 kg/week (vs. 

+0.01 kg/week)

Ding [101] ling gui zhu gan tang

mixture

clozapine, chlorpromazine, 

perphenazine, risperidone, 

sulpiride, trifluoperazine 

(and body weight 

exceeding 20% of standard)

8

 

100 yes –4.5 kg (vs. +5.0 kg)

a Although randomized, this study was not double-blind.
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holds the most promise, at least for persons early on in their illness, is adjunctive 

metformin [88–92].

Bariatric Surgery

There are no published controlled trials for the use of surgical interventions for the 

treatment of obesity for patients with schizophrenia. However, there is a report of a 

case series of 5 patients with schizophrenia and morbid obesity and a comparison was 

made with 165 nonpsychotic patients who also underwent bariatric surgery during 

a 1-year period [103]. The median BMI was 54 and all had obesity-related comor-

bidities, and all patients had been previously treated unsuccessfully with conservative 

methods of weight reduction. Median percent excess weight loss at 6 months was 

comparable to that achieved in the control group: excess weight loss was 39.5% in the 

patients with schizophrenia versus 46.9% in the controls (difference not statistically 

significant). In severely obese individuals with schizophrenia who have failed other 

attempts to address their disease, a careful individualized risk-to-benefit assessment 

for bariatric surgery should be considered. While having a history of a mental illness 

should not prevent people from getting bariatric surgery, evaluation of an individuals’ 

preoperative psychiatric status may play an important role in maximizing successful 

postoperative outcomes [104].

Conclusions

Overweight and obese individuals with serious mental illnesses are at high risk for 

many medical problems, particularly cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. When 

added weight is concentrated viscerally, the expected result is insulin resistance and 

the eventual development of type 2 diabetes mellitus for those vulnerable individuals 

whose pancreas can no longer compensate by producing additional insulin.

The accumulation of excess body weight among patients with schizophrenia is 

multi-factorial, including unhealthy dietary choices, sedentary lifestyles and lack of 

access to appropriate food and physical activity sources, and perhaps a genetic or 

an intrinsic disease-state vulnerability for abdominal adiposity. Psychotropic medica-

tion, in particular the second-generation antipsychotics, have been associated with 

weight gain. These agents differ in their propensity for weight gain, with clozapine 

and olanzapine having the greatest likelihood of being associated with weight gain, 

and ziprasidone and aripiprazole the least. Switching from one agent to another, when 

clinically feasible, may help ameliorate weight gain. However, children, adolescents, 

and patients in their first episode of psychosis are at high risk for weight gain even 

with agents that are considered ‘weight-neutral.’ Monitoring weight is essential in 

individuals with mental illness receiving medication treatment, and early intervention 
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to reduce weight or prevent further weight gain is crucial in order to avoid becoming 

overweight or obese.

Prevention of weight gain is indicated in any patient with a BMI of ≥25, and weight 

loss for any patient who has a BMI of ≥30 or a BMI of 25–29.9 and concomitant 

risk factors (such as hypertension, dyslipdemia, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, or 

sleep apnea [105]). Lifestyle and other nonpharmacological approaches show greater 

promise than using adjunctive medication treatments for weight loss, and the use of 

the latter requires nonpharmacological approaches to be in place in any event. The 

‘small steps approach’ of setting modest nutritional and physical activity goals using 

accessible and realistic methods, is achievable during the routine care of individuals 

with serious mental illnesses.
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Abstract
Glucose abnormalities have been recognised to be important parameters that may predict many 

adverse cardiovascular outcomes in the general population. Their description is complex and more so in 

patients suffering from mental disorders where the more formal measurements of fasting data become 

more difficult to obtain routinely. Despite this, there is clarity that abnormal glucose parameters may be 

found in at least 30% patients with severe forms of mental illness. This chapter aims to describe the avail-

able literature and attempt to better understand the plethora of data relating to glucose that derives 

from patients suffering from chronic mental disorders such as schizophrenia and mood disorders.
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Glucose abnormalities have been recognised to be important parameters that may 

predict many adverse cardiovascular outcomes in the general population. Their 

description is complex and more so in patients suffering from mental disorders where 

the more formal measurements of fasting data become more difficult to obtain rou-

tinely. Despite this, there is clarity that abnormal glucose parameters may be found in 

at least 30% patients with severe forms of mental illness [1].

This chapter aims to describe the available literature and attempt to better understand 

the plethora of data relating to glucose that derives from patients suffering from chronic 

mental disorders such as schizophrenia and mood disorders. Where glucose abnormali-

ties (diabetes and pre-diabetes) fit into the metabolic syndrome and indeed the validity 

of the metabolic syndrome, using current definitions in predicting adverse outcomes 

does not fall into the remit of this chapter nor do other forms of psychotic disorders.

Diabetes and Pre-Diabetes in the General Population

Diabetes (DM) type 2 is highly prevalent worldwide in 2008 and will have increasing 

prevalence through until at least 2025 coincident with a global obesity epidemic [2]. 
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Diabetes type 1 is a very different disorder that is predominantly genetically inherited 

and in which obesity is not an important risk factor. Worldwide there are substantial 

regional variations with Africa having the lowest prevalence. In Europe, prevalence 

will increase from around 6% in 2008 to 8% in 2025 in the 20–79 age group and in 

some regions will increase to over 10% [2]. The worldwide prevalence of DM was 

5.1% in 2003 and will rise to 6.3% by 2005. In the UK it is estimated that by 2010 DM 

will be diagnosed in 7% of men and 5% of women [3]. In addition, impaired glucose 

tolerance (IGT) will rise from 8.2% in 2003 to 9% in 2005. The sheer relevance of 

these data is encapsulated in the single statistic that in 2007 3.8 million deaths will be 

due to DM globally [4]. Complications of DM are of concern on many levels in that 

peripheral vascular disease (amputation risk is increased by 15–40 times compared 

with the general population), retinopathy and cardiovascular disease are mostly also 

irreversible once initiated, although there are some modern management techniques 

that benefit patients [4]. Many subjects with glucose abnormalities remain undiag-

nosed which may increase these figures further and within this group there may be 

very specific populations, including the family members of patients with severe men-

tal illness who could be targeting for screening. Using data from NHANES, the preva-

lence of DM and impaired fasting glycaemia (IFG) in adults >20 years of age was 

5.9% and 6.1%, respectively, in 2000 (but DM increasing to 15% in >60 years), which 

increased to 8.3% when adding undiagnosed DM [5].

Prevalence of Glucose Abnormalities in Schizophrenia

Diabetes

It has been established for over 100 years that glucose abnormalities are more fre-

quent in mentally ill subjects [6] and without doubt predate the emergence of antip-

sychotic treatments. The precise prevalence and incidence rates are only starting to 

be described and are in part dependent on the cohort evaluated and the year of study. 

Screening for glucose abnormalities has increased since 2000 and data prior to then 

are less complicated in their interpretation. A lifetime DM prevalence of 15% was 

reported from the Schizophrenia Patient Outcomes Research Team (PORT) in the 

USA in data collected dirung the mid-1990s prior to atypicals [7]. The data were 

stringently collected with subjects being paid for their time spent in interview. In 

2002, a prevalence rate of 18% in an outpatient cohort was noteworthy for the clear 

findings that the prevalence increased with age, as in the general population, with 

the highest prevalence of >25% in the 60- to 69-year cohort [8]. In some cohort stud-

ies, prevalence rates can be compared with those in the general population at that 

time. Prevalence rates of 15.8% in Italy, in a schizophrenia cohort admitted to a long-

term care facility, vastly exceeded the then current rates of 2–3% in the Italian gen-

eral population [9]. There can be little doubt that not all patients were screened and 
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screening bias needs to be factored in. For example, younger subjects may be more 

likely to be admitted and hence receive routine glucose tests. Prevalence in certain 

ethic groups may also be variable. Subramamiam et al. [10] reported on an inpatient 

cohort in Singapore where chart review found the DM prevalence rate to be 4.9% in 

a large cohort receiving typicals. Following an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), 

however, the overall prevalence rose to 21% emphasising the value of OGTT as a 

diagnostic tool. In the 50- to 59-year-old cohort, the prevalence was 50%. Screening 

bias, however, needs to be factored into any naturalistic data set. Data from the UK 

Maudsley and other local London trusts derived in 2002–2003 found that only 41% 

of inpatients had some form of glucose testing on case notes review [11, 12]. The 

actual prevalence rate for glycaemic abnormalities was more accurately determined 

as 15.6% (39 of 250 tested subjects) as opposed to a case notes review prevalence of 

6.4% (39 of 606 subjects) of whom the vast majority had DM (n = 37) and only 2 

patients had IFG. There were no reported cases of IGT strongly implying that this test 

had not been applied frequently. The very low prevalence of any form of pre-diabetic 

abnormality might suggest that abnormal glucose levels outside of diagnostic diabetic 

levels had not been considered relevant and not recorded. At that time, there may 

have been a lower awareness of the prognostic value and morbidity of pre-diabetes.

Data from USA in a chronic inpatient cohort of over 13,000 subjects with schizo-

phrenia finds a prevalence of 11% [13]. These prevalence rates need to be contextua-

lised with what is happening worldwide as, in the USA, the age-adjusted prevalence 

of obesity (BMI >30) in adults increased from 22.9% in 1988–1994 to 30.5% in 1999–

2000 [14], and the age-adjusted prevalence of diagnosed diabetes in adults increased 

from 5.1% in 1997 to 6.5% in 2002 [5]. 

A lot of prevalence data are complex to interpret. A recent cross-sectional study of 

210 subjects, despite reporting a prevalence for DM of only 4.8%, excluded subjects 

undergoing treatment for DM and the latter numbers are not often reported. When 

the additional 5.2% with IFG (>6.1 mmol/l) are included, the interpretation of these 

data might be that 10% had ‘hidden’ glucose abnormalities [15]. To calculate the true 

DM prevalence, it would be necessary to also know how many excluded subjects had 

current diagnoses of DM or pre-diabetes. 

Over the last 5 years, data have begun to emerge on the incidence of DM in schizo-

phrenia cohorts. These data are also complex to interpret as the incidence and preva-

lence of DM in the general population is rising. The question to focus on is whether 

the incidence rate of DM is rising faster in subjects with serious mental illness (SMI) 

than in the general population. This is not a question that can be answered at the pres-

ent as screening bias in both populations remains both a caveat and a confounder. 

Some evidence that the incidence rate of DM is rising to a greater extent in the SMI 

population than in the general population derives from a large USA cohort study of 

inpatients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. In this cohort, the prevalence of 

diabetes increased from 6.9% in 1997 to 14.5% in 2004 [16] with associated increases in 

incidence rates of diabetes from 0.9% in 1997 to 1.8% in 2004. During the same period, 
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the incidence of diabetes rose from 0.51 to 0.72% in the USA general population [17], 

and the age-adjusted prevalence of diabetes in adults increased from 5.1% in 1997 to 

6.5% in 2002 [5]. Traditionally, in schizophrenia the lowest DM rates are measured in 

the age group 18–44 years [8]. In 2003, in the USA cohort the DM prevalence of 10.0% 

contrasts with 2.3% for the corresponding age cohort in the general population [16].

In a naturalistic Belgian cohort (n = 183), a 3-month incident rate of 4.4% (n = 8) 

for DM was reported using OGTT [18]; however, when screening the original cohort 

(n = 220), 5.5% had previously been diagnosed with DM. In the DM incident cohort 

5 of the 8 subjects had forms of pre-diabetes at the study outset. These data are not 

dissimilar to other reported incidence rates. The same group have reported an annual 

incidence rate of 4.2% in an identically screened stable schizophrenia population [19], 

and other annual incidence rates of 3.2–3.6% [20] and 4.4% [21] in subjects newly 

commenced on antipsychotics have also been reported. Incidence rates are higher (4.7 

and 6.9%) and more difficult to interpret from diagnostically mixed samples [22, 23]. 

In a large USA inpatient sample of chronic subjects, the annual incident rates during 

2000–2002 were lower, i.e. 1.25–1.5%. This may reflect better previous screening [13]. 

The Belgian group under De Hert has produced some interesting naturalistic data 

from a consecutive prospective cohort of 415 schizophrenia subjects [24]. They report 

that the difference in DM prevalence between schizophrenia subjects and a control 

population increases with increasing age being 1.6% in the 15- to 25-year cohort and 

19.2% in the 55- to 65-year cohort. Using OGTT, they identified more DM cases than 

by fasting glycaemia (FG) alone which would have identified only 46.2% of DM cases. 

In comparing cohorts, they divided subjects into cohorts <1.5, <10 s, 10–20 and >20 

years. The prevalence of DM increased from 3% in the early phase cohort to 16.5% 

in the chronic cohort and similarly the prevalence of FG >5.6 mmol/l (the inclusion 

criteria for metabolic syndrome IDF) was found to increase from 8 to 40.5%. 

Pre-Diabetes

Although usage of this term may be technically inaccurate (as diabetes is not an inevi-

table outcome), it is useful to capture under a single metric the numbers of patients 

who cannot be diagnosed as DM but who have abnormal glucose values to some 

extent. Fasting glucose cannot always be obtained pragmatically in SMI patients both 

for psychiatric and logistical reasons. Many patients are unable to successfully fast 

perhaps due to failure to understand the precise and exact nature of the fast needed. 

In the UK, this has been acknowledged in two consensus group reports in 2004 and 

2005 [25, 26]. In addition, although the ADA clearly state that an OGTT is an impor-

tant diagnostic tool to diagnose all forms of glucose abnormality they also recognise 

the impracticality of general use. As a consequence, many current glucose measure-

ments undertaken outside of a formal randomised control trial (RCT) are non-fasting 

and the sensitivity/specificity of a single glucose test may differ little between fasting 
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and non-fasting [27]. Non-fasting also confers the benefit of no risk of overestimation 

of an abnormality. Pre-diabetes thus captures abnormal non-fasting levels, IGT and 

IFT as well as cases where repeat measurements are needed to confirm DM.

Data are relatively recent on the prevalence and incidence of pre-diabetes. The high-

est reported prevalence is 30–31% IGT [10, 28]. These data derive from a prospective 

cross-sectional studies and revealed large amounts of undiagnosed hyperglycaemia as 

almost all these patients were previously considered to be euglycaemic. The Sernyak 

study provided further insight into difficulties of obtaining fasting glucose samples. 

In a total of 647 outpatients receiving antipsychotics, an attempt was made to obtain a 

fasting sample. However, only 23.6% of the samples were fasting and 76.4% were ran-

dom. Despite excluding all known diabetics 30.1% of the fasting samples had abnor-

mally elevated glucose (24.8% fasting plasma glucose (FPG) 5.6–6.9 mmol/l; 5.2% 

(n = 8) FPG >7.0 mmol/l). In contrast, case-note reviews have reported prevalence 

rates as low as almost zero [11], implying that there may have been a failure to docu-

ment abnormal glucose levels failing to reach a diabetogenic threshold. Psychiatrists 

in the UK may have been unaware of the prognostic importance of a pre-diabetic 

diagnosis. In one of a series of naturalistic data sets (n = 183) from Belgium [18] 

using OGTT, pre-diabetic abnormalities were reported in 16%. Following 3 months 

of antipsychotic treatments pre-diabetic abnormalities had regressed in 40% of the 

cases (n = 12) and had developed newly in 29 cases, giving a pre-diabetes prevalence 

at 3 months of 26%, emphasising the value of screening using OGTT where feasible 

(although usually impractical in SMI patients) as opposed to fasting samples.

Treatment-naïve cohorts have also suggested an elevated rate of glucose abnor-

malities compared to controls with Ryan et al. [29] reporting a 15% prevalence of IFG 

with no DM cases.

Mood Disorder

There is a general perception that glucose abnormalities in bipolar disorder are not 

dissimilar to schizophrenia. The recent NICE guidelines for bipolar disorder empha-

sise the importance of glucose monitoring [30]. The problem is untangling bipolar 

disorders (all types) from treatment disorders and unipolar depression. Accordingly, 

definitive data on glucose metabolism is less defined with a complete absence of treat-

ment-naïve data.

Bipolar Disorder and Glucose

Although there are fewer data than in schizophrenia there is an acceptance that glu-

cose abnormalities are more frequent in bipolar subjects than in the general popula-

tion and there is likely to be a similar prevalence to the schizophrenia population 
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[9, 31]. A chart review of inpatients reported 26% prevalence [32]. Recent data are 

also supportive that metabolic syndrome of which glucose often forms an important 

parameter is also more prevalent than in the general population with rates of 30–32% 

reported [33, 34]. 

Depression and Glucose

There has been awareness for many years that some connection exists between depres-

sion and diabetes. The increased usage of antipsychotics in treating major depression 

may complicate the analysis of the relationship between the disease and the onset of 

diabetes. A recent large USA chart review found that in a cohort of psychiatric inpa-

tients receiving antipsychotics, the largest diagnostic group was major depressive dis-

order (27.6% of the sample) comparing with schizophrenia (13.8%) with 54.2% of these 

depressed subjects receiving antipsychotics [35]. Further data are needed to confirm 

if this finding might apply in all countries. An additional complexity is the diagnostic 

uncertainty between unipolar depression and various forms of bipolar disorder. 

Pre-diabetes is often found in subjects with various depressive diagnoses consid-

ered to be euglycaemic when tested [28]; however, the first observation that depres-

sion is associated with diabetes was made in 1684 [36]. A recent review concluded 

that the point prevalence of depression in diabetes is 11% and that dependent on 

methodology prevalence may be as high as 28.5% [37, 38]. Meta-analysis found from 

20 studies that odds of depression in a diabetic cohort were twice that of the non-dia-

betic cohort (OR = 2.0, 95% CI 1.8–2.2) [38] and no differences in depression preva-

lence between type 1 and type 2 DM could be determined. Importantly, depression 

is also associated with worsening of glycaemic control and remission with a reduc-

tion in glycosylated haemoglobin [39]. Cortisol was originally suggested as a puta-

tive pathophysiological mechanism; however, hyperglycaemia itself may worsen the 

depressive illness [40]. The precise relationship between depression, its treatment and 

glycaemia is complex to fathom out but when cohorts with major depressive disorder 

are followed the incidence of diabetes is higher than anticipated [37]. The reasons 

are unclear but may involve increased activity of the sympathoadrenal system, anti-

depressant medications, inactivity or other physical health changes mediated by the 

depressive illness. An algorithm has been proposed for management utilising essen-

tially the common treatments but emphasising the importance of the comorbidity of 

these bidirectional illnesses [37].

Potential Pathophysiological Mechanisms for Glucose Elevation

Unravelling the relative qualitative and quantitative components to determine pre-

cise causation has proven complex and thus far remains unknown. From the general 
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population, we know that type 2 diabetes may take up to 10 years from initial abnor-

mality to elevated glucose. No clinical trial in modern-day psychiatry exceeds 3 years 

[41]. Thus, proposed mechanisms are speculative and include weight-gain associated 

increases in insulin resistance, a direct toxic drug effect on muscle or adipose tissue 

leading to insulin resistance, stimulation of hepatic glucose production and inhibi-

tion of insulin release through pancreatic toxicity. The quantitative role of abnormally 

elevated amounts of visceral fat [42, 43] present in treatment-naïve subjects (over 

three times greater than that in controls) and any other additional genetic predisposi-

tion to DM versus any treatment or lifestyle associated association is unknown.

Some recent data have led some to hypothesize that in SMI patients there may be a 

maximal threshold beyond which obesity may not impact greatly on insulin resistance 

[44]. Data from a 6-month randomised trial of schizophrenia subjects with baseline 

BMI 28–30 randomised to olanzapine or risperidone found no worsening or differ-

ences between the groups on parameters such as insulin sensitivity and disposition 

index (measure of pancreatic beta-cell functioning) using intravenous glucose toler-

ance testing. Treatment-emergent weight gain and small increases in visceral fat were 

observed in both treatment groups The hypothesis suggested was that these data were 

consistent with a non-linear relationship between obesity and insulin resistance.

There have been a number of other studies, albeit small cohorts that have evaluated 

a variety of antipsychotics in forms of testing such as hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic 

clamps [45], comparison of visceral fat [42, 43], and intravenous glucose tolerance 

tests [46, 47]. Some studies were carried out in healthy subjects, some in schizophre-

nia subjects and importantly some were limited to non-obese subjects. The studies, 

however, have been cross-sectional and open to confounding. In studies in healthy 

subjects [45], a significant confounder exists that the schizophrenia metabolism is 

clearly very different from the healthy volunteer and results may differ in schizophre-

nia patients and prospective studies may be too short to be definitive in light of the 

above caveats. Furthermore, some studies have been restricted to male subjects only 

[45] with current data showing that there are important sex differences in the meta-

bolic response to antipsychotic treatments [48].

Nevertheless, these data may be significant in at least suggesting trial designs that 

should begin to define the pathophysiological mechanisms involved and provide 

some comparative antipsychotic data. Sowell et al. [49] reported in 2002 that in a 

3-arm study for 15–17 days (n = 48) comparing olanzapine, risperidone and placebo 

using a hyperglycaemic euglycaemic clamp, there were no significant between-group 

differences in insulin secretion. In a small study (n = 29), Sacher et al. [45] reported 

that in healthy subjects after 10 days there was a higher incidence of decreased insu-

lin sensitivity and elevated insulin levels during treatment with olanzapine com-

pared to ziprasidone, although baseline irregularities in the olanzapine cohort need 

to be considered. Using a different technique, an intravenous glucose tolerance test, 

Henderson’s group reported data from two studies. In the first study, a cross-sectional 

study, subjects taking clozapine and olanzapine were found to have significant insulin 
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resistance and impairment of glucose effectiveness when compared to risperidone 

[46], but with no significant differences in FPG or lipid parameters. The second 

study compared olanzapine, quetiapine and placebo [47] using the same technique 

and found that whereas there were significant differences compared to placebo on all 

parameters, there were no significant differences between patients treated with olan-

zapine and quetiapine on parameters of insulin sensitivity, insulin resistance, fasting 

insulin and glucose levels nor lipids. Glucose effectiveness was, however, lower in 

the olanzapine cohort (p = 0.03). There was an absence of significant change in pan-

creatic beta-cell function in olanzapine subjects. Finally, also using IVGT, one study 

reported that adiposity levels (BMI and waist circumference) were strongly related to 

insulin resistance [50].

Not all studies are in agreement, however. A 2-week randomised study in schizo-

phrenia subjects randomised to olanzapine or risperidone found no differences in 

insulin sensitivity, insulin or glucose levels or glucose effectiveness. However, subjects 

taking olanzapine were found to have a decreased insulin secretory response to a hyper-

glycaemic challenge [51] a similar finding to a study in dogs treated with olanzapine 

which found impaired beta-cell compensation [52]. Other studies have shown contrast-

ing results with no evidence that healthy subjects treated for 2 weeks with olanzapine or 

risperidone had any impairment of the acute insulin secretory response [53].

There are some data suggesting that subjects with schizophrenia may not be meta-

bolically identical to control subjects with a recent study finding that insulin homeo-

stasis was different in clozapine obese subjects compared to non-psychiatric obesity 

being significantly worse [54]. 

Currently available data do not clearly define the changes in glucose metabolism 

that may be observed in patients receiving longer-term treatment with antipsychot-

ics. Ideally, future data should be derived from prospective, longer-term studies done 

in schizophrenia subjects and comparing commonly used atypical antipsychotics? 

Results of longer-term studies may differ from findings in short-term trials 

Genetics and Glucose Abnormalities

There is consistency that in schizophrenia subjects a positive family history of DM is 

found significantly more often than in a control population [9, 55, 56]. Recent data 

report prevalence figures of 31 and 34% [18, 57]. These data are also consistent with 

data from USA in which family history of diabetes in the general population has a sig-

nificant powerful, independent and graded association with diabetes [58]. There are 

clear ethnic and geographical variations in the prevalence of diabetes worldwide and 

data are perhaps best considered when comparative data in that country are available. 

In 2006, the prevalence of type 2 DM in Barcelona was 8% [59]. In 2008, in 34 treat-

ment-naïve subjects with non-affective forms of psychosis, a positive history of DM 

in either parent (27%) was found significantly more often than in controls (8%) [55].
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Perhaps the most powerful evidence of a genetic linkage derives from the finding 

that in the only study of its type a high point prevalence of IGT was found in first-

degree relatives (18.2%) and treatment-naïve schizophrenia subjects (10.5%) com-

pared with healthy controls (0%) [60]. This study further emphasised the difficulty of 

carrying out studies in treatment-naïve subjects where cohort sizes are often modest 

and where selection of the most appropriate glucose parameter is difficult. Despite 

finding no significant differences between the cohorts in fasting glucose and HBA1c 

levels, both subjects and their relatives had elevated insulin levels and evidence of 

insulin resistance using HOMA-IR.

There are a number of studies that suggest a genetic overlap between diabetes and 

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder [61]. Some preliminary data from a small study in 

subjects with schizophrenia support a role of the MTHFR genotype in determining a 

predisposition to insulin resistance [62].

Glucose levels and other parameters have tended to show abnormalities in 

treatment-naïve subjects; however, not all studies are consistent in this finding 

[29, 63–66]. A consistent finding from the Dublin group has been elevation in glu-

cose levels and increased abdominal fat in their treatment-naïve subjects [29, 42, 

43]. The underlying mechanism has, however, remained undefined. Recently, it 

has been proposed that deficient IGF-1 levels may underlie insulin resistance in 

schizophrenia [67]. In a relatively large study of 88 subjects, subjects with schizo-

phrenia had higher insulin levels and greater insulin resistance than controls with 

evidence of lower IGF-1 levels. Insulin levels were elevated even after controlling 

for cortisol. IGF-1 has been postulated as being involved in the pathogenesis of 

schizophrenia [68]. Similarly, in 45 first-episode subjects either treatment-naïve 

(n = 15) or receiving antipsychotic treatments for mostly less than 4 weeks with a 

normal baseline BMI of 24.29 (SD 4.06). Although the mean FPG was significantly 

greater than in the control cohort (p = 0.0467), there were no differences in insulin 

levels although they were numerically higher in the schizophrenia patients [64]. 

Categorical analyses showed elevated glucose (undefined but presumably IFG) in 

2.5% of the patients and 0% of the controls. CAFÉ found no glucose differences 

amongst a series of atypical antipsychotics over a 1-year prospective study in first-

episode subjects with schizophrenia.

Glucose Metabolism in Patients Treated with Antipsychotics 

The putative role that antipsychotics may play with regard to changes in glucose 

metabolism has been discussed in a plethora of published data. Broadly, these fall into 

the categories of reviews and opinions [25, 26, 69, 70], pharmaco-epidemiological 

studies analysing existing data retrospectively [8, 71], and prospective trials in which 

glucose data have been collected. What is currently absent is a single RCT in which 

glucose metabolism is the primary endpoint of concern other than clamp studies. 
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Pharmaco-Epidemiological Studies

In general terms, these have provided inconsistent findings for a number of clear rea-

sons. Glucose abnormalities can only be detected by blood sampling and rates of screen-

ing for glucose have until recently been very low. Even in centres of excellence such as 

the Maudsley in London, UK, glucose screening was being undertaken in only 41% of 

inpatients receiving antipsychotics [11]. Furthermore, there are many confounders that 

should be adjusted for before attempting to compare rates of glucose changes in patients 

treated with antipsychotics including diagnosis, family history, weight, length of treat-

ment, ethnicity, concomitant medications and gender, and many other potential con-

founders. Smoking has recently been defined as a major risk factor for type 2 diabetes 

[72] with a meta-analysis concluding that the risk of diabetes is increased by a relative 

risk (RR) of 1.61 (1.43–1.80) for heavy smokers (>20 cigarettes/day) with even former 

smokers having a RR of 1.23 (1.14–1.33). Rates of smoking in subjects with schizo-

phrenia are high and cigarette consumption is also high [73–76]. Smoking is another 

confounder that has not been adjusted for in these studies. 

Glucose Data from Prospective Clinical Trials

In 2004, the first review paper on glucose and schizophrenia data derived from pro-

spective RCTs was published and concluded that at that time none of these data showed 

significant differences in changes in glucose parameters during treatment with differ-

ent antipsychotics [77]. The paper further hypothesized that in some patients glucose 

elevations occur for reasons other than weight gain. Glucose data are collected during 

the majority of clinical trials and represent a routine safety parameter. The interest in 

glucose, insulin and glycosylated haemoglobin, however, mainly post-dates the cur-

rently marketed antipsychotics and hence did not represent a primary endpoint for 

any of their registration trials. Despite this, a great quantity of glucose data has been 

reported in many publications. In 2007, a systematic review of the then published 

glucose data reported that prospective glucose data were available from over 6,000 

patients that participated in 22 RCTs [78]. The conclusion was that there were no con-

sistent significant differences in changes in glucose parameters among patients treated 

with antipsychotics. Where any significant differences were reported, they were often 

in trials in which antipsychotics were used in doses 50–100% greater than the maxi-

mum licensed or labelled dose [79, 80] and trial methodologies and the reporting of 

the metabolic data made data interpretation complex. At present, there are now more 

than 30 RCTs with published glucose data and the data remain broadly similar in that 

no consistent significant differences between antipsychotics in individual RCTs have 

been reported. There are, however, a few studies that do show some differences, but 

these studies have unusual inclusion criteria. In an 8-week treatment-resistant study 

on schizophrenia where risperidone or placebo was added to clozapine treatment, the 
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risperidone cohort had a greater increase in fasting glucose (p = 0.04) [81]. The base-

line mean glucose in both cohorts was >5.6 mmol/l and thus in the range for IFG and 

the baseline mean PANSS was around 100. The significance of these data may also lie 

in the choice of parameter for analysis. Whereas there were no significant differences 

between the cohorts at 8 weeks in their mean glucose values the change from baseline 

was significant. During the study, a number of subjects (6/25 in the risperidone/clo-

zapine cohort; 4/25 placebo/clozapine) had glucose levels >7 mmol/l at 8 weeks and 

were potentially diabetic.

Clinicians may have found this saga not only complex but difficult to follow. The 

complexities and weaknesses of the retrospective data need explanation [84] and the 

prospective data have not always been easily accessible. One of the earliest large com-

parative data sets was glucose data over 6 months derived from an RCT involving 

olanzapine and aripiprazole. These data were salient and important as they demon-

strated that although significant weight gain was observed in the olanzapine cohort 

(3.6 kg) and a mean weight loss was observed in the aripiprazole cohort (0.9 kg), there 

was no significant difference in the incidence of new-onset diabetes between the two 

cohorts, i.e. 4.5 and 4.7%, respectively [77]. In these subjects, the non-fasting glucose 

had risen from <8.8 mmol/l at trial entry to >11.1 mmol/l. The data, however, were 

only published on a website before inclusion in the review paper [77]. Similarly, in 

the 2007 systematic review of prospective data [78] from the 22 studies, 16 were peer-

reviewed papers, 4 posters from congresses, and 2 data from Internet sites. This paper 

also emphasised that FPG was reported in 16 studies and non-fasting in 7. The length 

of the reported studies is also important. Diabetes is recognised to be a slowly devel-

oping illness in which abnormalities in insulin resistance pre-date glucose changes by 

over 7 years. Only 3 studies were of at least 2 years follow-up which although long in 

terms of schizophrenia and psychiatry is short in glucose terms. A total of 15 studies 

were, however, longer than 5 months in duration. The conclusion from these pro-

spective glucose data was that there did seem to be some consistency in that no study 

reported consistent glucose differences between patients treated with antipsychotics, 

which is in contrast to the plethora of different findings in retrospective studies [84]. 

Citrome et al. [85] have recently reviewed many of these retrospective studies and in 

addition to the inability to adjust for many confounders which makes their interpre-

tation complex, their length of follow-up as measured by length of drug exposure at 

time of blood sampling is no longer than in the prospective studies. There is thus a 

difficult and complex task to analyze any potential role of treatment with antipsychot-

ics in the change in glucose parameters if the traditional aetiology for diabetes is cor-

rect in schizophrenia and bipolar subjects. Some investigators may regard short-term 

glucose data as unhelpful to report. 

In a recent study that reports glucose metabolism from an open-label 12- to 

16-week study [86] from subjects receiving clozapine or amisulpride glucose data 

was not reported. The study found insulin resistance and plasma insulin levels to be 

elevated in the clozapine cohort.
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What the trials have shown is that with regular glucose monitoring many new 

cases of diabetes and pre-diabetes will be found even in subjects currently receiv-

ing no antipsychotic medication. Aripiprazole and paliperidone are the most recent 

licensed antipsychotics in the UK and in their trial development placebo-controlled 

trials have been deemed essential by regulatory agencies. In the only study reporting 

on FPG levels in 2004 involving aripiprazole, over 6 months incident cases of abnor-

mal glucose >6.1 mmol/l were measured in 5.5% subjects taking aripiprazole and 

10.3% subjects on placebo [77]. Recent guidelines have thus correctly emphasised the 

need for regular glucose monitoring regardless of the specific antipsychotic treatment 

[30, 87]. Two fairly distinguished clinical trials, CAFÉ and CATIE studies [80, 82, 83], 

form part of the current evidence base. CAFÉ found no glucose differences between 

antipsychotics over a 1-year period. 

The CATIE study has been the landmark study in the last 10 years because of its 

many facets, and is a long-term independent study sponsored by the NIMH [80]. 

Interpretation of the glucose data from the primary publication was complex as essen-

tially the glucose levels were admixtures of fasting and random samples in the same 

patient at different time points and additionally glucose was not simply adjusted for 

length of treatments [88]. The CATIE group subsequently published their data on met-

abolic syndrome parameters and prevalence using fasting data only and have recently 

published further purely fasting glucose data [1]. Glucose parameters are best inter-

preted as categorical diagnoses (diabetes, IFT, IGT) and as mean changes from baseline, 

when comparing different antipsychotic treatment cohorts longitudinally. At entry to 

CATIE many subjects randomised to antipsychotic (37–48.4%) already met the NCEP 

criteria for metabolic syndrome [1, 48], and the glucose parameter of >5.6 mmol/l) was 

met by 25–35.1%. Utilising fasting glucose data only at baseline and 3 months there 

were no significant differences between the antipsychotic treatment groups. Rather 

surprisingly, the number of subjects receiving olanzapine who met the glucose criteria 

decreased from 35% to 27% (n = 74). Similarly, the mean fasting glucose changes at 3 

and 9 months showed no significant glucose differences between the antipsychotics. A 

recent 4-week RCT evaluating ziprasidone and aripiprazole also reports small increases 

in the median FBG of 0.11 and 0.165 mmol/l, respectively [89].

Some studies suggest that patients treated with clozapine may have the highest poten-

tial risk of glucose elevation, though few data assess the severity of illness as a poten-

tial confounder. In a 10-year follow-up, 34% (n = 96) developed diabetes though the 

Kaplan-Meier estimate was 43% if all patients had taken clozapine for 10 years [90].

The difficulties of adequately interpreting these data remain complex without a 

clinical trial designed to follow-up the glucose and metabolic parameters in the long 

term. Although many studies report some degree of glucose elevation during treatment 

with most antipsychotics there are some that report decreases. In a small open-label 

randomised efficacy study of around 18 weeks’ duration, significant glucose reductions 

were reported in all cohorts. The reason, however, is salient in that the authors report 

that baseline glucose levels were not fasting levels even though this was intended [91]. 
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What Format of Glucose Testing Might Be Best in 2008?

The diagnosis of DM usually needs a FG appraisal and if this is feasible it should be 

undertaken. Recent groups reviewing this topic emphasise the pragmatic difficulty of 

obtaining fasting samples in SMI subjects and conclude that random samples may be 

feasible initially [25, 26, 28]. Certainly, the sensitivity and specificity between single 

FG and random glucose are not so major [27]. There are pragmatic difficulties with 

obtaining FPG in SMI subjects. In studies that require FPG, patients are often hos-

pitalised [11, 29, 92]. There are clear concerns that it is difficult to accurately deter-

mine the fasting status of a patient. Despite these difficulties, investigators in Belgium 

report few difficulties in obtaining both FPG and undertaking OGTT. They report 

that without OGTT many cases of diabetes and IGT will be missed [18].

The OGTT, without doubt a good tool, is not practical in many cases despite 

good evidence that the sensitivity and specificity of DM diagnoses will be increased. 

Glycosylated haemoglobin continues to cause debate but recent data do suggest that 

it may be of value. The importance of re-testing in accordance with ADA and WHO 

definitions for the diagnosis of diabetes is clear. 

A number of investigators have reported that subjects may not always remain in 

their original glucose diagnostic category [28]. In 8 subjects considered to be eugly-

caemic and found to have FPG >7 mmol/l and then re-tested, in only 50% (n = 4) was 

a diagnosis of diabetes ratified, 2 subjects falling into the ‘pre-diabetes’ group with 

IFG and the remaining 2 subjects having normal FPG levels. 

The finding in one study that even when fasting samples are intended 75% will be 

non-fasting [28] further emphasises the importance of taking another look at random 

glucose. The IDF have recently brought out guidelines on the monitoring of glucose in 

diabetes and emphasise the importance of controlling post-meal hyperglycaemia [93]. 

A 2-hour post-meal sample <7.8 mmol/l is considered essential. The IDF consider post-

meal hyperglycaemia to be a significant determinant for risk of cardiovascular disease 

(CVD) in subjects with normal glucose, IGT and diabetes [93]. Two large European and 

Asian studies (DECODE and DECODA) report 2-hour plasma glucose to be a better 

predictor of CVD and all-cause mortality than FPG [93]. The reality is also that without 

hospitalisation a ‘fasting’ sample may in some cases represent a random sample. 

For the future, plasma 1,5-anhydroglucitol has been proposed as a marker for 

post-meal hyperglycaemia and has been available as an assay for a decade and reflects 

transient glucose elevations within only a few days. 

Glucose Elevation and Wellness Programmes

There is clear evidence that in all forms of diabetes and pre-diabetes physical activity 

levels play an important role in treatment. There is also some evidence that levels of 

physical activity in subjects with all forms of severe mental illness are often very low and 
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that these levels pre-date any antipsychotic treatment and weight gain [60, 75]. In the 

Spelman et al. [60] cohort,  treatment-naïve subjects were doing significantly less physi-

cal activity than their first-degree relatives or controls. Furthermore, the discrepancy 

was greatest with moderate/vigorous exercise and had no relationship with BMI as the 

treatment-naïve cohort had significantly reduced BMIs (p < 0.05). Wellness programmes 

when applied with rigour can be very effective in reducing CVD risk factors in the SMI 

population. Over a 2-year period, the ‘Well-Being Support Programme’ reported a reduc-

tion in many CVD risk factors and a marked increase in levels of physical activity that 

were sustained throughout the 2 years [75, 76]. Although there seems little doubt that 

wellness and weight reduction programmes can be successful in some outpatients with 

SMI [94, 76, 74], some preliminary evidence that these programmes may also improve 

metabolic parameters [96, 97] in some patients is beginning to emerge. The choice of 

glucose parameter may be important in these relatively short-term studies. Mauri et al. 

[96] report a reduction in fasting insulin levels, insulin resistance (HOMA index) and 

improvement in insulin sensitivity but unchanged FPG in an olanzapine case series (49 

subjects) predominantly with bipolar disorder treated for 24 weeks randomised to a psy-

cho-educational programme for weight loss for either 12 or 24 weeks. Menza et al. [97] 

found a reduction in glycosylated haemoglobin over 1 year of from 5.35% to 5.11% (n = 

31, p = 0.001) using a multi-modal weight control programme.

Conclusions

Prior to 2000, the published literature on any associations between mental illness and 

glucose was limited predominantly to case reports and small retrospective pharmaco-

epidemiological studies [84]. In the last 8 years, there has been a plethora of data 

driven mainly by clinicians’ interest in schizophrenia and glucose [77, 78]. The com-

plex relationship is only now starting to be partially clarified [63]. In 2003, data began 

to emerge describing glucose and metabolic disturbances present in treatment-naïve 

schizophrenia patients [29]. Since then the predominant questions asked have been 

related to the potential quantitative risks of glucose elevation associated with the ill-

ness of schizophrenia and during treatment with antipsychotic agents. These have 

proven complex and difficult questions to answer. Not only are long-term prospective 

metabolic data limited but the complexities of designing trials to minimise the fre-

quently high dropout rates have proven restrictive. In 2008, there remains no single 

RCT designed with primary endpoints evaluating glucose endpoints. 

Diabetes is highly prevalent in schizophrenia and bipolar disorders being diag-

nosed in 2–3 times as many subjects as the general population. Prevalence rates of 

15% may be accurate. In addition, what is often wrongly termed ‘pre-diabetes’ is 

found in another 15%. Increased screening rates have led to increased prevalence and 

incidence rates being described in schizophrenia over the last decade but what is not 

known is if the incidence rate of DM in schizophrenia is rising faster than that in the 
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general population but there is a possibility that it is. The epidemic of global obesity 

is associated with more DM in the general population and greater efforts are being 

made to increase glucose screening programmes. Around 20–30% of schizophrenia 

patients have a positive family history of DM and together with other genetic associa-

tions has led to certainty that schizophrenia and glucose are inextricably linked.

Patients treated with antipsychotics appear to have an increased risk of changes in glu-

cose parameters. While relative risk estimates are inconsistent, the association between 

atypical antipsychotics and increases in glucose levels appears to fall on a continuum and 

olanzapine appears to have a greater association than some other atypical antipsychotics, 

the current UK opinion is that any differences between drugs are unlikely to be clinically 

relevant. The potential mechanisms whereby glucose elevations transpire are described 

but certainty is still lacking. Glucose data derived from animal models, human volunteers 

and schizophrenia patients has sometimes yielded conflicting science. The probability is 

that many mechanisms are involved. Where clarity is needed is in describing the cohort 

of patients who are most vulnerable to either or both of these mechanisms.

Over the next decade, we have a number of tasks. Firstly, we should ensure that 

regular glucose monitoring for all schizophrenia patients is the norm. Secondly, 

we should look to define the longer-term patterns of glucose elevation in patients 

treated with the numerous antipsychotics with greater precision. Data are starting to 

emerge showing that glucose abnormalities may be variable both in type and exis-

tence. Thirdly, we should aim to prevent the progression of glucose abnormalities 

through wellness and lifestyle intervention programmes. Finally, we should aim to 

significantly reduce the number of cases of DM and pre-diabetes.

The probability is that a final task may be unlikely to be achieved in the next decade 

and may require many decades of research. We should also aim to specifically quantify 

the CVD risk associated with elevations in glucose in comparison to the other CVD 

risk factors that are highly prevalent in schizophrenia. DM can be regarded as a risk 

factor for CVD in the general population; however, in a schizophrenia cohort already 

at a 3-fold increased risk of CVD to what greater extent does this elevate the risk?
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Abstract
Physical health care has been a frequently neglected yet essential component of the holistic care of 

people with schizophrenia or bipolar illness. The rates of diabetes and cardiovascular disease are 

increased 2- to 3 fold compared with the general population. This, coupled with lower rates of diag-

nosis, has led to calls for screening for diabetes and cardiovascular disease in individuals with serious 

mental illness. The UK national screening committee has produced criteria for appraising the viabil-

ity, effectiveness and appropriateness of a screening programme. Most of these criteria are met for 

screening for diabetes and cardiovascular disease risk factors. As there are no formal screening pro-

grammes, some criteria are not satisfied. There is a clear imperative to introduce screening for diabe-

tes and CVD risk factors but at the same time, further research is needed to evaluate these 

interventions.  Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

Physical health care has been a frequently neglected yet essential component of the 

holistic care of the person with serious mental illness (SMI). The standardised mor-

tality ratio is increased three fold in those with schizophrenia and life expectancy 

is reduced by 10–20 years [1]. While suicide and traumatic death are important 

contributors to premature mortality and have the highest relative risk compared 

with the general population, mortality rates associated with physical illness are 

doubled and account for around three quarters of all deaths in people with schizo-

phrenia. Cardiovascular disease is the commonest cause of death accounting for 

30–50% of all deaths [2]. Mortality rates are also increased in those with affective 

disorders, with depression being as strong a risk factor for cardiovascular disease 

as smoking.

The causes of excess physical illness are multifactorial and are likely to include both 

genetic and environmental factors, as well as disease-specific and treatment effects. 
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The physical health care provided may also be of poorer quality as people with SMI 

may find it harder to describe and discuss physical symptoms, and such symptoms 

may be ignored by health care professionals, or else mistaken for manifestations of 

the mental illness. Lack of access to physical health services creates a further barrier 

to those with mental illness.

The case for screening may be stronger in people with SMI where the rates of 

physical illness are higher and are coupled with lower diagnosis. This has led sev-

eral bodies to recommend screening for both diabetes and cardiovascular risk factors 

in people with SMI [3–10]. The aim of this review is to determine to what extent 

these recommendations are justified by considering them with reference to the UK 

national screening committee criteria for appraising the viability, effectiveness and 

appropriateness of a screening programme (table 1) [11]. Ideally, all criteria should be 

met before screening for a condition is initiated. At present, most screening is oppor-

tunistic and formal screening programmes do not exist.

Pubmed and other electronic databases were searched to identify articles that 

addressed this issue by including the key words: diabetes, cardiovascular disease, psy-

chosis, schizophrenia, bipolar illness and screening.

Table 1. Degree to which screening for diabetes and cardiovascular disease meets the UK National 

Screening Committee criteria

Criterion Diabetes CVD

Important health problem �0 �0

Natural history understood �0 �0

Primary prevention implemented �/� �0

Simple, safe, precise and validated screening test �0 �0

Distribution and cut-off test values agreed �0 �0

Acceptability of test ? ?

Need for further diagnostic investigation agreed �0 �0

Effective treatment �0 �0

Who should receive treatment �0 �0

Optimal clinical management and patient outcomes �/�0 �/�0
Screening shown to be effective �0 �0

Acceptability of screening programme ? ?

Potential for harm ? ?

Cost effectiveness �/�0 �/�0
Quality assurance �0 �0

Adequate staffing �0 �0

Other options considered �0 �0

Information about screening �/�0 �/�0
Widening of screening programme �0 �0
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The Condition

Diabetes

Diabetes was thought to affect 189 million people worldwide in 2003. The preva-

lence is increasing on all continents and it is estimated that by 2025, at least 324 mil-

lion will have diabetes. Diabetes is associated with considerable premature mortality 

and morbidity primarily through its long term complications which include cardio-

vascular disease and the microvascular complications of nephropathy, neuropathy 

and retinopathy [12]. 16% of all new patients needing renal replacement therapy 

have diabetes. 15% of people with diabetes develop foot ulcers as a result of diabetic 

neuropathy and peripheral vascular disease, and of these 5–15% need amputations. 

Diabetes is the commonest cause of non-traumatic lower limb amputation. Diabetic 

retinopathy is the commonest cause of blindness in people of working age. Diabetes 

is associated with a 2- to 3-fold increase in cardiovascular disease. In addition to its 

personal cost, diabetes accounts for 5–10% of the total health care spend in the UK 

[13].

Among people with SMI, rates of diabetes are increased 2- to 3-fold and 10–15% of 

people with SMI living in the Western world are affected [14].

Cardiovascular Disease

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) includes coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular 

disease and peripheral vascular disease [15]. It is the commonest cause of death in 

developed countries and its prevalence is also rapidly increasing in developing coun-

tries. In the UK, there were over 124,000 deaths from coronary heart disease, almost 

61,000 deaths from stroke and 18,000 deaths from other circulatory diseases in 2000. 

The next commonest cause of death was respiratory disease, accounting for 103,000 

deaths. In addition to the mortality associated with cardiovascular disease, there is 

considerable morbidity, resulting from stroke, angina and heart failure.

The cost of CVD to the UK economy in 2004 was GBP 29.1 billion, with coro-

nary heart disease and cerebrovascular disease accounting for 29 and 27% of the total, 

respectively. Health care costs accounted for 60% of the cost and productivity losses 

due to mortality and morbidity accounted for 23% [15]. While 54% of the health costs 

were for hospital care and 32% for drug costs, less than 1% of that amount was spent 

on CVD prevention. This huge health cost has led to several government initiatives 

to reduce this burden on the National Health Service such as the National Service 

Framework (NSF) for Cardiovascular Disease [15] and the General Medical Services 

The condition should be an important health problem
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contract for primary care that specifically pays general practitioners to identify and 

treat cardiovascular risk factors [16].

The prevalence of CVD is increased in people with SMI. In a recent retrospec-

tive cohort study of 46,136 people with SMI, the rates of CVD in those under 50 

years old were 3.6-fold higher in those with schizophrenia and 2.1-fold higher in 

people with bipolar disorder [2]. The risk of stroke was 2.9- and 3.3-fold higher in 

people with schizophrenia and bipolar illness respectively. Both sexes were equally 

affected and traditional risk factors such as smoking and social deprivation did not 

fully explain this increase. Although the use of antipsychotic medication was asso-

ciated with coronary heart disease, the risk was greater in those who never used 

antipsychotics.

Diabetes

Type 2 diabetes accounts for over 90% of all cases of diabetes [12]. The pathogen-

esis of type 2 diabetes involves two main pathological abnormalities, insulin resis-

tance and pancreatic β-cell failure. One model of the natural history proposes that 

as insulin resistance worsens, initially there is a compensatory increase in insulin 

secretion to meet the physiological requirements, but a point is reached where the 

demands exceed β-cell secretory capacity and thereafter insulin secretion falls. This 

gradual decline in insulin secretion leads to an insidious rise in both fasting and 

post-prandial glucose, which may remain asymptomatic for as long as a decade dur-

ing the early stages of the disease. During this time, however, the hyperglycaemia is 

not innocuous, as 50% of people with type 2 diabetes already have microvascular 

complications at the time of diagnosis. Similarly asymptomatic diabetes may con-

tribute to macrovascular disease as diabetes is commonly diagnosed on the coronary 

care unit [12].

The risk factors for type 2 diabetes have been well defined and are divided into two 

main groups depending on whether they are modifiable or not (table 2). The high 

rates of diabetes among people with SMI have meant that several bodies have identi-

fied this as an independent risk factor for diabetes [7, 9].

Given the long asymptomatic period in the early natural history of diabetes, within 

the general population it is estimated that for every two people with known diabetes, 

there is another person with undiagnosed diabetes [7]. Among people with SMI, the 

proportion of people with undiagnosed diabetes is much higher and may be as high 

as 70% of all cases [14].

The epidemiology and natural history of the condition, including development from latent 

to declared disease, should be adequately understood and there should be a detectable risk 

factor, disease marker, latent period or early symptomatic stage
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Cardiovascular Disease

There is a clear understanding of the natural history of the development of CVD. 

The first changes are seen during the teens when fatty streaks appear in the aorta. 

Increased intimal medial thickness, which can be detected in the carotid arteries, is 

an early sign of cardiovascular disease. Atherosclerotic plaques develop with time and 

rupture of these is usually associated with a clinical presentation that is dependent 

on the site of the lesion. When this occurs within a coronary artery, it precipitates a 

myocardial infarction, while rupture in a cerebral vessel leads to a stroke. Although 

narrowing of the arteries per se may also cause clinical symptoms such as angina 

(coronary arteries) or intermittent claudication (peripheral arteries), atherosclerosis 

is frequently asymptomatic during the early phases of the natural history and the first 

presentation may be dramatic or even fatal.

The risk factors for cardiovascular disease are well recognised and like those for 

diabetes can be divided into unmodifiable and modifiable risk factors (table 2). The 

metabolic syndrome, which is defined by a cluster of cardiovascular risk factors, is 

associated with around a 75% increased risk of cardiovascular disease. How the pres-

ence of this should be used to aid the identification of those at highest risk remains 

the subject of debate.

As the first presentation may occur without warning and may have serious conse-

quences, several groups have attempted to create risk engines to assess an individual’s 

risk for a cardiovascular event over a 10-year period, the most frequently used of 

which is based on the Framingham study [17].

Table 2. Risk factors for diabetes and cardiovascular disease

 Diabetes Cardiovascular disease

Un-modifiable Family history

Low birth weight

Non-white European ethnic 

 background

Ageing

Family history of premature 

 cardiovascular disease

Male gender

Ageing

Non-white European ethnic 

 background

Low birth weight

Previous CV event

Modifiable Obesity

Diet

Physical inactivity

SMI

Dyslipidaemia (increased total 

 and LDL cholesterol and 

 decreased HDL cholesterol)

Hypertension

Obesity

Diabetes

Physical inactivity

Smoking

Metabolic syndrome
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Diabetes

There is good trial evidence that diabetes can be prevented or at least delayed by lifestyle 

intervention. Studies from China, Finland and the USA have all shown that dietary 

modification and increased physical activity can reduce the incidence of diabetes in 

individuals at high risk of diabetes [18] but the challenge for health care professionals 

has been to implement these findings into clinical practice. There is considerable nihil-

ism about the possibility of lifestyle modification in people with SMI but recent studies 

have suggested that this is possible [19]. Although these studies have concentrated on 

diet or weight as an outcome rather than diabetes, the close relation between obesity and 

diabetes suggests that prevention of diabetes should be possible in this patient group.

In addition to lifestyle intervention, several pharmacological measures have been 

shown to be effective in preventing diabetes including metformin, acarbose (an 

α-glucosidase inhibitor), orlistat and the PPARγ agonists, troglitazone and rosiglta-

zone [18]. Their place in the routine prevention of diabetes has not been fully deter-

mined but in general their effect size is smaller than lifestyle modification and any 

benefit needs to be balanced against the costs and potential side effects. Nevertheless, 

pharmacological treatment may have a place for those at particularly high risk where 

lifestyle modification is either unfeasible or has been tried and failed.

While lifestyle modification interventions have been implemented by some mental 

health care providers, this is by no means universal and further development is needed 

to ensure that all people with SMI have access to lifestyle programmes. Although life-

style and pharmacological interventions are effective in reducing diabetes, they do not 

prevent all cases of diabetes because they cannot affect unmodifiable risk factors and so 

even in the absence of universal lifestyle modification, screening may still be justified.

Cardiovascular Disease

The most important non-pharmacological intervention to reduce CVD is facilitation 

of smoking cessation, and there is some evidence to support the effectiveness of this 

[20]. Many health care providers now offer support to help individuals quit smoking 

and these programmes may also include the use of nicotine replacement. Although 

epidemiological studies would suggest that measures to increase physical activity, 

change diet and lose weight are also important, it is believed that pharmacological 

therapy is the most important measure to reduce CVD events in high risk subjects 

and the purpose of the screening test is to identify those who would benefit most 

from these interventions [15].

All the cost-effective primary prevention interventions should have been implemented as 

far as practicable
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There are well-powered and conducted studies that have shown convincingly that 

the use of lipid lowering agents (predominantly statins), aspirin, blood pressure agents 

will reduce cardiovascular events [15].

The Test

Diabetes

There is considerable debate about the optimal screening test for diabetes but all of 

the available tests are simple and safe [21]. The gold standard investigation is the 

75-gram oral glucose tolerance test, but this is impractical as a screening tool for the 

general population and for people with SMI in particular. The requirement for an 

overnight fast followed by two samples over a 2-hour period may create cost and 

logistical difficulties, and when population wide screening for diabetes was consid-

ered, it was realized that this test would be too onerous for most general practices. By 

contrast, Belgian psychiatrists have employed this test with success, perhaps reflect-

ing differences in the systems of provision of care [22].

Alternatives to the glucose tolerance test include fasting glucose, random glucose 

and glycosylated haemoglobin estimations (table 3). The fasting glucose is recom-

mended by Diabetes UK and American Diabetes Association as the test of choice but 

it will miss a number of cases where post-prandial hyperglycaemia is the only abnor-

mality [7]. One of the earliest pathophysiological abnormalities in type 2 diabetes is 

the loss of early phase insulin secretion and this may lead to isolated post-prandial 

hyperglycaemia. Furthermore, diabetes in women and non-Caucasian people is more 

likely to be missed with a fasting glucose. Another disadvantage of a fasting sample 

is the extra behavioural demand on the person undergoing the test, which may be 

harder to meet for people with SMI.

There should be a simple, safe, precise and validated screening test

Table 3. Specificity and sensitivity for various screening methods for type 2 diabe-

tes

Test Specificity, % Sensitivity, %

Fasting blood glucose 84–99 40–95

Random blood glucose 92–98 50–69

HbA1c 79–100 35–98
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The sensitivity and specificity of a random glucose sample is similar to a fasting 

glucose but the small loss of sensitivity is outweighed by the convenience of the test 

which can be undertaken at any time [21]. In an outpatient group, where the timing 

of last meal may not be reliably assessed, this test offers a pragmatic compromise 

between diagnostic accuracy and practicality.

Glyosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) has low sensitivity when used alone (approxi-

mately 35%) and therefore is not recommended to be used in isolation because of the 

large number of missed cases. When used together with a blood glucose concentra-

tion, the sensitivity improves up to 98%. Coupled with a specificity rate of 79–100%, 

the addition of HbA1c provides useful information where it is not clear whether an 

individual has fasted or not [21].

Previously glycosuria has been used to screen for diabetes but this is not recom-

mended because of the low sensitivity and poor specificity. In general the renal capac-

ity to re-absorb glucose from the proximal tubule is only exceeded when the average 

glucose is greater than 11 mmol/l and therefore early diabetes will be missed if this 

test is employed. It may be considered when a patient refuses blood testing [21].

Cardiovascular Disease

Assessment of cardiovascular risk involves the measurement of age, gender, smoking, 

diabetes, blood pressure and fasting total and HDL cholesterol to calculate a score 

based on one of the risk engines [17]. Much of the clinical information is collected 

routinely and the measurement of total and HDL cholesterol involves a single blood 

test. Although the latter should ideally be obtained after a 10-hour fast, food has little 

impact on total or HDL cholesterol and therefore a non-fasting sample can be used to 

provide useful clinical information.

Diabetes

The screening test employs the measurement of blood glucose and therefore may be 

diagnostic as well as a screening test. A diagnosis of diabetes is made when a fasting 

blood glucose value is greater than or equal to 7.0 mmol/l, or a random glucose, or 

2-hour glucose during a glucose tolerance test is greater than 11 mmol/l. Glucose 

levels exhibit a skewed normal distribution within the population and the values that 

divide diabetes from normal are largely arbitrary. Historically, there has been consid-

erable debate about the diagnostic glucose concentration, but currently there is an 

international consensus based on the levels that put an individual at risk of diabetic 

microvascular complications, in particular retinopathy [23].

The distribution of test values in the target population should be known and a suitable cut-

off level defined and agreed
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Intermediate glucose abnormalities are also recognized: impaired fasting glycae-

mia reflects a fasting glucose between 6.0 and 7.0 mmol/l while impaired glucose 

tolerance refers to a 2-hour glucose of 7.8–11.0 mmol/l. Collectively, these two condi-

tions have been referred to as ‘pre-diabetes’ because around 6–7% of these individuals 

will develop diabetes each year. In addition, these individuals are at increased risk of 

cardiovascular disease. There is less consensus about what constitutes an abnormal 

random glucose because of the variability of glucose following a meal. Nevertheless 

it would be reasonable to assume that those with a glucose greater than 7.0 mmol/l 

should undergo further investigation.

Cardiovascular Disease

Risk engines to assess the chance of a cardiovascular event over a 10-year period 

have been extensively studied and validated for the general population [17]. These 

risk engines may underestimate the risk of cardiovascular disease in people with 

SMI because the excess prevalence of CVD is not wholly explained by traditional 

risk factors raising the possibility that other unmeasured factors may be impor-

tant in the aetiology of CVD in people with SMI [17]. As such, the current risk 

engines may lack sensitivity to detect people with SMI at high risk of CVD. There 

is no reason, however, to suggest that there is reduced specificity in this group 

and therefore if a high risk individual is identified, primary prevention should be 

instituted. Further research is needed to validate the current risk engines in people 

with SMI.

Although primary prevention trials have shown clinical effectiveness in people 

with a 10-year risk as low as 10%, there is less consensus about the risk threshold at 

which primary prevention is recommended. This is now largely an economic ques-

tion as the number needed to treat to prevent one event increases as the absolute risk 

of an event decreases.

No research has been performed to determine the acceptability of diabetes and 

CVD disease screening in people with SMI. Our own experience would suggest that 

patient acceptability may be an issue. Locally, we have undertaken a study to evaluate 

the prevalence of diabetes and metabolic syndrome among people with schizophrenia 

and bipolar illness living in different settings. We have invited individuals to undergo 

physical health screening and have experienced suspicion and lack of consent from 

some people with SMI. This may reflect the nature of a research study and therefore 

physical health screening may be easier to undertake in routine clinical practice but 

this should not be assumed.

The test should be acceptable to the population
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It is also important to assess the acceptability of physical health screening among 

health care professionals. In the UK, the National Institute of Health and Clinical 

Excellence (NICE) guidance is clear that the responsibility for physical health screen-

ing lies with primary care with secondary care taking responsibility for those patients 

who do not see the general practitioner [3]. This recommendation should ensure that 

all people with SMI receive the screening they need. In reality, we know from studies 

in the UK and elsewhere that screening is not taking place and there is a high preva-

lence of undiagnosed disease.

Diabetes

The screening test itself may be diagnostic for diabetes, but if the patient is asymp-

tomatic, the diagnosis should be confirmed by a further test, as two blood samples are 

needed to diagnose diabetes in an asymptomatic individual. The WHO recommends 

that the confirmatory test should be a 75-gram oral glucose tolerance test. However, if 

the fasting blood glucose of the 75-gram OGTT confirms the diagnosis, it is unneces-

sary to complete the test.

Cardiovascular Disease

Once an individual is recognized as being at high risk of CVD, no further cardio-

vascular investigations are required unless the person has symptoms of CVD. Some 

treatment requires specific monitoring of other biochemical measures and therefore 

some additional investigation may be needed to ensure the safety of the medication. 

An example of this would be the assessment of liver function in those about to receive 

statins, or urea and electrolytes prior to ACE inhibitors. Specific investigations may 

be indicated to address individual clinical findings. For example, thyroid function 

should be assessed in those with hyperlipidaemia as undiagnosed hypothyroidism 

may lead to hypercholesterolaemia.

The Treatment

There should be an agreed policy on the further diagnostic investigation of individuals with 

a positive test result and on the choices available to those individuals

There should be an effective treatment or intervention for patients identified through early 

detection, with evidence of early treatment leading to better outcomes than late treatment
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Diabetes

The United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) has provided convinc-

ing evidence that improved glycaemic control reduces the incidence of microvascular 

complications. Individuals with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes were randomized to 

received intensive or conventional hypoglycaemic management [24]. Over the median 

10-year follow-up period, the HbA1c was reduced by a mean of 0.9% in the intensive 

treatment group and this group experienced 25% fewer microvascular events.

Cardiovascular Disease

There are now many powerful clinical studies which confirm that primary prevention 

with lipid lowering drugs, aspirin, and antihypertensives, particularly inhibitors of 

the renin-angiotensin system, are associated with reductions in cardiovascular events 

[15].

Once a diagnosis of diabetes is made, all patients should be offered treatment for 

their diabetes. There are guidelines that determine the goals of treatment and well 

established algorithms that set out which treatments should be offered and when. 

Similarly for cardiovascular disease, there are targets for cholesterol reduction and 

blood pressure control and treatments. For both diabetes and CVD, however, there 

is debate about the precise targets. For example, for diabetes, the target glycosylated 

haemoglobin range between 6.0 and 7.5%. A further example is total cholesterol tar-

gets; the Joint British Societies recommend that the target total cholesterol should be 

4 mmol/l [25] while the NSF for Cardiovascular Disease recommends 5 mmol/l, a 

figure echoed by the General Medical Services contract [15, 16].

Some of this debate reflects the date of publication of the guidance, which in 

turn reflects the available knowledge at that time and the effectiveness of treatment 

to achieve the target, but some may reflect financial restrictions within health care 

systems.

Who provides what care is likely to be determined by health care setting. The many 

models of care prevent a detailed discussion of this criterion because what might 

There should be agreed evidence-based policies covering which individuals should be 

offered treatment and the appropriate treatment to be offered

Clinical management of the condition and patient outcomes should be optimised in all 

health care providers prior to participation in a screening programme
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be applicable in one country may not apply in another with a different health care 

model. UK government policy has encouraged a shift for the management of chronic 

illnesses from secondary care providers to primary care. The early management of 

diabetes and cardiovascular disease prevention falls within this remit and therefore 

most general practitioners have the necessary skills to undertake this care, with sup-

port from secondary care.

Although this criterion is fulfilled for the general population, and in theory the 

physical health care of those with SMI should be no different, there is less evidence 

that diabetes and cardiovascular disease management is optimal in people with SMI. 

Our local audit demonstrated a high prevalence of undiagnosed and untreated car-

diovascular risk factors. There are several barriers that prevent high quality physical 

health care for those with SMI, including patient factors such as reluctance to comply 

with medication and system failures such as poor communication between primary 

and psychiatric care.

Further training on this topic, however, is probably needed for health care profes-

sionals working in mental health settings.

The Screening Programme

Currently there are no formalized screening programmes for diabetes and CVD 

risk factors in SMI and therefore most of the remaining criteria are not fulfilled, but 

nevertheless it is instructive to consider these to gain an understanding of what fur-

ther research is needed to justify screening. Although some of these criteria are best 

applied to large national programmes, the principles are also important for locally 

implemented screening.

There have been no randomized controlled trials evaluating the effectiveness of 

screening for either diabetes or cardiovascular risk in people with SMI.

The disparities between the health outcomes of those with SMI and the general 

population have recently been highlighted and there is recognition that the current 

situation is unacceptable and measures should be introduced to minimize the differ-

ences. This has not, however, been formally assessed.

There should be evidence from high quality randomised controlled trials that the screening 

programme is effective in reducing mortality or morbidity

The complete screening programme should be clinically, socially and ethically acceptable to 

health professionals and the public
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Screening for diabetes and cardiovascular disease risk is simple and does not involve 

any physical harm. The potential for bruising or infection at the site of venepuncture 

is trivial.

The potential for psychological harm in people with SMI has not been determined. 

We have experienced suspicion when offering physical health screening and the very 

offer of a blood test may cause some distress. Most people with SMI and their carers, 

however, welcome the increased attention now being paid to their physical health.

The effect of being given a diagnosis of diabetes or high risk of cardiovascular dis-

ease has not been determined in people with SMI. While this may cause psychologi-

cal harm, this must be put in the context of the physical harm caused by undiagnosed 

diabetes and cardiovascular disease. It seems likely that the psychological harm of 

discovering at a later date that someone has developed significant cardiovascular dis-

ease or diabetic complications, which may have been preventable, would be greater 

than the harm caused by the screening.

The cost of screening for diabetes and cardiovascular disease is low in most coun-

tries, where all the blood tests are performed routinely in hospital biochemistry labo-

ratories. Similarly the measurement of blood pressure, weight and waist circumference 

is undertaken cheaply. There are costs involved with the management by health care 

professionals of any screening programme and there are additional treatment costs 

for those identified with diabetes or cardiovascular disease.

Most of the health costs involved in the management of either diabetes or cardio-

vascular disease relate to the treatment of complications of the diseases. Therefore if 

the screening programme leads to a reduction or delay in the incidence of compli-

cations, it is likely to be cost effective. Cost effectiveness has not been evaluated in 

people with SMI.

At present, there is no formal screening programme for screening for physical 

health problems in people with SMI and any screening is opportunistic.

The benefit from the screening programme should outweigh the physical and psychological 

harm

The screening programme should be cost effective

There should be a plan for managing and monitoring the screening programme and an 

agreed set of quality assurance standards

Adequate staffing and facilities for testing, diagnosis, treatment and programme man agement 

should be available prior to the commencement of the screening programme
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Most primary care physicians already have the facilities for testing, diagnosis and 

treatment of diabetes and cardiovascular disease. As people with SMI comprise about 

2% of the whole population, the additional workload to introduce effective screening 

for diabetes and CVD should not be excessive.

There is a need for better liaison between primary care and mental health services 

to ensure that all people with mental illness receive appropriate screening and treat-

ment and that this is not left to chance. It is likely that no one system will fit all clinical 

settings and therefore it is important that there are locally approved arrangements 

made to manage the screening.

The current lack of screening for diabetes and cardiovascular is almost certainly 

leading to excess morbidity and mortality in those with SMI and it is unlikely that 

measures other than the ones proposed will be more cost effective in reducing this 

disease burden.

There is a wealth of information available for the general public to help them 

decide about screening for diabetes or CVD. Research is needed to assess the impact 

of this material in people with SMI. Both psychiatry and primary care physicians have 

a responsibility to ensure that people with mental illness are given the opportunity to 

make an informed choice about screening.

Most recommendations for physical health screening in mental illness suggest an 

annual assessment. Given the natural history of both diabetes and cardiovascular dis-

ease, it is unlikely that there will be pressure to increase the frequency of this testing 

given the experience within the general population.

All other options for managing the condition should have been considered (e.g. improving 

treatment, providing other services), to ensure that no more cost-effective intervention 

could be introduced or current interventions increased within the resources available

Evidence-based information, explaining the consequences of testing, investigation and 

treatment, should be made available to potential participants to assist them in making an 

informed choice

Public pressure for widening the eligibility criteria for reducing the screening interval, and 

for increasing the sensitivity of the testing process, should be anticipated. Decisions about 

these parameters should be scientifically justifiable to the public
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Abstract
Stress might be the unifying feature in both schizophrenia and the metabolic syndrome. It is possi-

ble that the perception of stress by those with schizophrenia is sufficiently altered so as to lead to a 

more frequent activation of the primary stress response, namely activation of the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal axis resulting in hypercortisolaemia. If so, this might lead to changes both in cen-

tral (e.g. hippocampal function and structure) and peripheral effects (e.g. the adoption of a physical 

habitus characterized by upper body fat, insulin resistance/type 2 diabetes and ischaemic heart dis-

ease). Finally, ‘switching off’ of this stress axis may lead to reduction in both psychotic symptoms and 

metabolic derangements. Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

The metabolic syndrome (MetS) and illnesses that arise as a result of its presence are 

an integral part of schizophrenia. A debate still rages as to whether they are a con-

sequence of certain neuroleptics that are commonly used in its treatment. Despite 

a huge increase in papers on the topic there is as such no definitive answer. What is 

clear is that many of these problems may be present before the onset of the illness 

(for example, in high-risk individuals) or before the commencement of treatment. An 

alternative explanation for the co-existence of schizophrenia and the physical states 

mentioned may be that they arise in parallel from a ‘common soil’. A mediating factor 

for both may be dysfunction of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. 

This chapter aims to put forward evidence for this hypothesis. It will show how 

there is overactivity of the HPA axis in both schizophrenia and the MetS. The start of 

the chapter briefly outlines the normal function of the stress axis after which there is 

a description of how this endocrine system malfunctions in schizophrenia, both cen-

trally and peripherally. Commonality between the physical manifestations of schizo-

phrenia and Cushing’s syndrome are enumerated. Finally, there is discussion about 
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how stress may lead to the MetS and how pharmacological treatments for schizophre-

nia and MetS may work by effecting the HPA axis.

Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis: Normal Physiology

From a physiological perspective, the response to stress is mediated by the HPA axis. 

A full description of this regulatory process is beyond the scope of this chapter and 

the reader is referred to Charmandari et al. [1] and Tsigos et al. [2] for a more com-

prehensive review. One of the primary mammalian responses to stress, be it psycho-

logical or physical, is activation of the HPA axis. In essence, the stressor stimulates 

the production and release of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) from the para-

ventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus. CRH in turn causes the production and 

secretion of adrenocorticotropin hormone (ACTH) from the anterior pituitary gland. 

CRH is the prime secretagogue of ACTH though in situations of chronic stress this 

role is probably deferred to arginine vasopressin (AVP). ACTH travels to the adrenal 

glands where it stimulates the production and release of glucocorticoids (GC) such 

as cortisol. This series of hormonal releases occurs as a cascade and is termed the 

feedforward limb. As the HPA axis is a closed-loop system, cortisol acts to regulate 

its own secretion (feedback activity) by acting at a number of sites both peripher-

ally (pituitary) and centrally (hypothalamus and hipppocampus). Cortisol acts on 

mineralocorticoid receptors (MR) and glucocorticoid receptors (GR) to maintain the 

circadian variation of the HPA axis. MRs are high-affinity receptors which are pre-

dominantly occupied under basal conditions and help maintain HPA axis tone, while 

GC, low-affinity receptors, are bound during times of stress and play a major role in 

‘switching off ’ the HPA axis. The hippocampus by virtue of the fact that it contains 

both MR and GR (the latter are also found in other areas of the CNS) plays a critical 

role in regulating HPA axis activity. 

Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis Dysfunction in Schizophrenia

A number of different groups measuring the HPA axis at rest have observed hypercor-

tisolaemia and elevated ACTH levels in schizophrenia though this is not a universally 

reported finding [3–9]. There are probably a number of reasons why this is the case 

but the 3 most likely are differences in methodology, patients were receiving antip-

sychotic medication at the time of testing, or patients had been abruptly withdrawn 

from medications in order to produce a ‘medication-free‘ scenario. Antipsychotics 

dampen activity of the HPA axis and such actions may occur via or independently 

of their actions on various monoaminergic systems [10]. Support that schizophrenia 

itself may be associated with increased HPA axis activity has come from endocrine 

and neuroimaging studies in drug-naïve first-episode patients (10% larger pituitary 
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volume) and high-risk subjects (who showed a 20% increase of developing psychosis 

with each further 10% increase in pituitary size) [11].

Dynamic challenges of the HPA axis have also provided conflicting results prob-

ably for the same reasons quoted above. That aside, the dexamethasone suppression 

test (dexamethasone normally inhibits the secretion of ACTH and cortisol) is abnor-

mal in nearly 50% of subjects with schizophrenia [12] though this is not a very sen-

sitive test as such findings have also been shown in post-traumatic stress disorder 

[13] and Alzheimer’s disease [14]. Delta-9-tetrahydro-cannbinol, an active cannabis 

ingredient, when given to subjects with schizophrenia results in high cortisol lev-

els and can cause a heightening of positive, negative and cognitive symptoms [15]. 

ACTH increases are greater in patients than matched controls when metabolic stress 

is induced centrally by 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG) [5] while some investigators have 

shown that CRH-stimulated ACTH and cortisol are normal; however, pretreatment 

with dexamethasone leads to increased cortisol secretion in patients with established 

schizophrenia [16]. 

Vasopressinergic function is altered in schizophrenia as is indicated by the higher 

than expected rates of syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone section [17, 

18]. Furthermore, osmotic stimuli [19] resulted in patients secreting greater amounts 

of ACTH and cortisol despite secreting similar amounts of AVP, while Jansen and 

Gispen-de Wied [20] subjected patients to psychosocial and physical stressors but 

found that only the former resulted in a blunted cortisol response. Metoclopramide 

is unique in its ability to stimulate AVP release and does so without altering plasma 

intracellular glucose deprivation, osmolality, or peripheral haemodynamics [9, 

21–24]. Walsh et al. [25] have shown that metoclopramide induced patients to secrete 

higher levels of ACTH and cortisol though AVP responses were similar in first-epi-

sode drug-naïve patients and their matched controls, a finding that may be explained 

by the fact that conditions of chronic stress increase pituitary responsiveness to AVP 

[26].

Altered stress responses in schizophrenia may have genetic underpinnings as is 

suggested by the findings that unaffected siblings of those with schizophrenia have 

exaggerated ACTH responses to stress [27], while Myin-Germeys et al. [28] have 

shown that those at high risk have increased behavioural sensitivity to daily life stres-

sors. Brunelin et al. [29] have shown that 2-deoxyglucose induces a greater release 

of ACTH and homovanillic acid (a breakdown metabolite of dopamine and nora-

drenaline) in patients with schizophrenia with siblings have a response intermediate 

to probands and controls. 

Lack of or poorly functioning GR can also lead to an overactive HPA axis and 

such changes have been seen in subjects with schizophrenia. i.e. GR mRNA num-

bers in the frontal cortices, amygdala and hippocampus (dentate gyrus, CA1, 

CA3 and CA4) [30, 31] although these changes also occur in other psychiatric 

illnesses such as bipolar disorder and major depression [32]. Further evidence 

of GR dysfunction may come from the observation that acutely administered 
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dexamethasone leads to growth hormone release in healthy controls; a response 

dependent upon dexamethasone acting on GR located within the hypothalamus 

[33]. In schizophrenia, Thakore et al. [34] have shown that dexamethasone-

induced growth hormone responses are blunted, indicating either a central 

reduction or dysfunction of GR.

Central and Physical Effects of Hypercortisolaemia 

A well-established effect of high levels of cortisol is hippocampal shrinkage [35]. 

Compared to healthy controls both first-episode and patients with chronic schizo-

phrenia have reduced hippocampal volumes as demonstrated by imaging and neuro-

pathological studies [36, 37]. Such structural changes are associated with functional 

deficits in memory (verbal) and executive function [38]. The exact etiology of hip-

pocampal volume reduction remains unclear but is attributed to both genetic and 

environmental factors such as, prenatal exposure to maternal stress, iatrogenic gluco-

corticoid administration, illicit drug usage and alcohol abuse and perinatal complica-

tions [39, 40]. 

Yet GCs also have peripheral effects as manifested by Cushing’s disease (due to a 

pituitary basophil adenoma) or Cushing’s syndrome (most commonly due to exog-

enous steroid administration) [41, 42]. GR are also located peripherally, for example 

in subcutaneous and visceral fat deposits, and it should come as no surprise that high 

levels of cortisol have peripheral effects such as increasing visceral fat deposits [43, 44]. 

Upper body fat, which consists of subcutaneous and visceral fat depots as is defined 

as a waist to hip ratio of 0.85 in women and 0.95 in men, is associated with greater 

metabolic disturbance than those with a predominantly lower fat distribution [45]. 

The exact mechanisms that underlie this process are still incompletely understood. 

However, we do know that obesity and free fatty acids (FFAs) in excess [46–49] leads 

to: 
(1) Increases in glucose production, a decrease in peripheral glucose uptake, oxidation 

and storage which can lead to type 2 diabetes.

(2) Increases in insulin secretion and β-cell dysfunction which can lead to type 2 diabe-

tes.

(3) Ischaemic heart disease either via hypertension or direct endothelial damage.

Chronic stress, in the form of elevated cortisol, can lead to a preferential increase 

in GR receptor density within visceral fat stores and an alteration in the activity of key 

enzymes which are known to reduce fat stores within the abdomen [50, 51]. 

These enzymes are:
(1) Lipoprotein lipase (LPL): LPL stimulates FFA uptake by the hydrolysis of meal-

derived chylomicrons such as very-low-density lipoprotein and low-density lipopro-

tein at the level of the vascular endothelium. Thus released, FFAs can enter the 

adipocytes or the circulation directly. 

(2) Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL): This enzyme reduces adipocyte fat content.
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Cortisol or GCs are known to increase the activity of LPL and reduce the activ-

ity of HSL thereby increasing the storage of upper body fat. Such intra-abdominal 

fat is associated with insulin resistance though the direction of causality is still open 

to debate. What is not doubted are the effects of such an adverse metabolic cocktail, 

namely, type 2 diabetes.

Stress, Obesity and Metabolic Syndrome

The perception and interpretation of stress determines the actual response any indi-

vidual has to the stress presented [52]. A meta-analysis has shown that in addition 

to being activated when a physical threat is perceived, the HPA axis is also activated 

when there is a threat to one’s social esteem and status [53]. In the context of schizo-

phrenia, a misinterpretation of harmless environmental cues (psychological or physi-

cal) can be deemed a stressor and hence provoke a biological response. 

So, can perceived stress and its biological correlate lead to metabolic disturbance? 

The answer would seem to be yes, in that, stress be it social or work-related leads to 

an immediate activation of the sympatho-adrenal network which leads to an outpour-

ing of norepinephrine and cortisol which in healthy non-obese individuals results in 

tachycardia, a reflex vasodilation and the disposal of glucose while the opposite meta-

bolic effects are seen in obesity [54]. The origin of the stress can be work-related or 

otherwise, as suggested in a study by Chandola et al. [55] who found that such stress 

was associated with higher cortisol levels in the morning and was directly related to 

the future development of IHD.

Healthy individuals respond to stress in a unitary fashion with the activation, as 

mentioned already, of the sympatho-adrenal system and the HPA axis resulting in 

an increase of cortisol and epinephrine. One immediate consequence of this is an 

increase in resting heart rate and a reduction of vascular resistance. In those individu-

als who are obese or have insulin resistance, endothelial dysfunction can dampen the 

compensatory reduction of blood pressure and limit glucose disposal in response to 

stress. These events can lead to central obesity and the development of certain fea-

tures of the MetS. 

From a cellular perspective, some investigators have suggested that the MetS may in 

fact be an intracellular manifestation of Cushing’s syndrome [56, 57]. Evidence for this 

hypothesis has come primarily from examining the workings of 11β-hydroxysteroid 

dehydrogenase type 1 (11β-HSD1), which converts inactive cortisone to active corti-

sol. An in vitro study has found that fat-cell derived cytokines (e.g. IL-6 and TNF-α) 

acted in concert to increase the hepatocyte expression of 11β-HSD1, which increases 

the intracellular levels of cortisol. The same cytokines acted synergistically to increase 

the expression of GR receptors thereby potentiating the effects of an already readily 

available cortisol. The net effect would be to alter lipid and glucose metabolism, both 

key features of NetS. Furthermore, it would appear that commonly used anti-diabetic 
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agents such as PPARγ/PPARα agonists, reduce the transcription of 11β-HSD1 lead-

ing to the question of whether agents that directly or indirect impact on the HPA axis 

can lead to an amelioration of symptoms associated with schizophrenia or indeed the 

MetS. In an elegant review of the stress-diathesis model of schizophrenia, Walker et 

al. [58] cite examples of how commonly used antipsychotics have a ‘dampening’ effect 

on the HPA axis which is associated with a reduction of psychotic symptoms adding 

further face validity to the hypothesis that stress dysfunction may play a central role 

in the pathogenesis of this serious mental illness.

In summary, stress may play an important mediator in both schizophrenia and the 

MetS. Activation of the HPA axis is a consequence of physical and psychological stres-

sors, the latter including perceived threats to self-integrity and esteem. Dysfunction 

of the HPA axis occurs in both MetS and schizophrenia. Although cortisol is crucial 

for life, in excess can become the source of hippocampal shrinkage and visceral fat 

expansion, resulting in cognitive deficits and possibly insulin resistance. Preliminary 

evidence would suggest that restoration of normal HPA axis function by anti-diabetic 

agents in MetS or antipsychotics in schizophrenia may lead to an amelioration of 

physical or psychological symptoms. 
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Abstract
That metabolic syndrome (MetS) is associated with schizophrenia is well established but recent find-

ings suggest that the risk of MetS may be similar in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD). 

The investigators identified all admissions age 18–59 with a clinical diagnosis of MDD (n = 1,776) at 

an urban, not-for-profit hospital in the US to determine the prevalence of MetS and of each of its five 

ATP III criteria. Descriptive statistics were used to determine the prevalence of MetS and its compo-

nent measures and χ2 analyses to compare these results with the most recent National Health and 

Nutrition Examination Survey Data (NHANES). Stepwise logistic regressions were used to identify 

associated demographic and clinical features. In the subset of patients for whom all metabolic mea-

sures were available (n = 1,028), 23.4% (n = 241) had MetS and 75.6% (n = 777) met at least one crite-

rion for the syndrome. Compared with the NHANES sample, MDD patients were more likely to have 

elevated glucose (p < 0.001), decreased HDL cholesterol (p < 0.001), at least one ATP-III criterion 

present (p < 0.001), and the full syndrome (i.e. at least three ATP-III criteria) (p = 0.003). In the logistic 

regressions atypical antipsychotics were not associated with either an increased risk for MetS or the 

presence of ≥1 of the criteria. However, patients receiving venlafaxine were 65% more likely to have 

≥1 criterion, and those receiving two or more antidepressants or an anticonvulsant were more likely 

to have the full syndrome (100% and 58% increased risk, respectively). Risk for MetS was more than 

doubled in patients ≥40 years, Latino females, and those with a co-diagnosis of borderline personal-

ity disorder. Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Background

Early studies of metabolic syndrome (MetS) in psychiatric patients found a higher than 

expected prevalence of this condition and found that it was associated with a diagnosis 

of schizophrenia and with exposure to atypical antipsychotics [1]. Only recently have 

investigators reported a similar prevalence in patients with major depressive disorder 
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(MDD). For example, in one study of outpatients with MDD the prevalence of MetS 

was 36% [2], which can be compared to a prevalence of 40.9% in outpatients with 

schizophrenia [3] and 26.7% in the US general population [4]. Findings from several 

other studies are similar [2, 5–11], but comparisons and conclusions are complicated 

by the lack of consensus about the optimal definition of MetS [12, 13]. An associa-

tion between MetS and MDD is of interest for several reasons. Depression is far more 

common than schizophrenia, and any therapeutic or etiologic implications about 

MetS and MDD would be relevant for a large number of current patients as well as 

for individuals in the general population who may become depressed. Because MDD 

samples can be divided into subgroups based on pharmacotherapy (e.g. antidepres-

sant monotherapy, polytherapy, use of antipsychotics), studies of depressed patients 

can assess the relative contributions to MetS of a number of psychotropics, not just 

the antipsychotics. In addition, the association between MetS and depression may be 

bi-directional. For example, in a study of nondepressed individuals, those with MetS 

at baseline were twice as likely as those without MetS to have depressive symptoms 

at follow up (OR = 2.1, 95% CI 1.2–3.8) [10]; in a study of patients with MDD, the 

prevalence of MetS was 57.9% in those who remained depressed 6 years after enroll-

ment compared to 32.4% in those who were no longer depressed (p = 0.034) [2]. 

This Paper

Additional studies of MetS and depression are needed. There are few studies of MetS 

in severely depressed patients and little data about the potential contribution to MetS 

of the medications most commonly used to treat MDD. The authors present the 

results of a study of MetS in a large sample of inpatients being treated for MDD. They 

report the prevalence of MetS and the demographic, clinical, and treatment variables 

associated with increased risk for this syndrome. They also discuss the implications 

of these data for clinical practice. 

Methods

Defining Metabolic Syndrome

There are different definitions of MetS, the most commonly referenced of which are those pro-

posed by the National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III (ATP-III), 

European Group for the Study of Insulin Resistance (EGIR), International Diabetes Federation 

Epidemiology Task Force Consensus Group (IDF), American Heart Association/National Heart, 

Lung, and Blood Institute (AHA/NHLBI), World Health Organization (WHO), and the American 

Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) [12, 14–18]. All include assessment of body fat, 

dyslipidemia, blood pressure, and glucose dysregulation, but different metrics and cutoffs are used. 

The most common measures of body fat are waist circumference (ATP-III, EGIR, IDF, AHA/

NHLBI) and BMI (WHO, AACE) [12, 14–18]. Dyslipidemia measures include triglycerides (≥150 
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mg/dl) and HDL cholesterol (various cutoffs). In some definitions the blood pressure criterion is 

based on a measured diastolic and systolic reading at assessment (cutoffs vary), but in others (EGIR, 

IDF, AHA/NHLBI) proxies for elevated blood pressure such as receiving medication for hyperten-

sion are included. All definitions of MetS include impaired fasting glucose (FBS ≥100 or ≥110) as a 

criterion of glucose dysregulation, but two also use impaired glucose tolerance (WHO, EGIR), one 

includes receiving medication for elevated glucose (AHA/NHLBI), three include a diagnosis of 

diabetes mellitus (DM) (WHO, ATP-III, IDF), and two exclude patients with this diagnosis (EGIR, 

AACE); one definition also includes decreased insulin sensitivity (WHO), one (EGIR) includes 

plasma insulin >75th percentile, and two (WHO, AACE) include microalbuminuria and other fea-

tures of insulin resistance.

For this study, the ATP III definition of MetS was used [14]. It requires the presence of at least 

three of five specified criteria: FBS ≥110 mg/dl, waist circumference (WC) >102 cm for men or >88 

cm for women, blood pressure (BP) ≥130 mg Hg systolic/≥85 mg Hg diastolic, triglycerides ≥150 

mg dl, and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) <40 mg/dl for men or <50 mg/dl for women. 

Diagnosis of hypertension was substituted for blood pressure ≥130/85 because BP was not always 

recorded. 

Procedures

This study was conducted at an urban, not-for-profit hospital between April 2005 and September 

2007. Following IRB approval the investigators identified all admissions age 18–59 years with a 

clinical diagnosis of MDD (n = 1,776). To determine the prevalence of MetS and of each of its com-

ponent measures, the following information was collected: BMI, WC, triglycerides and HDL levels, 

FBS, diagnosis of hypertension (HTN) or DM, and receiving medication for DM or dyslipidemia. 

Statistics

Descriptive statistics were used to determine the prevalence of MetS and its component measures; 

χ2 analyses were used to compare these results with the most recent National Health and Nutrition 

Examination Survey Data (NHANES) [19]. Because there are associations between the MetS crite-

ria [20], we used the Mantel-Haenszel Common Odds Ratio Estimate (95% CI) to determine the 

strength of association between all possible pairings of the ATP III criteria. Stepwise logistic regres-

sions were used to identify variables associated with the presence of each of the following depen-

dent variables: ≥3 ATP-III criteria (i.e. MetS), ≥1 ATP-III criterion, WC criterion, BMI >30, FBS 

criterion, triglycerides criterion, HDL criterion, diagnosis of HTN, DM, or dyslipidemia, receiving 

medication for DM or dyslipidemia, FBS >110 and/or DM diagnosis and/or on DM medication, 

increased triglycerides and/or decreased HDL cholesterol and/or diagnosis or medication for dys-

lipidemia. Independent variables for these analyses were: age ≥40, female, black, Latino (compara-

tor is white), black female, black male, Latino female, Latino male, white female (comparator is 

white male), substance abuse/dependence, alcohol abuse/dependence, drug abuse/dependence, 

opioid dependence, cocaine dependence, psychotic depression, personality disorder, borderline 

personality disorder, prescribed antipsychotic, typical antipsychotic, atypical antipsychotic, aripip-

razole, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, ziprasidone, mirtazapine, venlafaxine, TCA, topira-

mate, valproate, lithium, clozapine or olanzapine, quetiapine or risperidone, aripiprazole or 

ziprasidone, H1 blockade (i.e. receiving clozapine, olanzapine, quetiapine, mirtazapine, TCA, or 

typical antipsychotic), 5HT2C blockade (i.e. receiving olanzapine, mirtazapine), >1 antidepressant, 

and >1 antipsychotic. OR with 95% CI are reported. The H1 and HT2C variables were added 

because both have been implicated in weight gain [17, 21–24].
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Stepwise logistic regression was also used to identify any between-group differences in patients 

who had all ATP III measures recorded vs. those with one or more missing criteria. Independent 

variables in these analyses were: age ≥40 (utilized because 40 was the median age), female, black, 

Latino (white as comparator), substance abuse/dependence, alcohol abuse/dependence, drug 

abuse/dependence, psychotic depression, antipsychotic, and atypical antipsychotic.

FBS was documented for 96.6% of subjects, and for approximately three-quarters of the sample 

WC, triglycerides, and HDL were available (78.0, 71.6 and 71.3%, respectively). Missing data (e.g. 

due to invalid values, patient refusal) resulted in the creation of several subsamples. For example, 

all five ATP III measures were available on a subset of 1,028 patients (57.9% of the sample), and 

from this subset the prevalence of MetS was calculated. The prevalence of each individual measure 

is reported for the subset of subjects having a given criterion recorded: n = 1,386 (78.0%) for WC, 

n = 1,715 (96.6%) for FBS, n = 1,271 (71.6%) for triglycerides, n = 1,267 (71.3%) for HDL cholesterol. 

All subsamples were compared to the remainder of the sample to identify potential sample bias. 

Sample

The sample as a whole (n = 1,776) had 1,096 (61.7%) females and 680 males; more than half were 

white (63.0%, n = 1119), 25.6% (n = 455) were Latino, and 11.4% (n = 202) were black. Mean age 

was 38.3 years (SD 11.3). The majority of patients (91.9%, n = 1,633) had recurrent depression; 

36.4% (n = 646) had psychotic features. An Axis I co-diagnosis was present in 70.2% (n = 1246), 

and the most common was substance abuse/dependence (57.1%, 1014); 48.3% (n = 857) had a per-

sonality disorder, and the most common were personality disorder NOS (26.3%, n = 471) and 

borderline (15.4%, n = 274).

The subset of patients with all ATP III criteria recorded were more likely to be ≥40 years of age 

(OR = 1.36, CI 1.13–1.65) and to be on atypical antipsychotics (OR = 1.34, CI 1.10–1.63) but less 

likely to have a diagnosis of alcohol abuse/dependence (OR = 0.73, CI 0.60–0.89). Adding BMI and 

WC as independent variables revealed that the subset of patients who had triglycerides assessed 

were more likely to be ≥40 years of age (OR = 1.64, CI 1.27–2.12) and to meet the WC criterion 

(OR = 1.34, CI 1.04–1.63) but less likely to have a diagnosis of alcohol abuse/dependence (OR = 

0.57, CI 0.44–0.74). Almost all patients in this subset (99.6%) also had HDL assessed.

Results

Pharmacotherapy

The pharmacotherapy for the sample is summarized in table 1. Almost all patients 

received an antidepressant (98.4%, n = 1747), most commonly an SSRI (70.3%, n = 

1,248). The second most commonly used antidepressant was trazodone (21.2%, n = 

377), but it was almost always given at bedtime in low dosages (50–150 mg) and was 

never used as monotherapy. A combination of antidepressants was given to 16.9% (n 

= 300) of the sample. Antipsychotics were prescribed for 58.3% of patients; 66 indi-

viduals were given a typical antipsychotic, but most of this subgroup (n = 44, 66.7%) 

also received an atypical agent. Among the atypicals prescribed, olanzapine and clo-

zapine (those most implicated in MetS) [25, 26] were given to only 5.3% of patients (n 

= 94). An anticonvulsant was prescribed for 23.6% of patients (n = 419), and the most 
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commonly used were gabapentin (n = 192, 10.8%), lamotrigine (n = 85, 4.8%), and 

valproic acid (n = 81, 4.6%). 

Prevalence of MetS 

Table 2 displays the proportion of patients meeting each MetS criterion and compares 

these values with those for the general US population in the same age range (18–59 

years) [19].

The prevalence found for the full syndrome (23.4%) and for the presence of at least 

one criterion (75.6%) were calculated for the subset of patients for whom all metabolic 

measures were available (n = 1,028). Among all patients studied, 14.9% (n = 264) had 

MetS and for 63.6% (n = 1,128) at least one criterion was present. 

Compared with the NHANES sample, MDD patients were more likely to have 

elevated glucose (χ2 = 12.18, p < 0.001), decreased HDL cholesterol (χ2 = 41.21, p < 

0.001), at least one ATP III criterion present (χ2 = 12.32, p < 0.001), and MetS (i.e., at 

least three ATP-III criteria) (χ2 = 8.69, p = 0.003). MDD patients were less likely than 

the NHANES sample to meet the hypertension criterion (χ2 = 26.69, p < 0.001), but 

in this study a recorded HTN diagnosis was substituted for the ATP III BP criterion 

used in NHANES.

Treatment and Demographic Variables Associated with MetS 

In the logistic regressions atypical antipsychotics were not associated with either an 

increased risk for MetS or the presence of one or more of the five criteria (table 3). 

Psychotropic exposure was relevant, however. Patients receiving venlafaxine were 

65% more likely to have ≥1 criteria, and those receiving two or more antidepressants 

Table 1. Pharmacotherapy for the sample

Psychotropic n (%) receiving1

Antidepressant 1,747 (98.4)

Antipsychotic 1,035 (58.3)

Anticonvulsant  419 (23.6)

Lithium   40 ( 2.3)

Benzodiazepine  608 (34.2)

1Total >100% because many patients received >1 drug; 44% (n = 783) received 2, 

26.0% (n = 462) received 3, 7.2% (n = 127) received ≥4. 
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or an anticonvulsant were more likely to have the full syndrome (100 and 58% 

increased risk, respectively). Risk for MetS was more than doubled by three non-

treatment variables: age ≥40, Latina female, and co-diagnosis of borderline person-

ality disorder. 

The associations between the independent variables and the individual compo-

nents of MetS varied widely. The likelihood that the WC criterion was met was much 

greater for patients receiving two or more antipsychotics (OR = 2.44, CI 1.06–5.62), 

those taking more than one antidepressant (OR = 1.91, CI 1.40–2.62), those on arip-

iprazole or ziprasidone (OR = 1.62, CI 1.08–2.43), females (OR = 4.49, CI 3.30–6.11), 

and patients ≥40 years of age (OR = 1.76, CI 1.40–2.21). Triglycerides ≥150 mg/dl was 

associated with taking venlafaxine (OR = 1.46, CI 1.06–1.99), tricyclic antidepres-

sants (OR = 2.11, CI 1.13–3.96), or an anticonvulsant (OR = 1.50, CI 1.14–1.98), as 

well as with age ≥40 years (OR = 1.69, CI 1.32–2.16) and with having a co-diagno-

sis of borderline personality disorder (OR = 1.65, CI 1.17–2.32). The individuals at 

increased risk on the HDL measure were those taking an anticonvulsant (OR = 1.45, 

CI 1.10–1.91) and black and Latino females (OR = 4.85, CI 2.15–10.91 and OR = 

2.39, CI 1.75–3.29, respectively). On the FBS measure, high-risk patients were those 

≥40 years of age (OR = 2.85, CI 2.12–3.82), Latino males (OR = 1.73, CI 1.15 = 3.63), 

and patients with a co-diagnosis of borderline personality disorder (OR = 1.84, CI 

1.24–2.73). There were increased risks on the BP criterion for patients taking typi-

cal antipsychotics (OR = 2.07, CI 1.06–4.06) or ≥1 antidepressant (OR = 1.76, CI 

1.26–2.46) and for those ≥40 years of age (OR = 6.81, CI 4.02–9.41). Of the variables 

Table 2. Prevalence of MetS criteria: study sample vs. general population

Criterion Study sample NHANES [19]

 4/05–9/07 2003–2004

 n (%) n (%)

WC (M >102 cm, F >88 cm) 671 (48.4) 1,583 (46.6)

FBS ≥110 mg/dlc 246 (14.3)  167 (10.4)

Triglycerides ≥150 mg/dl 409 (32.2)  480 (30.0)

HDL cholesterol* 465 (36.6)  901 (27.0)

Dx hypertension* 298 (16.8)  682 (23.1)

(M <40 mg/dl, F <50 mg/dl)

≥1 ATP-III criterion* 777 (75.6)  897 (69.0)

≥3 ATP-III criteria* 241 (23.4)  240 (18.5)

Percent displayed is percent of the subgroup for whom measure(s) were available. 
*Significant differences between MDD and NHANES (p < 0.001–0.003).
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examined, age ≥40 years was associated with increased risk on the greatest number of 

MetS criteria: WC, triglycerides, FBS, and BP. 5HTC2 blockade drugs were associated 

with decreased risk on the WC measure (OR = 0.51, CI 0.35–0.72). Patients on H1 

blockade drugs were less likely to have a diagnosis of HTN (OR = 0.64, CI 0.47–0.85), 

to have DM and/or to be taking DM medication (OR = 0.52, CI 0.32–0.83), to meet 

the triglyceride or HDL measures, or to have a diagnosis of dyslipidemia and/or a 

current order for a statin (OR = 1.42, CI 1.15–1.75). There were no other associations 

with 5HT2C or H1 blockade. 

Figure 1 displays the prevalence of each MetS measure by race/gender. The WC 

and HDL criteria were more commonly met in black and Latina females and the trig-

lyceride measure was more common in black females. Figure 2 shows the incremental 

increase in risk for Latina females relative to other subgroups in both prevalence of 

MetS and the presence of one or more of the criteria. 

As expected there were associations between the five MetS measures. Only the 

HDL – FBS and HDL – BP associations were not statistically significant (OR = 1.25, 

CI 0.91–1.70, and OR = 1.11, CI 0.83–1.49, respectively). In all other instances the 

presence of any criterion was associated with an increased likelihood that any of the 

remaining criteria would also be present. Odds ratios varied from 1.64 (CI 1.35–2.89) 

for the WC-FBS association to 4.04 (CI 3.00–5.45) for the FBS-BP association. WC 

was highly associated with the BP criterion (OR = 3.13, CI 2.31–4.24) and with the 

two lipid measures (triglycerides: OR = 2.74, CI 2.09–3.60 and HDL: OR = 2.17, CI 

1.67–2.81). 

Table 3. Variables associated with increased risk of MetS

Independent variable MetS1 ≥1 criterion3

 (n =1,028) 2 (n = 1,028)2

 OR (CI) OR (CI)

Venlafaxine – 1.65 (1.06–2.58)

>1 antidepressant 2.00 (1.25–2.95) 1.59 (1.04–2.42)

Anticonvulsant 1.58 (1.13–2.21) –

Age ≥40 2.68 (1.94–3.70) 1.98 (1.46–2.68)

Black female – 2.59 (1.28–5.26)

Latino female 2.18 (1.47–3.24) 2.48 (1.52–4.06)

Psychotic depression – 1.79 (1.25–2.56)

Borderline personality disorder 2.19 (1.48–3.25) 1.78 (1.13–2.79)

1MetS = Metabolic syndrome (≥3 ATP III criteria present).
2Limited to those with all 5 ATP III measures. 
3≥1 of the 5 ATP III criteria.
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Effect of Using Other Definitions of MetS

Using other definitions for MetS would alter some of the findings reported above. For 

example, while 48.4% of the sample satisfied the ATP III criterion for body weight 

[27], only 28.0% met the World Health Organization criterion (BMI >30) [17]. Of 

patients with both WC and BMI recorded, nearly all at the BMI cut point (92.1%) met 

the WC criterion, but only 53.0% of those above the ATP III WC cut point had BMI 

>30. Comparing glycemic control measures, 14.3% had a FBS ≥110 but 19.3% were in 

‘dyscontrol’ using as the criterion FBS ≥110 and/or a documented DM diagnosis and/

or receiving a DM medication. The ATP III criteria for triglycerides and HDL were 

present in 32.2% and 36.6%, respectively, but 43.8% of the sample had one or both 

one of these measures and/or a diagnosis of dyslipidemia and/or receiving a statin. 

Recognition of MetS in Clinical Practice

Some findings point to the possible under recognition and/or under treatment 

of metabolic dysfunction. For almost all patients without a DM diagnosis, FBS 

was <110 (90.2%, n = 1,379 of the 1,529 patients without a DM diagnosis and not 
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receiving medication for DM). However, the majority of patients with FBS ≥110 

(76.0%, n = 187) were not receiving medications for DM, and 61.8% (n = 152) 

of this group did not have a recorded DM diagnosis during the index admission. 

Of the patients with a DM diagnosis, many were not receiving DM medication 

(44.2%, n = 84); for nearly half (45.7%, n = 37) in this subgroup FBS was ≥110 

and in 21 FBS was >125. The majority of patients (71.6%, n = 748) without a 

diagnosis or medication for dyslipidemia did not have elevated triglycerides and 

did not meet the MetS criterion for elevated triglycerides. However, nearly half 

of patients with a recorded diagnosis of dyslipidemia (n = 105, 49.8%) were not 

receiving a statin, and 78.7% (n = 322) of those with triglycerides ≥150 did not 

have a diagnosis of dyslipidemia. 

Discussion

Prevalence

The prevalence of MetS in this sample was significantly greater than in the general 

US population [19] but substantially lower than that reported in other studies of 

depressed patients. Rates as high as 57.9% have been found [2], but as noted above 

it is difficult to compare studies because prevalence can be affected by a number of 
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variables, including the MetS criteria applied and the demographics of the sample. 

Since in clinical practice the emphasis is on identifying patients with any metabolic 

disturbance, not just those who have the full syndrome [28], the more important 

finding in the present study may be that at least one MetS criterion was present in a 

majority of patients (63.6–75.6%).

Treatment Variables Associated with MetS

A number of treatment variables were associated with increased risk for MetS, but, 

in contrast to previous reports, an association with atypical antipsychotics was not 

found. This result suggests that factors other than atypical antipsychotic exposure 

are important contributors to MetS in MDD, although this finding may not apply 

to other diagnostic groups. It is possible that prescribers at the study site selected 

antipsychotics with lower relative risks for metabolic side effects, perhaps especially 

in overweight patients or others considered at high risk for MetS. Consistent with this 

interpretation is that patients meeting the WC criterion were more likely to receive 

aripiprazole or ziprasidone, the atypical antipsychotics least associated with MetS 

[29], and less likely to be on drugs that block 5HTC2 (olanzapine, mirtazapine). 

In contrast to the extensive literature about atypical antipsychotics and MetS, there 

are few published data about antidepressants and alterations in metabolic functions. 

(See the recent review by the investigators [13].) Most of these studies preceded the 

era of heightened awareness about the risk of MetS, and for those investigators weight 

gain was the only side effect addressed that was relevant to contemporary definitions 

of this syndrome. In the present study, both TCAs and venlafaxine were associated 

with increased risk on the triglyceride criterion, and the latter has been reported pre-

viously [30, 31]. Mirtazapine product labeling indicates that elevated triglycerides 

occur in ≤15% of patients [32]. Venlafaxine product labeling [30] notes the risk of 

elevated BP, but in the present study the only medication variables associated with 

the BP criterion were typical antipsychotics and receiving ≥2 antidepressants. Some 

SSRIs may also contribute to hypercholesterolemia (see, for example, Raeder et al. 

[33]), but the available data are limited and not conclusive.

A recent study of MetS in patients with bipolar disorder found statistically sig-

nificant associations only for olanzapine/clozapine (p = < 0.001) and carbamazepine 

(negatively associated, p = 0.018) [34], suggesting that the ‘mood stabilizers’ (lith-

ium, valproate, carbamazepine, lamotrigine, gabapentin) do not increase risk. 

However, many patients in this study who did not have MetS did meet the ATP III 

WC criterion. In addition, in the present study anticonvulsants as a class were asso-

ciated with increased risk on the triglyceride and HDL measures, and weight gain 

is a well-known side effect of both lithium and valproate. Livingstone and Rampes 

[35] concluded that two-thirds of patients on lithium gain weight, and Perry et al. 

[36] reported a mean increase of 8.5 kg in patients treated for 6 months to 17 years. 
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There are little published data about lithium’s effect on lipids; it may be associated 

with increased total cholesterol and triglycerides [37], but there have been no reports 

that suggest an effect on HDL. Lithium is not associated with increases in FBS or 

BP, although for patients who gain weight there may ultimately be secondary effects 

on other metabolic functions. Bowden’s group recently reviewed the available data 

about weight gain associated with valproate and reported that there is an increase of 

3–24 lb over a period of 3–12 months in up to 20% of patients [38, 39]. There are no 

reported associations with the cholesterol, triglyceride, FBS, or BP MetS criteria, but 

one study of prepubertal females with epilepsy found an increase in insulin resistance 

[40]. Reports about the effect of carbamazepine on weight are mixed [41–43] but do 

not suggest a potential for large increases in weight, and FBS and BP are not directly 

affected by carbamazepine. This drug is associated with increases in total choles-

terol and HDL [38–40] and perhaps triglycerides as well [44]. Lamotrigine does not 

appear to be associated with weight gain, elevated FBS, or dyslipidemia [44–46]. The 

product labeling indicates that hypertension may occur [47], but there are no pub-

lished reports of BP elevations. For gabapentin, there are no published studies which 

address its effects on cholesterol, triglycerides, or FBS. Product labeling states that 

FBS fluctuations and hypercholesterolemia are possible but adverse effects are rare 

[48]. There are no published reports of an association with elevated BP, but product 

labeling indicates that hypertension is a ‘frequent’ adverse effect (i.e. occurring in at 

least 1% of treated patients) [48]. Gabapentin’s effect on weight appears to be variable; 

weight gain, which may be dose-dependent [49, 50], has only been studied in patients 

with epilepsy and headache [49–53]. 

Demographic Variables Associated with MetS

As demonstrated in the NHANES data, MetS findings in the general population vary 

by gender/race/ethnicity [4]. In the present study, the risk for MetS in Latino females 

was more than double that for other ethnic/gender categories, and the risk for females 

on the WC criterion was more than four times that for men. Also as expected, rela-

tively older patients (in this case 40- to 59-year-olds) were at increased risk for the full 

syndrome and for four of the individual criteria: WC, triglycerides, FBS, and BP. Thus, 

the relative contributions of gender and race/ethnicity appear to be similar for both the 

general population [4] and this sample of depressed inpatients, although the overall 

prevalence of MetS and most of its individual criteria were greater in the latter. 

Other Variables Associated with MetS

A number of mechanisms other than drug exposure have been proposed to explain 

the association between MetS and depression. Examples include chronic stress [6], 
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excess cortisol [54–57], cytokine-mediated inflammation [10], a direct or indirect 

effect of insulin resistance [10], and products of adipose tissue such as leptin and 

tumor necrosis factor-α [54–57]. Severity and/or chronicity of depression may also 

be a factor. In one study, higher depression scores at baseline were associated with 

the later development of MetS [6], and in another study patients who remained 

depressed were more likely to develop MetS [2]. Several investigators have found 

associations between depression and the subsequent development of DM [2, 5, 58]. 

In the present study, illness severity, duration of illness, and length of treatment were 

not uniformly assessed, but several findings suggest that there was a high level of 

chronicity/severity in this sample. All subjects were inpatients at the time of enroll-

ment, most (91.9%) had recurrent MDD as well as co-diagnoses on Axis I (70.2%) 

and/or Axis II (48.3%), and 36.5% had psychotic features. That most patients (77.2%) 

were treated with multiple psychotropics suggests a failure to respond fully to mono-

therapy, and treatment with ≥2 antidepressants, another potential indicator of rela-

tive treatment resistance, was associated with increased risk for MetS. In addition, a 

co-diagnosis of borderline personality disorder conferred increased risk for several 

MetS criteria, and data from STAR*D (Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve 

Depression) show higher rates of ‘chronic depressive episodes’ in black and Hispanic 

patients [56], subgroups with increased risks on several MetS measures in the pres-

ent study. 

Limitations

In interpreting the results of this study, it is important to note both the composi-

tion of the sample and the criteria used to define MetS. Although large and diverse, 

the sample did not represent all ages or ethnicities. All subjects were inpatients 

at the time of assessment, and a number of characteristics of the sample suggest 

that these patients may be more severely and/or chronically ill than those included 

in previous studies. Not all data were available on all patients, and reliable infor-

mation was not available about smoking status, diet or exercise. The pharmaco-

therapy for these patients may not be representative of all clinical settings, and 

type and duration of medication exposure prior to the baseline assessment are not 

known. All patients were being treated for MDD, but diagnosis was not indepen-

dently verified by the investigators. The variable ‘diabetic medication’, following 

the NHANES methodology [4], grouped all of the available pharmacotherapies for 

hyperglycemia. However, several recent studies have proposed that metformin, but 

not other oral hypoglycemics, may prevent the weight gain and insulin resistance 

associated with atypical antipsychotics [59–64]. Although the results from these 

trials have been mixed, it would have been preferable in the present study to con-

trol specifically for metformin rather than ‘diabetic medication’ generally in the 

regression analyses.
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Conclusion

The study results indicate that atypical antipsychotics did not contribute to MetS 

in patients with depression. Furthermore, there is little to suggest that the majority 

of antidepressants and mood stabilizers play a major role in this syndrome. While 

no cause and effect relationships have been established, it is clear that many of the 

MDD patients in this clinical sample are at increased risk for MetS. Further research 

is needed to clarify the definition of metabolic syndrome and to refine tools for effi-

cient and effective identification of at-risk patients in clinical settings. Future studies 

may inform drug development and guide treatment so that the metabolic status and 

vulnerabilities of the individual patient can be taken into account in the selection, 

dosing, and monitoring of pharmacotherapy.
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Abstract
Hyperprolactinaemia is now recognised as one of the most common adverse effects of antipsychotic 

medications. It is a potentially serious adverse outcome associated with significant morbidity, but can 

be clinically silent for many years. This chapter firstly outlines the predominant regulatory mechanism 

involved in prolactin secretion, that of dopaminergic inhibition of the pituitary lactotrope, and there-

after discusses the pathophysiology of antipsychotic-induced hyperprolactinaemia. All antipsychotic 

medications can affect prolactin levels via binding to dopamine receptors on the lactotrope cell mem-

brane, with those which have potent D2 receptor antagonism and poorest blood-brain permeability 

having the greatest and most sustained effect. Those medications which easily cross the blood-brain 

barrier and exhibit fast dissociation from the dopamine receptor once bound have the least impact 

on serum prolactin concentrations. Given the potential serious adverse effects of hyperprolactinae-

mia for patients in both the short-term (sexual dysfunction, amenorrhoea, galactorrhoea) and long-

term (osteopenia and osteoporosis, increased risk of hip fracture, possibly increased risk of certain 

cancers and tumours), the clinician should be alert to its occurrence in those prescribed antipsychotic 

medications, particularly of the typical and prolactin-elevating atypical variety.

Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

In recent years, there has been a growing awareness of the higher risk of a range of 

physical illnesses in patients with long-term mental illness [1–3] and consideration 

of the risk of physical disease complications must now be a prominent factor when 

selecting treatments for mental illness [4]. 

Hyperprolactinaemia is now recognised as one of the most common adverse 

effects of antipsychotic medications. It is a potentially serious adverse outcome, asso-

ciated with significant morbidity such as hypogonadism leading to osteoporosis and 

increased risk of hip fracture [5], and a growing body of evidence has linked eleva-

tions in prolactin to a possible increased risk of certain cancers (breast most notably, 

but also prostate) and pituitary tumours [6–10]. However, until relatively recently, 

this common endocrine problem has been under-reported and under-researched 
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within the psychiatric scientific community. It may be clinically silent for many years, 

or its commonest symptoms of sexual dysfunction may be undisclosed by the patient 

[11] or indeed erroneously ascribed to the underlying disease process rather than as 

an adverse effect of medication. Concerns regarding the possible impact of persistent 

hyperprolactinaemia are only recently coming into focus as the widespread use of 

atypical antipsychotics as 1st line agents has shifted attention away from the main 

problems of their forerunners (those of extra-pyramidal side effects and tardive dys-

kinesia) to newer concerns regarding metabolic and endocrine abnormalities, includ-

ing hyperprolactinaemia. 

Although it had been recognised since the early 1960s that typical antipsychotic 

medications could cause amenorrhoea and galactorrhoea, it was not until the mid-

1970s, with the advent of radio-immune assays which allowed for the accurate mea-

surement of prolactin (PRL), that raised levels were consistently demonstrated in the 

majority of medication-treated patients with schizophrenia [12, 13]. All typical anti-

psychotic agents are associated with raised PRL levels by virtue of their antagonism 

of the dopamine receptor (see below), and of the newer, atypical medications, there 

is great disparity in terms of their effect on PRL, with some having a minor, transient 

impact on levels while others display a profoundly elevating effect greater than any of 

the traditional agents. 

The focus of this chapter is firstly to provide an outline of the dopaminergic regu-

lation of PRL synthesis and secretion, which will provide a framework for under-

standing the mechanism of action of antipsychotics in causing hyperprolactinaemia, 

and furthermore to discuss the possible reasons why some atypical medications are 

‘prolactin-sparing’ while others are strongly ‘prolactin-elevating.’

Prolactin

PRL is a polypeptide hormone that is predominantly synthesized and secreted from 

lactotrope cells of the anterior pituitary gland. It was discovered by Riddle et al. [14]  

in 1933 who demonstrated its ability to elicit lactation in mammals, and though it has 

since been found to have numerous other diverse physiological functions (over 300 

different biological actions in vertebrates), it remains best known, and continues to 

take its name from, this function.

The predominant control of PRL synthesis and secretion is via dopaminergic inhib-

itory input to the lactotrope cells from the hypothalamus. This tonic upstream inhibi-

tion conveys a unique characteristic to PRL secretion compared to the other pituitary 

hormones, whose secretory tone is largely determined by stimulatory agents. This 

discrepancy stems from prolactin’s lack of a single target organ to provide a classical 

negative feedback loop (in contrast to, for example, adrenocorticotropin hormone). 

Also, lactotropes have much higher basal secretory activity compared to other endo-

crine cells, and are thus more responsive to inhibition than stimulation. 
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Prolactin Structure

Prolactin belongs to a large family of proteins known as group I of the helix bundle 

protein hormones [15], other members of which include growth hormone, placental 

lactogen and a multitude of prolactin-related proteins. All genes encoding this group 

share a certain degree of homology (e.g. 40% homology between PRL and GH genes) 

due to their evolution from a single common ancestral gene approximately 400 mil-

lion years ago [16]. Such homogeneity leads to a certain degree of functional overlap 

between group members, such as the capability of human GH to bind to the PRL 

receptor and thus to mimic some of PRL’s actions. PRL, however, has a much more 

diverse spectrum of action compared to GH, being involved in a broad array of func-

tions extending from reproduction and lactation to roles in metabolism, behaviour, 

immunoregulation and osmoregulation [17].

Humans possess a single PRL gene on chromosome 6 [18], the expression of which 

primarily occurs in the pituitary gland, although multiple extra-pituitary sites also 

express the gene where different (tissue-specific) regulatory mechanisms are in place 

[19]. The structure of the PRL molecule follows a single chain of amino acids with 

3 intramolecular disulfide bonds between 6 cysteine residues. Although the major 

form of PRL found in the pituitary consists of 199 amino acids with a molecular mass 

of approximately 23 kDa, multiple variants of it have been characterised in humans 

through processes such as alternative splicing, proteolytic cleavage, and other post-

translational modifications [20].

Location of Synthesis and Secretion

The predominant site of synthesis and secretion of PRL is the anterior pituitary 

gland, where specialized pituicytes known as lactotropes synthesize and release the 

hormone. Dependent on their location within the gland, lactotropes display marked 

functional heterogeneity in their response to secretagogues: those located in the outer 

zone are more responsive to thyrotropinreleasing hormone (TRH), a potent hypotha-

lamic prolactin releasing factor, while those in the inner zone are more response to 

the inhibitory action of dopamine [21,22].

Though the anterior pituitary lies outside of the blood-brain barrier, PRL has been 

observed in several brain structures, most notably the hypothalamus, cerebral cortex, lim-

bic system, and brain stem [23–26]. The source of this brain prolactin remains predomi-

nantly pituitary derived, gaining access to the CNS via the choroid plexi, although the 

hypothalamus is also capable of synthesizing an identical variant of the hormone [24].

Additional peripheral sites of synthesis of the hormone include the placenta, 

decidua and myometrium of the non-pregnant uterus, the epithelial cells of the lac-

tating mammary gland and in lymphocytes [20] where its synthesis and secretion are 

under tissue-specific regulatory factors outside of the scope of this discussion.
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Prolactin Receptors and Signalling

The prolactin receptor is a transmembrane protein which belongs to class 1 of the 

cytokine receptor superfamily [27]. The gene encoding this receptor is found on 

chromosome 5 in humans, and alternative splicing produces 3 major PRL-R isoforms 

based on amino acid sequence, the short, intermediate and long forms, with the lat-

ter being the main isoform through which PRL transmits its signals. Each protein 

consists of an identical extracellular domain, a short transmembrane domain and a 

variable intracellular domain that mediates signalling.

The receptors are devoid of any intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity but once acti-

vated can be phosphorylated by cytoplasmic proteins. Binding of PRL to its recep-

tor activates several signalling pathways, the main one being the Janus-kinase-Signal 

transducer and activator of transcription (Jak-Stat) pathway, while others include the 

MAPK and the phosphoinositide 3 kinase pathway.

It is generally accepted that activation of the receptor involves ligand-induced 

sequential receptor dimerization. Initially, PRL binds to a single transmembrane 

receptor, forming an inactive hormone-receptor complex which then binds a second 

receptor leading to receptor dimerization and activation of a cascade of secondary 

messenger systems [28] (fig. 1).

Within the hypothalamus, both long and short receptor isoforms are expressed, 

and are particularly prominent within the arcuate and periventricular nuclei [29]. 

These regions play an integral part in orchestrating the inhibitory dopaminergic tone 

which the hypothalamus provides to the lactotrope, and the expression of PRL recep-

tors in these nuclei allows PRL to participate in a feedback mechanism which helps to 

regulate its own secretion (termed ‘short-loop feedback regulation’; fig. 2).

Dopamine’s Regulation of Prolactin

A large corpus of research has upheld dopamine’s predominant role in the regulation 

of prolactin synthesis and secretion. The tuberoinfundibular dopaminergic (TIDA) 

neuronal population, the cell bodies of which reside in the arcuate nucleus of the hypo-

thalamus, is the most important in regulating PRL release in humans [30]. Neurons 

from TIDA population project to the external zone of the medial eminence, where 

they release DA into the perivascular spaces surrounding the capillary loops. From 

here, dopamine travels along the long portal veins to the anterior lobe of the pituitary 

(fig. 2), where it has a direct effect on lactotropes by binding to the dopamine type 2 

receptor expressed on their cell membranes [31]. Activation of this receptor results in 

the suppression of both PRL gene expression and inhibition of hormone exocytosis 

[32–34].

In addition to its direct effect on prolactin at the level of the pituitary, there is some 

evidence for an effect of central dopaminergic tone on PRL secretion also, such as 
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the finding from rodent studies of a dopamine type 1 receptor-mediated decrease in 

TIDA activity [35, 36], although the physiological significance of such findings are as 

of yet uncertain and of less importance than the principle peripheral effect of dop-

amine on the lactotrope. 

In the absence of target gland hormones to provide feedback control over the lac-

totropes, PRL is capable of regulating its own release by modulating the hypotha-

lamic dopaminergic neurons of the arcuate nucleus via a short loop negative feedback 

mechanism (fig. 2). The hypothalamus is one of the highest density regions within 

the brain for expression of the PRL-R, and it has been demonstrated that PRL-R co-

localizes with neurons expressing tyrosine hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in 

dopamine synthesis [37]. Both enzyme activation [38] and induction [39] have been 

observed as a direct result of PRL’s action on these neurons, and this effect has been 

shown to be exclusively dependent on the STAT5b protein-mediated signal trans-

duction component of the JAK-STAT pathway [40]. Furthermore, PRL’s stimulatory 

effect on dopaminergic neurons seems to be quite specific to the hypothalamus as 

indicated by the finding that hyperprolactinaemia augments TH mRNA levels in the 

arcuate nucleus but not the substantia nigra [39].

1. Ligand-binding

2. JAK phosphorylation

3. STAT phosphorylation

4. STAT dimerization

PRL

PRL-R

JAK

STAT

Nucleus

Fig. 1. The principle signalling pathway of prolactin. Step 1: PRL molecule binds to receptor, initiat-

ing and so on receptor dimerization. Step 2: Receptor activation leads to tyrosine kinase (JAK) phos-

phorylation, which is subsequently responsible for the phosphorylation of a signal transducer and 

activator of transcription (STAT) protein when it docks to the activated receptor (step 3). The acti-

vated STAT molecule then dissociates from the receptor complex and forms a dimer with another 

phosphorylated STAT protein (step 4), which then translocates to the nucleus to initiate target gene 

transcription (e.g. increase tyrosine hydroxylase induction in TIDA neurons).
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It is thought that the predominant source of PRL which participates in short-loop 

feedback is pituitary derived, reaching the arcuate nuclei by either retrograde blood 

flow from the pituitary or from the CSF which it enters via the choroid plexus [41, 

42].

Antipsychotic-Induced Hyperprolactinaemia

Typical Antipsychotics

Typical antipsychotic medications such as haloperidol or chlorpromazine are a class 

of older medications developed in the 1950s whose efficacy as antipsychotic agents is 

defined by their potency in blocking the dopamine type 2 receptors in the brain. 

They were first shown to stimulate PRL release by Clemens and colleagues in 1974 

[12] and it is now widely recognised that all typical antipsychotics can be associated 

with sustained elevations in PRL. The principle method of action for this is by dimin-

ishing the influence of dopamine on the lactotrope via D2 receptor blockade on the 

PRL

TIDA
neuron

Lactotrope
cell

D2R

Long portal
vessel

�

X

DA

Fig. 2. The short-loop feedback mechanism of 

prolactin regulation. PRL released from pituitary 

lactotropes feeds back to the tuberoinfundibu-

lar dopaminergic neuronal population of the 

hypothalamus, where binding to its cell surface 

receptor initiates a signalling cascade which 

ultimately increases dopamine synthesis within 

the neuron. Dopamine travels back to the ante-

rior pituitary via long portal veins, where it binds 

to D2 receptors on the lactotrope and inhibits 

synthesis and secretion of PRL.
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cell membrane. Furthermore, due to the tight binding of these typical drugs to the 

dopamine receptor, they dissociate slowly from it and thus result in a more prolonged 

receptor blockade which can lead to a cumulative effect on PRL levels from one dose 

to the next [43].

Prevalence rates of hyperprolactinaemia in patients prescribed typical antipsy-

chotics are high, with estimations ranging from 33% to over 80% [44, 45]. The large 

discrepancy between studies is most probably best explained by differing dosages, 

with lower doses being associated with less of a propensity for elevated PRL due to 

less receptor occupancy. In relation to depot formulations, recent naturalistic studies 

have reported hyperprolactinaemia in approximately 35% of patients [44, 46].

Atypical Antipsychotics

The ‘atypical’ antipsychotic medications encompass a heterogeneous group of com-

pounds which vary significantly in terms of their D2 receptor blocking potency, with 

some having weak antagonist properties for the receptor (e.g. clozapine) while others 

display potent D2 antagonism (e.g. risperidone, amisulpride). Therefore, classifica-

tion of antipsychotic drugs as typical or atypical has little relevance to the relative 

propensity of these agents to cause hyperprolactinaemia. 

Of the newer second-generation medications, most are not implicated in signifi-

cant sustained increases of PRL and are thus known as ‘prolactin-sparing’ (e.g. clo-

zapine, quetiapine, olanzapine and aripiprazole fall into this class of antipsychotic). 

Two further atypicals, however (risperidone and amisulpride), have a significant PRL 

elevating property more like those of the typical variety [47], demonstrating that D2 

receptor potency of the compound is the most cogent factor when predicting the 

compound’s effect on PRL levels.

Another relevant consideration is the relative brain permeability of the medica-

tion, with those with poor permeability across the blood-brain barrier being more 

likely to cause hyperprolactinaemia. In rodents, atypical antipsychotics with a pro-

pensity for prolactin elevation have been shown to display much greater pituitary 

versus central D2 receptor occupancy than those which are prolactin-sparing [48], 

and compounds which had the highest peripheral-to-central potency displayed the 

greatest PRL elevation. Relative difficulty getting across the blood-brain barrier hence 

seems to be of importance with respect to an atypicals effect on prolactin release since 

higher doses will be required to effect a given level of central dopamine occupancy, 

a result of which is a higher number of peripheral pituitary D2 receptors also being 

blocked.

It should be borne in mind that all antipsychotics result in at least a transient 

increase in prolactin levels in humans – even those classified as prolactin-sparing 

demonstrate a non-sustained elevation, and this can result in an abnormal serum 

prolactin measurement depending on the timing of the blood test subsequent to that 
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of the last dose administered. The difference between prolactin-sparing and prolac-

tin-elevating compounds is not qualitative but rather in the sustained nature of the 

increase in the latter group [49]. The transient increase in PRL found with medica-

tions such as clozapine and quetiapine results from the fast dissociation of the com-

pound from the D2 receptor over a matter of hours following dose administration. 

Studies demonstrate a steep fall in receptor occupancy for these agents from approxi-

mately 60% within 2 h of administration of a mid-range dose to less than 30% at 24 h 

[50–52] thus negating any possible cumulative effect on PRL of subsequent doses.

Prevalence rates of hyperprolactinaemia in patients prescribed atypical antipsy-

chotic agents vary significantly according to the individual drug and dependent on 

its properties as outlined above. Most studies which report prolactin levels do so not 

as a primary outcome measure but rather as part of the set of laboratory parameters 

assessed in research aimed at efficacy measurement, and as such provide point-preva-

lence figures only which do not take into account the transient nature of PRL elevation 

incurred after some antipsychotic administration or assess persistence. Nevertheless, 

amisulpride seems to be associated with the highest risk of hyperprolactinaemia with 

point-prevalence rates of 80–100% reported in the literature [44, 53, 54]. Risperidone 

is also associated with hyperprolactinaemia in the majority who take it, with rates 

ranging from 70 to 100% of cases consistently reported [55–57]. Of atypicals which 

are known to be ‘prolactin-sparing’ in nature, rates range from less than 5 to approxi-

mately 30%, but the possibility of measuring prolactin during a transient peak soon 

after dose administration was not accounted for in any studies [53].

Conclusions

By virtue of dopamine’s direct peripheral effect on the D2 receptor of cells within 

the anterior pituitary gland, the basally high secretory tone of the lactotrope is cur-

tailed and prolactin levels are kept to homeostatic levels. The predominant regulator 

of the dopaminergic neurons involved in this pathway is itself prolactin, which feeds 

back to the hypothalamus and stimulates increased dopamine production within the 

tuberoinfundibular neuronal population, thus completing a feedback mechanism in 

controlling its own synthesis and secretion.

All antipsychotic medications can affect prolactin levels via binding to dopamine 

receptors on the lactotrope cell membrane, with those which have potent D2 recep-

tor antagonism and poorest blood-brain permeability having the greatest and most 

sustained effect. Those medications which easily cross the blood-brain barrier and 

exhibit fast dissociation from the dopamine receptor once bound have the least 

impact on serum prolactin concentrations.

Given the potential serious adverse effects of hyperprolactinaemia for patients 

in both the short-term (sexual dysfunction, amenorrhoea, galactorrhoea) and long-

term (osteopenia and osteoporosis, increased risk of hip fracture, possibly increased 
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risk of certain cancers and tumours), the clinician should be alert to its occurrence in 
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Future research is needed in this area through large prospective cohort studies to 

clarify more accurately the risk factors, prevalence and consequences of hyperprolac-

tinaemia within antipsychotic-treated patients.
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Abstract
This paper examines in detail the impact of antipsychotic medication on hyperprolactinaemia and in 

turn its effect on the physical health of patients treated for schizophrenia. The methodology was a 

critical review of the published literature, identifying systematic reviews, meta-analyses, population 

studies, post-marketing surveillance studies, randomized controlled trials (RCTs), observational data 

and clinical guidelines. The results show that the quality of prolactin data reported in most clinical 

studies is limited. Hyperprolactinaemia is common in clinical practice. There are emerging concerns 

relating to secondary hypogonadism and associated consequences of osteoporosis and sexual func-

tion. Population studies are now linking raised prolactin with increased risk of hip fractures and pos-

sibly breast cancer. In conclusion, hyperprolactinaemia should be considered in the risk balance 

equation when prescribing antipsychotics. All patients prescribed antipsychotics should be moni-

tored for prolactin levels. It will be important to share this knowledge with health care professionals 

to ensure that they recognise the symptoms and inform patients, families and carers of the risks. 

High-quality studies are required to disentangle the risk of fractures and breast cancer from life-

style, illness factors and treatment effects. Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

Prolactin (PRL), a hormone secreted by the anterior pituitary, has a major role in 

regulation processes [1]. It was discovered in 1933 by Riddle et al. [2] in the crops of 

pigeons and was named as such for its role in lactation. The discovery was not trans-

lated into human physiology or clinical understanding until the 1970s and that is when 

the concept of prolactinaemia arose. Hyperprolactinaemia (HPRL) can be defined 

simply as sustained levels of PRL higher than normal values. Commonly, HPRL is 

defined as blood PRL levels of >20 ng/ml for males and >25 ng/ml for females [3].

It is now known that HPRL is the commonest disorder of the hypothalamic-pituitary 

axis and could be caused by physiological processes as well as pharmacological agents. 

Furthermore, it has been established that HPRL is associated with side effects such as 

galactorrhoea, gynaecomastia, hypogonadism and fertility problems, including sexual 

dysfunction both in men and women [4, 5]. Chronic hypogonadism has been associated 
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with an increased risk of osteoporosis in both sexes, and a possibly increased risk of 

cardiovascular disorders in young women. Additionally, there are emerging concerns 

about a possible association of HPRL with breast cancer and pituitary tumours [6, 7]. 

The focus of this chapter will be to examine in detail the impact of antipsychotic 

medication on HPRL and in turn its effects on the physical health of patients treated 

for schizophrenia.

Prolactin Physiology, Regulation and Secretion 

PRL a hormone in the regulation of lactation, named by Riddle et al. [2], is today 

known to have over 300 separate biological activities [1] including reproduction (lac-

tation, leuteal function, reproductive behaviour) and homeostasis (immune response, 

osmoregulation, angiogenesis). Human PRL consists of 199 amino acids and has sim-

ilar structure, binding and functional properties as growth hormone [1]. PRL synthe-

sis and secretion in humans is mainly from lactotrope cells in the anterior pituitary 

gland and is largely regulated by dopamine (inhibitory), although thyrotropin-releas-

ing hormone (PRL release) plays a small role. To a much lesser extent, PRL can be 

synthesised in several other locations such as the hypothalamus, placenta and mam-

mary gland. The links between the hypothalamus and pituitary gland are important 

for normal PRL secretion [8] and interference with this linkage will break the inhibi-

tory effect of dopamine resulting in HPRL.

Common Causes of Hyperprolactinaemia

Antipsychotic-associated HPRL is believed to be the commonest cause of raised PRL. 

However, it is also known that some physiological, pharmacological and pathological 

mechanisms may also increase PRL. 

The main physiological causes of HPRL include pregnancy, acute stress and nipple 

suckling [9]. Pregnancy in schizophrenia is the most likely reason for HPRL (PRL up 

to 240 ng/ml) and so needs to be excluded in women presenting with clinical features 

of HPRL. 

A number of drugs other than antipsychotics affect the dopamine system, and as 

expected are associated with HPRL including anti-emetics, some antidepressants and 

some analgesics [9]. Electroconvulsive therapy has also been associated with transient 

PRL elevation [10]. In many centres retrospective diagnosis of possible epileptic sei-

zure is done by measuring the post-ictal PRL levels.

One of the rare but important causes of HPRL is prolactinoma which usually pres-

ents with elevated PRL levels of >100 ng/ml (2,100 IU/l) [11]. 

Holt [9] raises the hypothesis that dysregulation of dopamine control of PRL secre-

tion may be an important aetiological factor in the development of prolactinomas.
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Other disease states associated with HPRL include primary hypothyroidism, chest 

wall lesions, chronic renal failure, cirrhosis of the liver, ectopic secretion of PRL, sei-

zures and cancer metastases [12].

The Impact of Antipsychotics on Prolactin Elevation

Antipsychotic blockade of D2 receptors on the anterior pituitary lactotrope is the 

main mechanism by which antipsychotics increase PRL. Kapur and Seeman [13] 

suggested that fast dissociation from the D2 receptor makes an antipsychotic more 

accommodating of physiological dopamine transmission, permitting an antipsychotic 

effect without PRL elevation. Seeman [14] showed that the blockade of D2 receptors 

by typical antipsychotics is more prolonged than with atypicals and this leads to the 

accumulation of PRL.

Kapur et al. [15] hypothesised that atypical antipsychotics with a propensity for 

PRL elevation would show a higher pituitary versus striatal D2 receptor occupancy 

and in part would reflect their ease at crossing the blood-brain barrier. Additionally, it 

is now recognised that some of the metabolites of antipsychotics themselves may have 

an effect on PRL elevation such as the 9-hydroxy metabolite of risperidone which has 

a predominant role in PRL elevation. 

The work of Green et al. [16] and Kuruvilla et al. [17] support the view that schizo-

phrenia is not associated with raised PRL elevation in unmedicated patients. PRL 

elevation starts with antipsychotic treatment. Research to date shows that all antip-

sychotics have been associated with varying degrees of HPRL [18]; however, it is still 

important to note that antipsychotics show differences in terms of rates, severity and 

sustained levels of raised PRL [4, 18].

The quality of PRL data reported in many clinical trials is limited [19]. Few tri-

als have PRL as a primary outcome measure, categorical levels are rarely reported, 

and few studies report both PRL and gonadal hormones. Most studies fail to monitor 

blood levels for antipsychotics and hence where a decline in PRL is reported over time, 

it is difficult to tease out if this is a real effect or just a reflection of non- compliance. 

Bushe et al. [19] identified those studies reporting categorical rates of HPRL show-

ing a range of 42–92% in females and 18–72% in males. This confirms that HPRL is 

a common side effect of antipsychotic medication with females being more prone. 

Byerly et al. [4] suggested a clinically valuable categorisation of antipsychotics into 

two groups: those associated with marked and sustained PRL elevation (some typical 

and some atypical antipsychotic) and those second-generation antipsychotics which 

appear to have little effect on PRL levels.

There has been a long-held view that typical antipsychotics are associated with 

markedly high rates of HPRL; however, an examination of the literature questions 

this view. Bushe and Shaw [20] found that in clinical practice the rates of HPRL in 

male and female patients on monotherapy with typical antipsychotics were only 33%. 
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Similar rates for HPRL are shown in several other studies [21, 22] thus illustrating 

that many patients on typical antipsychotics do not show HPRL. The rates of HPRL 

reported by Bushe et al. [19] were considerably lower for typicals than for the atypi-

cals amisulpride and risperidone. 

There are a number of studies which have examined the long-term impact of 

antipsychotics on PRL levels. Meltzer and Fang [23] reported that within 72 h 

men and women on phenothiazines, would show 3.2- and 3.8-fold increases in 

PRL levels, respectively, and these would remain elevated at 1 and 3 months dur-

ing the observation period. Within 48–96 h of stopping the medication PRL levels 

would normalise. Chouinard et al. [24] reported that there was no evidence of 

growing tolerance to PRL-elevating antipsychotics in those patients who had been 

treated for many years with these medications. In contrast, Brown and Laughren 

[25] reported tolerance after 4 months of treatment with typicals. The discrep-

ancy in these findings may be associated with issues of compliance rather than 

tolerance. 

Svestka et al. [26] reported one of the few studies with atypical antipsychotics 

where PRL was the primary outcome measure. Amisulpride and risperidone PRL 

levels increased significantly in 100% of female patients as early as the first week of 

treatment, whereas with quetiapine and zotepine, PRL levels were reduced as early 

as the first week after treatment. In the same study, olanzapine was associated with 

mild transient PRL elevation. In this study, PRL elevation did not correlate with age, 

menopausal status, efficacy of the antipsychotic, daily dose, serum lipids or blood 

glucose levels. 

Clinical Adverse Effects of Prolactin

Halbreich and Kahn [3] proposed that many of the clinical adverse consequences 

of HPRL could be accounted for by its effects on the HPG axis. HPRL is associ-

ated with suppression of gonadotropin pulsatile release, which in turn inhibits 

the release of luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) 

from the pituitary leading to suppression of ovarian and testicular function in turn 

leading to hypogonadism [3, 27]. This potentially further led to a range of men-

strual disorders, reduced fertility in both sexes, decreased sexual function in men 

and women including decreased libido, increased risk of cardiovascular disorders, 

galactorrhoea, anxiety and depression. Halbreich and Kahn [3] also postulated that 

adverse events such as an increased risk of breast cancer were possibly associated 

with HPRL. This hypothesis is supported by Harvey et al. [6] who identified that 

PRL has a direct action on breast tissue where it can act as a mitogen in the mam-

mary gland. Furthermore, PRL stimulates the growth and motility of human breast 

cancer and acts as a potent survival factor protecting human breast cancer cells from 

apoptosis. 
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The last decade has seen a new research focus on the secondary impact of antip-

sychotics on gonadal hormones and hypogonadism through HPRL in schizophrenia. 

Smith et al. [22] reported the impact of typical antipsychotics, with a 2-year minimum 

exposure on patients with schizophrenia, finding that 75% of the females and 34% of 

the males have HPRL. The rates of hypogonadism were 85% and 6.4% in females 

and males, respectively. This highlights that PRL levels are a relatively good indica-

tor of risk of hypogonadism, but in females suggests that HPRL levels at the top end 

of the normal range may also indicate hypogonadism. Howes et al. [28] investigated 

103 patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder with a medium treatment 

duration of 3.3 years with antipsychotics. The rates of hypogonadism in females was 

79%, and 92% of the women had hypo-oestrogenism and 28% of the men showed 

hypotestosteronism.

Common Side-Effects Associated with Antipsychotic-Induced Hyperprolactinaemia

Gynaecomastia and Galactorrhoea

It is important to note that there are no standardised methods for measuring galact-

orrhoea. Beumont et al. [29] describe massaging the breast for 3 min and then mea-

suring the volume of milk produced. Others use a milk pump to extract milk and 

or just simply ask the patient. Prior to the introduction of antipsychotic medication 

in the 1950s neither galactorrhoea nor gynaecomastia had been noted as important 

complaints from patients with schizophrenia. However, Robinson [30] found an inci-

dence rate for galactorrhoea of 10%, while Plante and Roy [31] reported an incidence 

rate of 57%. Tolis et al. [32] reported 65 cases of galactorrhoea and found that there 

was no correlation between PRL levels and the frequency and severity of galactor-

rhoea. Beumont et al. [29] pointed out that the correlation between raised PRL and 

lactation is not a direct one as other factors were involved in the initiation and main-

tenance of galactorrhoea. 

More recent studies suggest that the incidence of galactorrhoea in clinical prac-

tice is lower than earlier reports. Wesselmann and Windgassen [33] completed one 

of the first prospective studies of galactorrhoea in schizophrenia in 150 patients. 

They reported that an incidence rate of 14% and prevalence rate of 19% and galac-

torrhoea occurred between the 7th and 75th days after initiating treatment. Only 

28% of their patients spontaneously disclosed these side effects to their psychia-

trists as they found this embarrassing. Underreporting and under recognition of 

symptoms could be one of the underlying factors in the great variety of reported 

prevalence and incidence of this adverse effect. Wesselmann and Windgassen [33] 

stated that more than half of his female patients who experienced galactorrhoea 

closely linked this to their femininity. They had 1 patient who misinterpreted this 

as pseudo-pregnancy. Galactorrhoea is reported much less commonly in males with 
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rates around 1%. However, Halbreich and Kahn [3] reported that up to 33% of men 

with HPRL actually had galactorrhoea on examination. It is clear that galactorrhoea 

should not be left to self-reporting and be included in the physical examination of 

the patient. 

Menstrual Cycle and Fertility

Menstrual dysfunction associated with psychoses was recognised well before the 

introduction of antipsychotics [34]. These early observations supported the view 

that illness and possibly life style factors also played a role in menstrual abnormali-

ties, separate from the effects of antipsychotics on low oestrogen via hypogonad-

ism. The rates of amenorrhoea vary widely between studies, ranging from very low 

figures to as high 78% as reported by Smith et al. [22], and averaging around the 

30% level. This wide variation in rates may be a consequence of the definition of 

amenorrhoea. It has been defined as the temporary or permanent absence of men-

struation for more than 6 months. Wong and Seeman [35] defined amenorrhoea as 

3 consecutive missed periods. Hence, many pharmacological studies in schizophre-

nia designed for 12 weeks or less would miss clinical signs of adverse events of the 

menstrual cycle. Wong and Seeman [35] highlighted that 90% of the women linked 

normal menstruation with good health and subjects with irregular menses had sig-

nificantly lower self-esteem than those with normal menses (p < 0.01). In the same 

study, patients with amenorrhoea had higher PRL levels than those without (57 vs. 

27 ng/ml). 

Smith et al. [22] followed up patients who had been stabilised on typical antipsy-

chotics for at least 2 years measuring both PRL levels as well as gonadal hormones. 

Although the average dose of antipsychotics in chlorpromazine equivalents was only 

384 mg, 75% of the females had PRL levels greater than the upper limit of normal, 

36% had amenorrhoea, 32% oligomenorrhoea and 36% had apparent normal men-

struation; however, only 37% of these women were actually ovulating. Furthermore, 

this study showed that HPRL in women was correlated with the degree of suppression 

of the HPG axis. Howes et al. [28] found similarly high levels of intermittent anovula-

tory cycles (92%) in a population of premenopausal females with a median exposure 

to antipsychotic of 3.3 years.

In clinical practice, menstrual disturbance is the most obvious feature of HPRL 

and has been traditionally used as a clinical sign for raised PRL. Smith et al. [22] and 

Howes et al. [28] demonstrated that many women with apparently regular menstrua-

tion would not be ovulating, indicating a hypogonadal state. 

With the appearance of antipsychotics with a lower propensity for raised 

PRL levels and amenorrhoea, clinicians should also recognise that switching to 

these medications may initiate ovulation and put the patient at risk of unplanned 

pregnancy. 
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Decreased Bone Mineral Density and Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is defined by the WHO as at least a fall of 2.5 SDs below the mean peak 

bone density for young adults and osteopenia is defined as bone density between <2.5 

and >1.0 SD.

Prior to the introduction of antipsychotics, there were not many reports of frac-

tures or osteopenia/osteoporosis in patients with schizophrenia, except for a few 

case reports of hip fractures in patients undergoing unmodified electroconvulsive 

therapy.

A great deal of our current knowledge and understanding about the risks of devel-

oping osteopenia/osteoporosis or fractures associated with HPRL comes from animal 

studies and reports of patients with pituitary tumours. 

Little is known about the putative role of PRL on bone cells and bone formation 

in humans [36]. Adler et al. [37] investigated the effects of PRL excess and estrogen 

deficiency on bone in rats and concluded that HPRL with osteoporosis is likely to 

be due to PRL-induced hypogonadism rather than a direct effect of PRL on calcium 

homeostasis. Amenorrhoea associated with HPRL was the first recognised model of 

functional hypogonadal osteoporosis [38] showing an association with decrease cor-

tical and trabecular bone density. Other recognised associations are smoking, lack of 

exercise and lithium-induced hyperparathyroidism [39]. Klibanski et al. [38] were the 

first to highlight that young women were vulnerable to developing osteopenia/osteo-

porosis. There are several studies of patients diagnosed with pituitary tumours who 

report increased rates of bone loss. Biller et al. [40] found that bone density decreased 

significantly in HPRL women who were amenorrheic for more than 20 months. This 

suggests that studies in treatment pathways in schizophrenia should continue for at 

least 2 years to pick up these phenomena. Further, it does confirm the clinical impor-

tance of amenorrhoea as a risk factor for osteoporosis and osteopenia. Greenspan 

et al. [41] confirmed that osteoporosis developed in men with hyperprolactinaemic 

hypogonadism. 

O’Keane [27] points out that prior to 2000, there were no studies in schizophrenia 

which examined the relationship between hypogonadism, secondary to HPRL and 

bone density. The clinical trials in this area have been well described and reviewed 

by several authors including Leucht et al. [42] and Byerly et al. [4]. Overall, there is 

a consistency of findings amongst these reviewers. Albeit limited by small cohorts 

and short duration, these studies show that patients with schizophrenia, on antipsy-

chotics over a prolonged period of time, report increased rates of osteoporosis and 

osteopenia. 

Kishimoto et al. [43] reports a study in 74 male patients (mean age 58.9) with 

schizophrenia, investigating the possible causes of reduced bone mineral density. 

They report that 37% had osteopenia and 27% osteoporosis, 87% of the subjects had 

HPRL and vitamin D levels were normal. Exercise and vitamin D did not protect 

these patients from lower bone mineral density. The high PRL group showed low 
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levels of FSH and LH, and significantly low gonadal hormones. The results of this 

study support the hypothesis that HPRL impacts on the HPG axis which contrib-

utes to bone loss and the greatest bone loss correlated with the increased duration 

of HPRL. Vekemans and Robyn [44] highlighted that in men PRL levels rise with 

age, whereas in women PRL levels decline with age and by the time men are 60, their 

normal PRL levels are higher than women of similar ages. This observation raises the 

important question of increased risks in older men. 

Howard et al. [45] completed the first large- scale population study to investigate 

patients with a history of schizophrenia and risk of hip fracture. The method used 

was a case-controlled study comparing hip fractures in the general practice research 

database (n = 16,341) with matched controls (n = 29,889). The key finding was that 

hip fractures were significantly associated with a diagnosis of schizophrenia (OR 1.73; 

95% CI 1.32–2.28) and independently associated with PRL elevating antipsychotics 

(OR = 2.6; 95% CI 2.43–2.78). This is one of the main studies to show that schizo-

phrenia has to be recognized as a significant risk factor for hip fractures. 

Breast Cancer

Leucht et al. [42], in a systematic review of physical illness in schizophrenia, found 

that population studies which examined the relationship between schizophrenia and 

breast cancer were inconclusive. They also examined the question of whether high 

PRL levels promote breast cancer. Their findings supported the view that the evi-

dence for this was discordant. This chapter explores new findings which were not 

included in the review by Leucht et al. [42]. 

Catts et al. [46] completed one of the first meta-analysis of cancer incidence rates 

in schizophrenia which included 100,000 patients and 70,000 parents and 73,000 sib-

lings. This meta-analysis showed that the incidence of breast cancer was significantly 

increased in female patients SIR = 1.12 (CI 1.02–1.23; p = 0.02). In parents of patients 

with schizophrenia or their siblings, the pooled data for all cancers were shown to be 

significantly reduced in parents: SIR = 0.90 (CI 0.88–0.93) and siblings SIR = 0.89 (CI 

0.84–0.94). These findings are consistent with genes associated with schizophrenia, 

being protective against cancers.

Hippisley-Cox et al. [47] report an epidemiological study using the QRESEARCH 

database (UK primary care clinical records). The population consisted of roughly 4 

million patients with nearly 18.7 million person year’s observation. The study showed 

an increased risk of breast cancer in patients with schizophrenia (adjusted OR 1.52 

for deprivation, smoking, obesity and use of other medications, 95% CI 1.10–2.11).

This study differs from many of the earlier studies as it included many patients 

aged >50 years. Since breast cancer is more common in older women, it is likely that 

a greater powered study would be required to detect increased rates of breast cancer 

in younger women.
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Hankinson et al. [48] investigated the risk of breast cancer associated with high 

PRL by doing a series of epidemiological studies now well known as the US Nurse 

Health Study. This study cohort was establishes in 1976 with 121,700 US female reg-

istered nurses (30–55 years) and followed up every 2 years. From 1989 through 1990 

blood samples for different blood biochemistry including PRL results were collected 

from 32.826 women. Hankinson et al. [48] observed a significant association with 

observed PRL levels and postmenopausal breast cancer (highest versus lowest quartile 

multivariate relative risk of 2.02; 95% CI 1.24–3.31). Hankinson along with Tworoger 

have now published a series of papers which show increase risk of breast cancer both 

in premenopausal and postmenopausal women. This is probably the strongest clini-

cal evidence supporting the view that elevated PRL is a risk factor for breast cancer. 

Harvey et al. [6] believe that the balance of evidence from in vitro and animal 

studies now supports the view that raised PRL is associated with breast cancer. 

Furthermore, they challenge the long-held view that findings from animal data may 

not be applicable to humans. These findings are now being included in some of the 

summary of product characteristics in the US for some of the antipsychotics. There 

are some confounds with the PRL story, as there is laboratory evidence that trifluo-

roperazine inhibits the development of cancer cells.

Halbreich et al. [49] identified high rates of breast cancer in patients with chronic 

schizophrenia who were screened with mammography. Wernicke et al. [50] com-

pleted one of the first studies to assess breast screening for patients with schizophre-

nia. Overall, they found psychiatric patients with a diagnosis of psychosis (OR = 0.33, 

CI 0.18–0.61; p < 0.01) were less like to attend for breast screening than the general 

population. 

Both studies highlight the importance of breast screening in patients with 

schizophrenia. 

In conclusion, findings from a meta-analysis suggests that schizophrenia maybe 

protective of breast cancer in parents and siblings, but breast cancer rates were sig-

nificantly increased in female patients. Epidemiological studies by Hankinson and 

Tworoger provide strong evidence supporting the thesis that higher levels of PRL 

potentially put patients at increased risk of breast cancer.

Hyperprolactinaemia and Sexual Dysfunction 

Sexual dysfunction is associated with a wide variety of possible mechanisms. Gitlin 

[51] described the possible effects of a direct CNS effect on the neurotransmitter sys-

tem, sedation secondary to histamine, a peripheral effect resulting in priaprism, and 

hormonal effects primarily through HPRL.

 In patients with schizophrenia, it is extremely difficult to disentangle the sexual 

dysfunction caused by HPRL from the psychopathology of schizophrenia and the 

impact of antipsychotics and other medication on a variety of receptor systems such 
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as serotonin and histamine. Weizman et al. [52] conducted a study to look at sexual 

dysfunction associated with HPRL patients with renal failure undergoing haemodi-

alysis. They noted that patients with high levels of PRL (130 ng/ml) as compared to 

patients with low levels of PRL (36.3 ng/ml) were clinically impotent. On treatment 

with bromocriptine, 4 males and 1 female showed a restoration of sexual desire and 

potency. These findings support the hypothesis that HPRL can be a major cause for 

reversible sexual dysfunction. Smith et al. [53] published one of the first controlled 

studies investigating the frequency and underlying mechanisms of sexual dysfunction 

in people on antipsychotics. Sexual dysfunction occurred in 45% of patients taking 

antipsychotics and 17% of non-treated controls. They concluded that HPRL was the 

main cause of sexual dysfunction in females (with 75% of the women being HPRL) 

whereas in males (with 34% of the men being HPRL) autonomic side effects were a 

dominant cause of sexual dysfunction but in those men with HPRL this superseded 

other causes of sexual dysfunction. 

Howes et al. [28] investigated the relationship between sexual function and gonadal 

hormones. Although this study showed high rates of sexual dysfunction and high 

rates of hypogonadism (92% women and 28% men) there was no correlation between 

sexual function and gonadal hormones which indicated that this is not the main 

aetiological factor in these cases. Costa et al. [54] reported no differences in sexual 

function between patients treated with the atypical antipsychotic olanzapine and con-

ventional antipsychotics but they did show differences in the rate of normalisation 

of hormone levels. This illustrates that sexual function is a complex multi-factorial 

activity controlled by many different neurotransmitters and not just PRL.

Clinical Management of Hyperprolactinaemia

Historically, it was considered that a raised PRL in association with typical antipsy-

chotics was almost inevitable. This gave rise to a nihilistic perspective, which ignored 

HPRL in patients unless they complained of adverse events. With the advent of newer 

antipsychotics with a lower risk of HPRL this perspective is no longer valid. 

It is now recognised that raised PRL is not benign and the risk of HPRL can be 

reduced through screening and planned antipsychotic treatments.

HPRL and its clinical side effects have not received all the attention they deserve. 

The symptoms and sexual side effects of HPRL have not been fully clinically recog-

nized or sufficiently investigated. There are still male and female patients who are not 

checked for their PRL levels, who do not complain to their GPs or the community key 

workers in the mental health teams and who suffer silently. 

The first step in recognition of the symptoms and side effects in the community will 

be the training of GPs and non-medical professionals in primary care trusts in gath-

ering the information and recognizing the side effects in patients who may be unwill-

ing to discuss the issues or who may not be aware of the impact of the medication. 
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Community mental health nurses, key workers and community pharmacist should be 

involved in assessing the problem.

The next step should be to measure PRL levels routinely, on initiating antipsy-

chotic treatment and during the stabilisation period as part of patients physical health 

screen. This should be followed by training in recognition and follow-up of the lon-

ger-term systemic and metabolic side effects of the medication including establish-

ment of osteoporosis and breast problems as early as possible.

For all these the patients, their families and carers should be involved in under-

standing the side effects and in asking the relevant questions.

Medical management and psychiatrists should make the case for financial resources 

when necessary. There are several guidelines on the monitoring and management 

of PRL in schizophrenia, but few offer practical advice [55]. Peveler et al. [56] put 

together some clinical recommendations on antipsychotic-associated HPRL based on 

a critical appraisal of the current literature. Their main recommendation was that 

PRL elevation appeared to be of greatest concern in people under the age of 25 years 

as they are at greatest risk of subsequent osteoporosis. HPRL should be avoided in 

those with a history of breast cancer, possibly prostate cancer, prolactinomas and 

those diagnosed with osteoporosis. HPRL should also be avoided in women planning 

pregnancy. Clinicians should consider giving patients information about the risks of 

elevated PRL, particularly osteoporosis, reduced fertility, menstrual irregularities and 

sexual dysfunction. 

Peveler et al. [56] suggest that in any patients presenting with PRL levels greater 

than 150 ng/ml, a prolactinoma should be considered and the patients should be 

referred to a specialist endocrinologist.

Hopefully, the data of PRL will now been translated from basic sciences to clinical 

practice and will lead to better quality of life and life expectancy for patients at risk of 

developing HPRL.
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